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Abstract
One crucial step in virtual drug design is the identification of new lead structures with
respect to a pharmacological target molecule. The search for new lead structures is often
done with the help of a pharmacophore, which carries the essential structural as well as
physico-chemical properties that a molecule needs to have in order to bind to the target
molecule. In the absence of the target molecule, such a pharmacophore can be established
by comparison of a set of active compounds. In order to identify their common features,
a multiple alignment of all or most of the active compounds is necessary. Moreover, since
the “outer shape” of the molecules plays a major role in the interaction between drug and
target, an alignment algorithm aiming at the identification of common binding properties
needs to consider the molecule’s “outer shape”, which can be approximated by the solvent
excluded surface.
In this thesis, we present a new approach to molecular surface alignment based on a
discrete representation of shape as well as physico-chemical properties by points distributed
on the solvent excluded surface. We propose a new method to distribute points regularly
on a surface w.r.t. a smoothly varying point density given on that surface. Since the
point distribution algorithm is not restricted to molecular surfaces, it might also be of
interest for other applications. For the computation of pairwise surface alignments, we
extend an existing point matching scheme to surface points, and we develop an efficient
data structure speeding up the computation by a factor of three. Moreover, we present
an approach to compute multiple alignments from pairwise alignments, which is able to
handle a large number of surface points. All algorithms are evaluated on two sets of
molecules: eight thermolysin inhibitors and seven HIV-1 protease inhibitors. Finally, we
compare the results obtained from surface alignment with the results obtained by applying
an atom alignment approach.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Identifizierung neuer Leitstrukturen (lead structures) zur Entwicklung optimierter
Wirkstoffe ist ein äußerst wichtiger Schritt in der virtuellen Wirkstoffentwicklung (virtual
drug design). Die Suche nach neuen Leitstrukturen wird oft mit Hilfe eines PharmakophorModells durchgeführt, welches die wichtigsten strukturellen wie auch physiko-chemischen
Eigenschaften eines bindenden Moleküls in sich vereint. Ist das Zielmolekül (target) nicht
bekannt, kann das Pharmakophor-Modell mit Hilfe des Vergleiches aktiver Moleküle erstellt werden. Hier ist insbesondere die gleichzeitige Überlagerung (multiple alignment)
aller oder nahezu aller Moleküle notwendig. Da bei der Interaktion zweier Moleküle die
“äußere Form” der Moleküle eine besondere Rolle spielt, sollte diese von jedem Überlagerungsalgorithmus, der sich mit der Identifizierung von Bindungseigenschaften befasst,
berücksichtigt werden. Dabei kann die “äußere Form” durch eine bestimmte Art von
molekularer Oberfläche approximiert werden, die man als solvent excluded surface bezeichnet.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir einen neuen Ansatz zur Überlagerung molekularer Oberflächen dar, der auf einer diskreten Repräsentation sowohl der Form als auch der molekularen Eigenschaften mittels Punkten beruht. Um die Punkte auf der molekularen Oberfläche möglichst regulär entsprechend einer gegebenen Punktdichte zu verteilen, entwickeln
wir eine neue Methode. Diese Methode ist nicht auf Moleküloberflächen beschränkt und
könnte daher auch für andere Anwendungen von Interesse sein. Basierend auf einem
bekannten Point-Matching Verfahren entwickeln wir einen Point-Matching Algorithmus
für Oberflächenpunkte. Dazu erarbeiten wir u.a. eine effiziente Datenstruktur, die den Algorithmus um einen Faktor von drei beschleunigt. Darüberhinaus stellen wir einen Ansatz
vor, der Mehrfachüberlagerungen (multiple alignments) aus paarweisen Überlagerungen
berechnet. Die Herausforderung besteht hierbei vor allem in der großen Anzahl von Punkten, die berücksichtigt werden muss. Die vorgestellten Algorithmen werden an zwei Gruppen von Molekülen evaluiert, wobei die erste Gruppe aus acht Thermolysin Inhibitoren
besteht, die zweite aus sieben HIV-1 Protease Inhibitoren. Darüberhinaus vergleichen
wir die Ergebnisse der Oberflächenüberlagerung mit denen einer Atommittelpunktüberlagerung.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem Formulation

The alignment of two objects is the adjustment of the relative orientation of one of the
objects to the other one with respect to a given similarity measure. Alignment of objects is
a concept widely used in many scientific areas, whereby the dimensionality of the objects
varies from 1-dimensional objects, such as alpha-numerical strings, over 2-dimensional
objects, such as images, to 3-dimensional or even higher dimensional objects. Even though
the method used for aligning objects strongly depends on their dimensionality and the
application in focus, there are some general statements that can be made about alignment
methods:
• Similarity. Alignment methods are used to determine the similarity of objects. Every
alignment method is based on some similarity measure, which strongly affects the
design of the method. Alignment methods should detect those relative positions for
which the value of the considered similarity measure is large. While the primary aim
of an alignment is to reveal the similarity of objects, their dissimilarity also becomes
more apparent when the objects are aligned.
• Local versus global alignment. Alignment methods can be classified as either being
local or global. Global methods take the whole object into account and, generally, try
to identify the maximal overall similarity. Local methods, in contrast, align objects
according to local similarity. Whether an alignment method is local or global is
determined by the similarity measure, but the transition between global and local
methods is smooth.
• Correspondence. A concept closely related to the problem of aligning objects is
that of establishing a correspondence between parts of the objects. While global
alignment methods always aim at establishing a correspondence in which all parts
of the objects are represented, local alignment algorithms identify partial correspondences between the objects. That is to say, local methods will not necessarily find
a correspondence between all parts of the objects, but concentrate on identifying
correspondences with high similarity between the corresponding parts.
3
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• Pairwise versus multiple alignment. In many cases, it is sufficient to be able to
align two objects to each other. This process is called pairwise alignment. If more
than two objects should be related to each other, more than a series of pairwise
alignments is needed. In some way, all objects need to be related to each other at
the same time. Multiple alignment aims at identifying commonalities among a set of
objects. Even though these commonalities may be rather faint – depending on the
number of objects and their diversity – these faint commonalities might reveal more
information than similarities based on pairwise alignments, since they represent the
properties common to all objects. This is of particular value if we want to relate the
objects’ properties to some common behavior.

This thesis focuses on alignment algorithms in virtual drug design, a subfield of biochemistry, which aims at designing new drug molecules “in silico”, i.e. with the help of
computers. In particular, we focus on alignment algorithms that might help in elucidating
so called pharmacophores. The term pharmacophore was coined in the early 1900s by Paul
Ehrlich. He defined a pharmacophore as “a molecular framework that carries (phoros) the
essential features responsible for a drug’s (pharmacon) biological activity” [54]. This definition was not modified until in 1977 Peter Gund specified it by describing a pharmacophore
as “a set of structural features in a molecule that is recognized at a receptor site and is
responsible for that molecule’s biological activity” [69]. Pharmacophores are generally used
as templates for screening large data bases of molecules to filter out those molecules bearing some specific structural and physico-chemical features. These molecules can then be
investigated more thoroughly for their potential of replacing a previously known drug.
Pharmacophore identification can be divided into two fields: receptor-based identification and analog-based identification. While the first requires knowledge of the receptor,
which is not always available, the latter requires a set of active analogs. Hence, this approach is also known as the active analog approach [70]. The active analog approach
is based on the molecular similarity principle, which “states that structurally similar
molecules tend to have similar properties – physicochemical as well as biological ones –
more often than structurally dissimilar molecules” [21]. However, to be able to identify
the essential features and to exclude features that merely fit by chance, we need a set
of “diverse” active analogs which yet bind to the receptor via similar binding modes.
The more active analogs we have and the more diverse they are, the more precisely the
pharmacophore can be modeled. But the identification of common structural as well as
physico-chemical features among a set of molecules can only be achieved by a multiple
alignment.
If we want to design an alignment algorithm well-suited for pharmacophore identification, what properties should such an algorithm have? One requirement has already been
stated: the algorithm must be able to align a set of molecules to each other, hence, we
need a multiple alignment algorithm. But what additional properties are needed? Should
the algorithm be local or global? Which similarity measure should be used, and which
representation should the similarity measure be based on?
It has long been known that the functionality of molecules is strongly influenced by
the molecule’s shape. In 1890, Emil Fischer used the lock-and-key metaphor to explain

1.2. Example: Odor Molecules
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the binding of a small molecule, the ligand, to a larger molecule, the receptor. The ligand
must fit into the active site of the receptor as a key must fit into its lock. Even though
it has been known for quite some time that the lock often changes its shape during the
binding process, known as induced fit, it nevertheless remains true, that receptor and
ligand represent partially complementary shapes in the bound state. Van Drie argues
that it is necessary to better account for the shape of the molecules in the search for a
pharmacophore: “if a molecule has an atom bumping into the wall of the receptor, no
amount of fiddling with the features in the pharmacophore can account for this.” [49] The
complementarity of molecular shapes is best expressed using the concept of molecular
surfaces. Yet, geometric complementarity of the shapes alone might not suffice. An
algorithm considering only the shape of the molecule is most likely to fail in producing
good alignments for pharmacophore identification. Physico-chemical properties of the
molecules need to match as well. Hence, we need a molecular surface alignment algorithm
capable of incorporating physico-chemical properties.
As the key sticks out of the lock, the ligand is not completely enclosed by the active
site. Those parts of the ligand sticking out of the receptor’s active site can look very
differently. What matters is the part interacting with the receptor. This leads us to a
further requirement for the design of an alignment algorithm suitable for pharmacophore
elucidation: it must be a local alignment algorithm able to establish partial correspondences
between objects.
In this thesis we develop an alignment algorithm that addresses the requirements for
pharmacophore elucidation mentioned above. To summarize, such an algorithm must
be based on local similarity of the “outer shape” of the molecule, namely its surface.
Furthermore, it must be able to consider geometrical as well as physico-chemical properties
of the molecules, since both are important for binding. Finally, a multiple alignment
algorithm is needed in order to eliminate features that are not essential in the binding
process.

1.2

Example: Odor Molecules

In order to understand how odors are coded within the olfactory system of some organism,
knowledge about the input to this system is needed. The input to the olfactory system
can be described by the odors activating or deactivating the olfactory receptor neurons
expressing the same olfactory receptor. This set of activating and deactivating odors is
termed the molecular receptive range. In her doctoral thesis [137], Daniela Pelz studied
a large number of odors (more than 100) from a variety of chemical classes in order
to describe the molecular receptive range of the olfactory receptor neurons expressing
the olfactory receptor Or22a in the model organism Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly).
Among the investigated odors she was able to identify 39 odors activating Or22a, which
means that Or22a has a broad yet selective range. In addition to identifying the activating
odors, Daniela Pelz also determined the dose necessary to stimulate a response of the
respective olfactory receptor neurons. Thus, she was able to classify the odors according
to this dose and found that ethyl- and methyl-hexanoate are the most potent odors.

6
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Figure 1.1: Representation of molecular surface and physico-chemical properties for ethylhexanoate. Left: Molecular surface with shape points. Right: Points representing potential hydrogen bond donor regions.

At this point the question arose, what structural and physico-chemical properties an
odor needs to have to activate the receptor Or22a, whose 3-dimensional structure is unknown. This was the beginning of a very interesting collaboration and the starting point
to dive into the field of structural alignment. The application of the multiple surface alignment algorithm proposed in this thesis allows for more insight into the molecular receptive
range of Or22a, although it is difficult to judge the correctness of the identified model. In
the following paragraph, we will shortly describe the results of the multiple alignment of
all odors activating the olfactory receptor Or22a.
Since the 3-dimensional structure of Or22a is, as yet, unknown, we did not have any
information about the 3-dimensional structures of the odors in the bound state. Moreover, the molecular structures of the 39 odors activating Or22a are, in large parts, very
flexible; this means, they can adopt many different shapes. The first step we therefore
had to accomplish was to compute those forms the odors might adopt when binding to the
receptor. With the program ConFlow [125], we generated so called conformers for all
odors, which were in the range from 7 conformers for 2-3-butanedione up to 491 conformers for butyl-butyrate. Since ethyl-hexanoate was found to be the most potent odor [137],
we used ethyl-hexanoate as reference structure and compared the conformers of all other
odors with the 154 conformers of ethyl-hexanoate. Apart from the shape of the molecules,
we also considered the ability of the molecules to form hydrogen bonds. Surface shape as
well as physico-chemical properties were represented by homogeneously distributed points
(cf. Figure 1.1) to which we applied surface point matching. From the pairwise alignments
of all odor molecules with ethyl-hexanoate, generated by the point matching algorithm
applied to the surface points, we computed multiple alignments. Since some of the odor
molecules can occur in different enantiomers, the number of molecules to be compared
increased from 39 to 43.
The best multiple alignment of all odor molecules activating the olfactory receptor
Or22a is shown in Figure 1.2 (third and fourth row). The odor molecules are shown
by the ball-and-stick representation of their molecular structures, whereby the hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity. The upper two rows in Figure 1.2 show the same
multiple alignment as in the bottom rows but restricted to the 20 molecules constituting
the largest sub-matching. Remarkably, most of these 20 odor molecules belong to the
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Figure 1.2: Multiple alignment of 20 odor molecules (first and second row) and 43 odor molecules
(third and fourth row), respectively. The blue dots denote commonalities in shape, while the yellow
dots denote commonalities in the ability to form hydrogen bonds. The right column shows the
alignments viewed from the top w.r.t. the left column.
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odors needing the lowest dose to activate the receptor. This gives a clear indication that
the generated alignment is sensible in terms of receptor activation. The 20 molecules
have in common that they allow to form two hydrogen bonds depicted by the yellow dots
(second row, left image). After adding the other 23 molecules to the multiple alignment,
only one hydrogen bonding region remains.
The alignment of the molecular surfaces of all 43 odor molecules, including a few cyclic
molecular structures, shows a very conserved form. Yet, there are two molecules, namely
E-4-methyl-cylcohexanol and gamma-R-valerolactone, which disturb the image slightly.
However, both molecules do not belong to the highly active odor molecules.
As mentioned before, it is difficult to judge the quality of the multiple alignment
depicted in Figure 1.2. In order to do so we would have to correlate the dose-curves
with the structural and physico-chemical similarities and dissimilarities identified by the
alignment. This could be done by applying a quantitative structure activity relationship
(QSAR) analysis (see, e.g., [107]). However, this was outside the scope of this thesis, in
which we focus on the generation of feasible alignments being a prerequisite for further
analyses.

1.3

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five major parts, excluding the introductory chapter. While the
first two parts describe the background as well as the previously published work in the
field of molecular similarity, the latter three parts present the algorithmic details of our
surface alignment approach.
Chapter 2, Molecular Analysis and Visualization, begins with an overview of molecular
representations, which can be employed for visualization as well as for molecular analysis
and similarity searching. In the second section, we present some physico-chemical interactions, in particular those, that are important for molecular docking and hence also for
pharmacophore elucidation. This section is succeeded by an introduction to visualization
methods that are used throughout this thesis. Here, we also describe the basis for our
molecular alignment approach, i.e. the solvent excluded surface. Since we deal with flexible molecules, different forms of the same molecule need to be considered. How these
forms can be computed will be the subject of the last section. Here, we also describe the
concept of metastable molecular conformations and techniques for their visualization.
In Chapter 3, Molecular Similarity, we present previous work in the field of molecular
similarity. Methods based on 2-dimensional as well as 3-dimensional representations are
described, whereby we focus on methods applicable to drug-sized molecules. Using these
representations, two major approaches can be followed. First, the generation of molecular
descriptors and their comparison, and second, molecular alignment. We try to give a broad
overview of both kinds of approaches. Alignment techniques utilizing molecular surfaces,
however, are covered in more depth than other methods. The chapter is concluded by
a summary and a short discussion about the applicability of the mentioned methods to
certain classes of problems.
Chapter 4, Point-Based Surface Representation, describes the generation of a discrete
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representation of the molecular surface using points. We present a new approach to distribute points regularly on the molecular surface w.r.t. to a scalar field given on the
molecular surface. This approach consists of two steps, an initial point distribution step
and a point relaxation step. For the initial point distribution we propose two different
methods. While the first employs a Monte Carlo method, the second uses an efficient
graph partitioning scheme. For the point relaxation step, we utilize centroidal Voronoi
tesselation (CVT), which we extend to 2-manifold triangular meshes. We first recall some
theoretic results on CVT, which are followed by the algorithmic details of how CVT can
be applied to triangular meshes. In the fourth section we present experimental results,
and we conclude this chapter with a short discussion.
In Chapter 5, Pairwise Surface Alignment, a new approach to molecular surface alignment based on the surface representation described in Chapter 4 is presented. This twostep approach first generates various initial alignments, each of which is locally optimized
in the second step. The generation of initial alignments can be done atom based as well as
surface based. Both methods are described and compared in the results section. For the
optimization step, a point matching scheme is applied which we extend to surface points.
We also introduce an efficient data structure which leads to a three-fold speed up. The
quality of the proposed alignment algorithm is evaluated on two sets of molecules, a set of
thermolysin inhibitors and a set of HIV-1 protease inhibitors, both of which are described
in detail. In the results section, the algorithmic results are presented, which are discussed
in the final section of this chapter.
Finally, in Chapter 6, Multiple Surface Alignment, we show how multiple alignments
can be computed from pairwise alignments. Here, we employ the pairwise matchings which
are successively intersected. We use an efficient data structure, called PATRICIA tree,
which supports the process of intersecting pairwise matchings. Furthermore, the concept
of Pareto set decomposition is described, which we utilize to sort the possibly large number
of multiple matchings. For the evaluation of the algorithm, the same sets of molecules as
in the previous chapter are used. The results are described in detail, and a discussion of
the results concludes the chapter.
Key ideas of this thesis have been published and presented at the 1st and 2nd International Symposium on Computational Life Science.
The first paper, “Multiple Semi-flexible 3D Superposition of Drug-sized Molecules”
[15], describes the general idea of multiple alignment based on point matchings. Here,
however, points represent atoms. Thus, the number of points is much smaller than if
surface points are used.
The second paper, “A Point-Matching Based Algorithm for 3D Surface Alignment of
Drug-Sized Molecules” [16], describes the extension of point matching to surface points,
including the problem of distributing points regularly on a molecular surface. In this
paper, we only describe the point distribution process for constant scalar fields.
New and unpublished results presented in this thesis include the generation of point
distributions according to arbitrary scalar fields, and the extension of multiple atom alignment to multiple surface alignment, which is much more demanding due to the larger
number of points that need to be handled.

Chapter 2

Molecular Analysis and
Visualization
Molecular analysis is concerned with gaining insight into the behavior of molecules and
molecular systems. Although we could perform molecular analysis completely without any
molecular visualization, molecular analysis and visualization have been closely coupled
from the early days of molecular modeling. One reason for this lies in the human visual
system, which is possibly the best trained sense of the human senses. Everyday the human
visual system is faced with the task of distinguishing between more important and less
important information. As soon as we open our eyes in the morning, our visual system
perceives images of our surrounding and tries to match them with patterns stored in our
brain. This process, sometimes called human pattern recognition, can also be described as
deriving a probable interpretation from incomplete data. The visual system is surprisingly
good at this. Yet, for a deep understanding of the behavior of molecular systems, more is
needed than molecular visualization.
“It is the interaction between molecular graphics and the underlying theoretical
methods that has enhanced the accessibility of molecular methods and assisted the
analysis and interpretation of such calculations.” [107]
This thesis is more concerned with molecular analysis than with molecular visualization,
yet molecular visualization also plays an important role for at least two reasons. The
more obvious one is that molecular visualization has been used throughout the thesis to
illustrate the algorithms and their results. The second – less obvious but more important
– reason is that a biochemist using the molecular surface alignment algorithm proposed
here can already gain much inside into the molecular system, i.e. a set of active ligands,
without any further analysis. But even when applying analysis methods, such as structure
activity relationship (SAR) methods, we cannot apply these methods blindly. There will
always be a need for visual inspection and chemical intuition.
In this chapter we present useful concepts of molecular analysis and visualization that
will be used in subsequent chapters. We start in Section 2.1 with an overview of molecular representations that are useful both for the analysis of molecular structure and for
visualization. In particular, we will concentrate on those molecular representations that
11
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Figure 2.1: Left: Cyclohexane. Right: 2-hexene.

are commonly used for aligning molecules: atomic representations, molecular surfaces,
and molecular fields. In Section 2.2 we take a look at molecular interactions, especially,
physico-chemical interactions that play a major role in the binding process of a ligand
to a receptor. Physico-chemical properties responsible for these interactions need to be
considered in the alignment process in order to yield meaningful alignments that allow
to generate a pharmacophore. Section 2.3 gives an introduction to molecular visualization. Here, we describe how the molecular representations introduced in Section 2.1 can
be visualized. The first three sections only deal with the static structure of a molecule.
But molecules are persistently in motion and constantly change their form. Most often
these changes are small, but at certain occasions more drastic changes occur. It is these
changes and their corresponding forms that conformation analysis is concerned with. The
field of conformation analysis will be the subject to Section 2.4. In the absence of active
forms of the chemical compounds of interest, we need to apply conformation analysis to
generate feasible forms that can be used for molecular alignment. Recently, much progress
has been made in determining metastable conformations, which represent subsets of the
configurational space in which a molecule resides for a longer period of time. Metastable
conformations and their visualization will also be described in Section 2.4.

2.1

Molecular Representations

The most simple molecular representation is the chemical formula. A chemical formula
gives precise information about the type and number of atoms constituting a chemical
compound. The chemical formula of methane, e.g., is CH4 , stating that methane consists
of a single carbon (C) atom and four hydrogen (H) atoms. While in the case of methane
it is fairly obvious that the four hydrogen atoms are bonded to the carbon atom by single
bonds, it is not always that obvious. The chemical formula C6 H12 , e.g., denotes hexene as
well as cyclohexane, which are completely different compounds as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
In the following sections we give examples of molecular representations that more clearly
describe a chemical compound.
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Molecular Graph

The relative positions of a molecule’s atoms to each other are determined by the interactions of each atom with its surrounding atoms. Some of the atoms within a molecule have
particularly strong interactions with each other. These strong interactions are called covalent bonds. It is these covalent bonds that hold the molecule together and mainly constrain
the molecule in adopting different shapes. Hence, if – in addition to the chemical formula
– we know which atoms are covalently bonded, we can uniquely identify the molecule in
question. The chemical formula plus the molecule’s covalent bonds are often referred to
as the molecule’s topology. However, “topology is one of the most loosely used words in the
contemporary chemical literature and is often confused with graph theory. Topology deals
with continuum problems, graph theory with discrete problems” [126]. Thus, in order to
make a clear distinction between topology in the strict mathematical sense and the atom
and bonding information of a molecule, we will use the term molecular graph instead.
Definition 2.1.1 (Undirected Graph). An undirected unlabeled graph G is an ordered
pair G = (V, E) of sets V and E ⊂ V × V , where V is called the set of vertices, and
E is called the set of edges. An edge e of an undirected graph is an unsorted pair of
vertices, i.e. e = (u, v) = (v, u), ∀u, v ∈ V . If labels are associated with both the set of
vertices and the set of edges we call this graph an undirected labeled graph denoted by
G = (V, E, L(V ), L(E)), where L(V ) and L(E) denote the set of vertex labels and the set
of edge labels, respectively. Note, that the labels do not necessarily have to be unique.
For V and E we will sometimes also write V (G) and E(G), respectively.
In this thesis we do not consider directed graphs, hence we will usually use the term
graph instead of undirected graph. With the above definition we can define a molecular
graph as follows.
Definition 2.1.2 (Molecular Graph). A molecular graph of a molecule M is an undirected
labeled graph G = (V, E, L(V ), L(E)), where V represents the set of atoms of M , E the
set of covalent bonds, L(V ) the atom types, and L(E) the bond order. We denote the
molecular graph of molecule M by G(M ).

2.1.2

3-Dimensional Molecular Structure

The molecular graph of some chemical compound gives us more information than the
chemical formula, but it does not give us the positions of the atoms in 3-dimensional
space. There are two common ways to represent the positions of all atoms in a molecule.
The first representation uses Cartesian coordinates, given by the x, y, and z values for each
atom. The second representation uses internal coordinates, which are given by the bond
lengths for every two covalently bonded atoms, the bond angles for every three consecutive
atoms in the molecular graph, and the dihedral angles for every four consecutive atoms in
the molecular graph. It is straightforward to convert internal coordinates into Cartesian
coordinates and vice versa. For a specific purpose, one of the two types of coordinates is
usually preferred. For example, for quantum mechanics calculations, internal coordinates
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are usually preferred, whereas for molecular mechanics simulations, Cartesian coordinates
are favored. Alignment of molecules is also usually done using Cartesian coordinates.
In order to account for the volumetric extension of the molecule, the atoms are often
represented by spheres rather than zero-dimensional points. But what radius should be
assigned to each atom sphere? Generally accepted is the use of the van der Waals radius,
which is defined with the help of the van der Waals contact distance (cf. Section 2.2.3).
Representing a molecule as a set of connected points or spheres with certain properties
is a rather abstract way of looking at a molecule, yet it has proved very helpful and indeed
is sufficient for many applications. Nevertheless, it is more realistic to view a molecule as
some kind of density.

2.1.3

Electron Density

A molecule consists of atomic nuclei and electrons. A nucleus is positively charged and
consists of both protons and neutrons. The only exception to this is hydrogen, whose
nucleus consists of only a single proton. The electrons, which are in continuous movement
around the nuclei, carry a single negative charge. The electron density gives for each
position in space the probability that an electron will be present at this position at any
time. While the nuclei carry almost all of the molecule’s mass, the electrons are responsible
for chemical bonding and interactions with the molecule’s surrounding. For this reason
the electron density is of great interest in molecular modeling. The electron density can
be determined experimentally by X-ray diffraction scans or computed, e.g., by ab initio
or density functional methods [107]. While ab initio methods are more exact, they are
limited to rather small molecules.

2.2

Physico-Chemical Interactions

In this section we introduce some physico-chemical interactions that are important for
the binding of a ligand to a receptor, and, hence, should play an important role in the
design of an alignment method used for elucidating the pharmacophore from a set of active
compounds.
The binding of a ligand to a receptor is driven by the change of the Gibbs free energy,
∆G, of the system. The change of the Gibbs free energy is given by the free-energy
function
∆G = ∆H − T ∆S ,
which was introduced by Josiah Willard Gibbs in 1878 [161]. The free-energy function
combines the first and second laws of thermodynamics. The enthalpic term, which “represents” the first law of thermodynamics, is given by the enthalpy change
∆H = ∆E + P ∆V ,
which is the sum of the internal energy change ∆E , and the product of the pressure P
and the change of volume ∆V , where P is assumed to be constant.
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The entropic term, “representing” the second law of thermodynamics, is given by the
product of the temperature T and the change of the entropy ∆S , which measures to what
extend the degree of randomness or disorder of the system has changed. The entropy S
increases when the system becomes more disordered, in which case ∆S is positive.
Since the volume change is very small for almost all biochemical reactions, it is generally
ignored and we get the following approximation for the free energy change:
∆G ∼
= ∆E − T ∆S .
A ligand binds to a receptor due to multiple weak forces, which can be classified
as either being enthalpic or entropic. Forces with enthalpic origin are hydrogen bonds,
electrostatic interactions, and van der Waals interactions, while hydrophobic effects are of
entropic origin [161]. Van der Waals forces can occur across the whole molecule, since they
emerge whenever atoms get into a distance of 3 to 4 Å. In contrast to this, the other three
forces that were mentioned above generally vary across the whole molecule according to the
local molecular structure. All of these forces will be described in the following subsections.

2.2.1

Hydrogen Bonds

A hydrogen bond can be considered as a particularly strong form of a dipole-dipole attraction. Even though its strength is much weaker than that of a covalent bond, hydrogen
bonds contribute the largest part to the change of enthalpy. In organic compounds, a
hydrogen can participate in hydrogen bonding, if it is bonded to an oxygen or nitrogen
atom. These atom pairs, i.e. OH and N H, are strongly polarized, resulting in the hydrogen atom having a partial positive charge. Due to this polarization, the hydrogen atom
has a strong affinity to non-bonding electrons found in oxygen and nitrogen atoms [167].
As a result, the hydrogen atom is shared between the two atoms. The atom which the
hydrogen atom is more tightly linked to is called the hydrogen donor, whereas the second
atom participating in the hydrogen bond is called the hydrogen acceptor. A hydrogen
bond can be considered as an intermediate in the transfer of a proton between an acid
and a base [161]. Hydrogen bonds are highly directional, which means that the three
atoms forming a hydrogen bond prefer a co-linear orientation. Consequently, hydrogen
bonds are strongest if donor, hydrogen and acceptor lie on a single line. In addition to a
preferred orientation, hydrogen bonds also have a preferred length which is somewhere in
between the van der Waals contact distance and the length of covalent bonds. Hydrogen
bonds are not only important for inter-molecular interaction, such as between a receptor
and a ligand, but also for intra-molecular interactions, such as in proteins, where they are
mainly responsible for building secondary structures like α-helices and β-sheets.
Since hydrogen bonds contribute largely to the free-energy change of the receptorligand complex, they are of particular importance for the alignment of molecular surfaces.
In many cases, “good” alignments will overlay regions having a similar potential for building hydrogen bonds.
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Electrostatic Interactions

Attracting electrostatic forces occur between oppositely charged regions of two molecules,
e.g. a receptor and a ligand. The force F between two point charges q1 and q2 is given by
Coulomb’s law:
q1 q2
F =
,
ε0 4π r2
where r is the distance between q1 and q2 , and ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum. If
there exists a medium between q1 and q2 , the force F reduces to
F =

q1 q2
,
εr ε0 4π r2

where εr is the medium’s relative dielectric constant. In general, work is defined as the
integral of force over distance. If a point charge q1 is carried in vacuum towards a point
charge q2 from infinity up to a distance r, the work W needed to achieve this is
Zr
W =−
∞

q1 q2
F dr = −
4π ε0

Zr
∞

1
q1 q2
dr =
.
2
r
4π ε0 r

If this work is carried out, the potential energy Epot increases by W , i.e.,
∆Epot = W = q1 φ , where
q2
4π ε0 r
is called the electrostatic potential generated by q2 . In a homogeneous medium with relative
dielectric constant εr , this potential reduces by the factor εr . For more information, we
refer the interested reader to, e.g., [9].
The electrostatic potential is of particular interest in the study of molecular interactions
for two reasons. First, electrostatic forces contribute a similar amount to the free energy
change as hydrogen bonds do. This amount of energy is much larger than that of van der
Waals interactions. Second, electrostatic interactions are long range forces in contrast to
hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions, which only have a short range. Hence,
electrostatic interactions strongly influence the orientation of the ligand when binding to
the receptor.
φ=

2.2.3

Van der Waals Interactions

The van der Waals interaction is a force, which comes into play when two atoms are a
distance of 3 to 4 Å apart [161]. The attraction of two atoms caused by van der Waals
interaction is due to the dynamic change of the electronic charge distribution around an
atom, which, at any time, is not perfectly symmetric. By this asymmetry, a similar asymmetry is encouraged around neighboring atoms, resulting in an attractive force between
the atoms. The attraction becomes stronger as the atoms get closer to each other until the
van der Waals contact distance is reached. At a shorter distance a strong repulsive force
becomes dominant, which is due to the overlapping electron clouds [161] (cf. Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Energy of a van der Waals interaction as a function of the distance between two
atoms [161].

Based on the concept of the van der Waals contact distance, the van der Waals radius
of each atom can be defined. Since the van der Waals contact distance is specific to a
particular atom pair, the van der Waals radius needs to be averaged over all chemical
elements, including the element equivalent to the atom. By construction, it is clear, that
the van der Waals radius is not a specific physical attribute of each atom, but a useful
interpretation of atomic extension. With this construct we can now define the van der
Waals sphere of an atom as the sphere centered at the position of the atom’s nucleus with
radius equal to the van der Waals radius of the atom.

2.2.4

Hydrophobic Attractions

Each water molecule tends to form hydrogen bonds with its neighboring water molecules.
In liquid water, a water molecule forms 3.4 hydrogen bonds on average [161]. If a nonpolar molecule is introduced to water, it builds a hydrogen bond cavity, since the water
is not able to form hydrogen bonds with the non-polar molecule. Yet, in order to form
as many hydrogen bonds as possible, the water molecules have to rearrange around the
non-polar molecule. This leads to a more ordered structure of the water molecules around
the non-polar molecule than in other regions, resulting in a decrease of entropy. If a
second non-polar molecule builds an association with the first, some of the previously
more ordered water molecules will be released, since less water molecules are needed to
envelop the clustered molecules than to envelop each non-polar molecule separately. This
gained freedom of the released water molecules leads to an increase of entropy which is
favorable. Hence, non-polar molecules are driven together in water not because of a high
affinity for each other, but because clustered non-polar molecules disrupt the hydrogen
bond structure less than non-clustered ones.
This effect is commonly termed hydrophobic attraction, and it applies not only to completely non-polar molecules, but also to regions of non-polarity. Hydrophobic attractions
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: (a) Stick model. (b) Ball-and-stick model. (c) CPK model.

are also a major driving force in protein folding, which tends to bury non-polar amino
acids in the interior of the protein.
In general, hydrophobic effects play a less important role in the binding than the
enthalpic forces introduced earlier in this section. However, in absence of some of these
forces, hydrophobic attractions might be of importance.

2.3

Visualization

Throughout this thesis, many visualization techniques will be applied to illustrate the work
that has been done. The following sections give a short introduction to these techniques,
all of which have been implemented in the visualization and analysis tool Amira [2] and
its molecular extension AmiraMol [3].

2.3.1

3-Dimensional Molecular Structure

For the visualization of the molecule’s 3-dimensional structure, three representations are
commonly used. The first only displays the covalent bonds of a molecule by either lines
(wire-frame model) or cylinders (stick model, cf. Figure 2.3(a)). The lines or cylinders can
be colored according to properties, such as atomic number, charge, etc., of the atoms they
connect. The second representation, known as ball-and-stick model (cf. Figure 2.3(b)),
displays both cylinders representing the covalent bonds and balls representing the atoms.
The third representation displays only the atoms of a molecule. This model is known as
the space-filling or CPK model (cf. Figure 2.3(c)), named after the Corey-Pauling-Koltun
(CPK) mechanical models. The first space-filling models date back to Stuart in 1927 [162].
For proteins it is often desired not to display all atoms of the molecule, but to use a
more abstract representation by displaying the molecule’s secondary structures (α-helices
and β-sheets) together with a tube connecting the backbone atoms not belonging to the
α-helices and β-sheets. The secondary structures can be displayed using, e.g., cartoons or
ribbons approximating the backbone atoms.

2.3. Visualization
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Figure 2.4: Left: Van der Waals surface. Right: Solvent excluded surface.

2.3.2

Solvent Excluded Surface

Non-covalent interactions between molecules occur where the van der Waals spheres of the
molecules get close to each other. Therefore, the separation surface between the van der
Waals spheres of a molecule and its surrounding is of particular interest for the analysis
of molecular interactions. The surface enclosing all van der Waals spheres of a molecule is
known as the van der Waals surface (cf. Figure 2.4, left). While it is clear that this surface
separates the van der Waals spheres from their surrounding, there may be many parts of
this surface which are not accessible to other molecules, not even the smallest molecules
of interest – water molecules. This is due to the fact that the van der Waals surface
builds many thin crevices which cannot be reached by other molecules (cf. Figure 2.4,
left). Hence, the van der Waals surface is not very appropriate for the study of molecular
interactions.
In 1977, Richards gave a definition of a molecular surface suitable for the study of
molecular interactions [148]. He defined the molecular surface with the help of a probe
sphere approximating a water molecule. According to him the molecular surface is defined
as a smooth envelope partially touching the van der Waals surface as the probe sphere
is rolled over the van der Waals spheres of the molecule. This surface divides the 3dimensional space into two parts, one of which is accessible to water molecules, the other
one being that part which water molecules are excluded from. Therefore, this surface is
both named solvent accessible surface and solvent excluded surface. In this thesis we will
use the term solvent excluded surface (SES), or, where it is clear from context, molecular
surface only. According to Richards [148], two parts of the SES can be distinguished: the
van der Waals contact surface and the reentrant surface (cf. Figure 2.4, right). As the
name suggests, the former is part of the van der Waals surface and it includes all those
parts of the van der Waals surface which the probe sphere can be in direct contact with.
The latter part, the reentrant surface, is formed by the inward facing parts of the probe
sphere while simultaneously being in contact with two or more van der Waals spheres.
The reentrant surface decomposes into two different surface patch types: the toroidal or
saddle-shaped patches, which are generated while the probe sphere rolls over two atoms,
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Figure 2.5: Thermolysin inhibitor from PDB-entry 1TMN. Left: Van der Waals surface with
coloring by atomic number. Right: Solvent excluded surface with electrostatic potential.

and the spherical reentrant patches, which are generated when the probe sphere rests on
three atoms simultaneously.
From the above description it follows that the solvent excluded surface is made up
of parts of different tori and parts of different spheres – van der Waals spheres and the
probe sphere at different positions. Hence, we can analytically describe the SES by the
parameters of a set of objects, namely spheres and tori, and circular arcs determining
which parts of the objects’ surfaces belong to the SES. This analytical surface description
can be efficiently computed using the contour-buildup algorithm [164] proposed by Totrov
and Abagyan. In order to display the SES, however, one needs to compute a triangular
mesh from the analytical surface description [17]. The triangles of the mesh can be colored
according to certain properties, such as atomic number, charge, etc., of the atoms they are
assigned to, but we can also map other molecular properties, such as electrostatic potential
or hydrophobicity, onto the triangle mesh by color-coding the triangles according to some
scalar property. Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of the van der Waals surface and the
solvent excluded surface of the same molecule.

2.3.3

Volume Visualization

The representation of molecules by hard spheres or surfaces is a very abstract yet useful
simplification. More appropriately, however, molecules are represented by their electron
densities. There exist several methods for displaying molecular densities. Two of these
methods, the most common ones, shall be described in the following paragraphs, namely
direct volume rendering and isodensity surfaces.
Direct Volume Rendering
As the name suggests, direct volume rendering is a technique for directly visualizing a
volume given by scalar values on a 3-dimensional grid. In direct volume rendering, the
scalar field, e.g. the electron density of some molecule, is considered as a luminous object.
At each point in space the scalar value, e.g. the probability of an electron being present,
is considered as the amount of light emitted from this point. The 3-dimensional density
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Figure 2.6: (a) Ball-and-stick model of benzene. (b) Direct volume rendering of benzene’s electron
density. Each point in space emits light of a certain color and intensity according to its scalar value.

is projected onto the 2-dimensional screen by accumulating the emitted light back to
front in the direction opposite to the view direction. Apart from emitting light, each
point also absorbs light according to its scalar value. Direct volume rendering can be
efficiently implemented using a stack of 2D textures, or 3D textures, which have become
readily available in the recent past. An example is shown in Figure 2.6. For an excellent
introductory text to volume rendering, see the article by Hege et al. [77].
Isodensity Surface
A second technique for visualizing volumes or densities are isodensity surfaces. An isodensity surface displays all points where some constant density value, the isodensity value, is
present. In contrast to direct volume rendering, isodensity surfaces do not visualize the
whole volume but focus on some specific part of the volume. Since we are more used to
looking at opaque objects rather than transparent ones, isodensity surfaces allow for an
easier perception of the “shape” of the volume. Isodensity surfaces are not necessarily
connected but often decompose into several closed surfaces enclosing minima or maxima
of the volume. Three isodensity surfaces of the same scalar field with varying isodensity
values are shown in Figure 2.7.

2.4

Conformation Analysis

A molecule is not a static but a dynamic object. At any time it is in motion, whereby
it changes both its global position and its geometry. Most of the time the changes in
geometry will be small, if the considered time span is small too. However, at some time
the geometry can change more drastically, which might be a spontaneous action but it
might also be driven by the interaction with other molecules. In the following definition
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7: Isodensity surfaces of the electron density of benzene, calculated with an ab initio
method. The isodensity surfaces are displayed with different isodensity values: (a) 0.25, (b) 0.2,
and (c) 0.1. Data courtesy of Bernd Kallies (ZIB).

we specify both what we mean by the “geometry of a molecule” and the corresponding
space the geometry resides in.
Definition 2.4.1 (Conformer and Configurational Space). Let M be a molecule defined
by its molecular graph G(M ) = (V, E, L(V ), L(E)) (cf. Definition 2.1.2).
We define a conformer as a geometrical instance of M given by its internal coordinates.
The subset Ω ⊂ R3n−6 of all conformers is called configurational space, where n = |V | is
the number of atoms.
Of most interest to us are those conformers with which molecule M can bind to the
active site of some receptor R.
Definition 2.4.2 (Active Conformer). We call a conformer q ∈ Ω an active conformer of
some receptor R, if M is able to bind to the active site of R with the geometry given by q.
If the active conformer of molecule M is not known, we need to consider all feasible conformers of M . This is not possible, since the number of conformers is infinite.
Therefore, in general, only conformers with a local minimum on the potential energy surface are used. Beusen et al. justify this approach by arguing, that “while interaction [of
the ligand] with the receptor will certainly perturb the conformational energy surface of a
flexible ligand, high affinity would suggest that the ligand binds in a conformation1 that
is not exceptionally different from one of its low-energy minima.” [24] That is to say, if
large geometrical changes from a local minimum are needed, the ligand will probably not
have a high affinity to the receptor. Hence, the closer an active conformer is to a local
energy minimum, the more stable the receptor-ligand complex will be. But the stability
of a receptor-ligand complex is also influenced by the stability of the active conformer.
1

In the literature, the word conformation is sometimes used to denote a specific geometrical instance of
some molecule. We will always use conformer instead and reserve the term conformation for subsets of the
configurational space, namely metastable conformations.
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This leads us to the concept of metastable conformations, which will be described in Section 2.4.2. Before we look at the concept of metastable conformations, however, we will
first look at different methods for sampling the configurational space.

2.4.1

Exploring Configurational Space

There exists a large number of methods for exploring the configurational space of some
molecule. A good overview can be found in [107]. Some of these methods shall be shortly
explained in the following paragraphs.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the 3-dimensional structure of a molecule can be described using Cartesian coordinates of its atoms as well as internal coordinates, consisting
of bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. Depending on the search method,
different representations of the molecule are preferred.
Random Search Strategies
The most simple approach to exploring configurational space is by applying a random
strategy. Random methods can be distinguished according to the coordinates they work
on. Cartesian methods, such as [153], work on the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms
and randomly perturb the x, y and z coordinates of each atom. After modification of all
atomic coordinates, energy minimization is applied to the modified structure, keeping the
minimum as new conformer, if its energy is small enough. Otherwise, the conformer will
be rejected.
When applying a random strategy, it is often favorable to work on the internal coordinates [33] of the molecules, since these are fewer, especially if the search is restricted to
dihedral angles, keeping bond lengths and angles fixed. Problematic for this approach are
rings, which are usually broken for the randomization step. After performing a random
modification of the dihedral angles, for the previously broken dihedral angles it needs to
be checked whether their values are in the allowed range. Again, the randomized structure
is minimized and the energy minimum is kept as new conformer. While the random search
strategy is very simple in nature, there is one problem inherent to this approach. Since
the configurational space is not sampled systematically, it is not clear when to stop, i.e.
when the space has been sampled long enough such that all feasible areas of the configurational space have been visited once. Usually, sampling is carried out as long as no
new conformer can be found, which results in many conformers being generated multiple
times. This leads to long run times.
Systematic Search Strategies
Systematic methods [107, 25] are similar to random methods in that they first generate
initial geometries which are then energy-minimized. However, they differ from random
methods in the generation of the initial structures, which, as the name suggests, are generated in a systematic way. Systematic methods work on the molecule’s internal coordinates,
whereby, in general, only dihedral angles are considered. Systematic strategies are problematic because of combinatorial explosion. For example, if we consider a molecule with
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five dihedral angles and vary each dihedral angle with an increment of 30◦ , 125 = 248832
initial structures are generated, and, hence, need to be minimized.
We can think of all initial structures as the leaves of a search tree with depth equal to
the number of dihedral angles. Each level represents one dihedral angle. The number of
children of each internal node depends on the increment used for that particular dihedral.
In general, the search tree can be pruned drastically, because when traversing the tree
from the root to the leaves, it often becomes apparent at an early stage that the path
leads to structures violating some energetic or geometric criterion.
Distance Geometry
Crippen [36] applied distance geometry to sampling the configurational space. In distance
geometry, the molecule is neither represented by Cartesian coordinates nor by internal
coordinates, but by the pairwise distances of all atoms. These distances are stored in an
n×n-matrix, where n is the number of atoms. The entries (i, j) and (j, i) are identical and
contain the distance between the atoms i and j, hence the matrix is symmetric. Instead
of randomly perturbing the Cartesian or internal coordinates of the molecule, as in the
random search, in distance geometry the inter-atomic distances are randomly modified.
However, lower and upper bounds of many inter-atomic distances can be determined from
simple chemical principles [107]. These lower and upper bounds are used to generate only
geometrically feasible conformers which are then energy-minimized to arrive at low-energy
conformers.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Another way of exploring configurational space is by simulating the dynamics of a molecule
using classical mechanics. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations generate conformers of
the system by computing the motion of the molecule’s atoms according to Newton’s equations of motion. That is to say, changes in geometry of consecutively generated conformers
will be very small. This is in contrast to the sampling methods considered earlier, where
the differences in geometry could be arbitrarily large between two consecutive conformers.
MD simulations start with the initialization of the system, which is done by selecting
initial positions and initial velocities of the molecule’s atoms. During an MD run, the
positions and velocities are propagated according to internal and external forces acting
on the atoms. These forces need to be computed at the beginning of each propagation
step. The way the forces are modified depends on the molecular force field used. A good
introduction to molecular force fields can be found, e.g., in [107].
In contrast to macroscopic classical mechanics, in thermodynamical applications for
microscopic systems “the aim of an MD simulation is not to predict precisely what will
happen to a system that has been prepared in a precisely known initial condition: we are
always interested in statistical predictions.” [59] The reason for using MD simulations instead of the aforementioned methods for sampling the configurational space, is that in
addition to the feasible conformers of the molecule, we are also interested in the correct
distribution of the conformers. However, even though MD simulations are used to make
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statistical predictions, it is not guaranteed, that MD runs generate a thermodynamically
correct distribution, the Boltzmann distribution [7]. It is for this reason, that MD simulations have been coupled with Monte Carlo Simulations, which will be shortly described
next.
Monte Carlo Simulations
Monte Carlo (MC) methods constitute a stochastic approach to exploring configurational
space. They consist of two steps, the proposal step and the acceptance step. In the
proposal step, a more or less random change of the atom positions is proposed. The
proposed new conformer is then passed to the acceptance step, which decides whether
the new conformer is accepted according to some probability criterion derived from the
Boltzmann distribution. For details see, e.g., [59]. While MC methods guarantee a correct
generation of the Boltzmann distribution, it is difficult to generate proposals that are
accepted with a high probability. To overcome this problem, MC can be coupled with MD
simulations, yielding so called Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) methods.
Hybrid Monte Carlo is a method that tries to combine the advantages of both MC
methods and MD simulations. The disadvantage of MC methods is that the acceptance
rate might be rather poor. Here, MD simulations come into play. They allow to generate
trial moves with a much higher acceptance rate. In HMC, the Monte Carlo step does
not change the atom positions, but only the initial velocities for MD. These velocities are
generated according to the Boltzmann distribution of the momenta. Then, a short MD run
is carried out and the last conformer of this run is passed to the acceptance step. As in a
common MC method, this conformer is accepted according to the Boltzmann distribution
of the positions.

2.4.2

Metastable Molecular Conformations

The potential energy of some conformer q ∈ Ω does neither tell us anything about the
probability that the molecule will adopt this conformer or a conformer close to q, nor
about the probability that the molecule will leave this conformation. Although it is more
likely that the molecule will adopt some low-energy conformer, it depends on the potential
energy surface, how long the molecule will stay close to some conformer. This leads us to
the concept of metastable molecular conformations introduced by Deuflhard and Schütte
et al. [43, 44].
Definition 2.4.3 (Metastable Molecular Conformation). A subset C ⊂ Ω of the configurational space Ω ⊂ R3n−6 of some molecule M is called metastable molecular conformation,
if the probability of M to stay in C is almost 1. Since, in general, there will be transitions
between C and conformations C̃ ⊂ Ω, this probability is smaller than 1, and, hence, C is
called metastable molecular conformation.
For simplicity we shall use the term “metastable conformation” instead of the longer
term “metastable molecular conformation”.
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Figure 2.8: Transition matrices of butane. The left image shows the unsorted transition matrix.
In this image the block-diagonal matrix is not visible. The right image depicts the sorted transition
matrix according to the metastability analysis. It can clearly be seen that butane has three
metastable conformations. Image courtesy of Susanna Kube (ZIB).

Identification of Metastable Conformations
Metastable conformations can be identified by means of a transition matrix T = (Tij ),
see, e.g., [42]. To construct the transition matrix, the configurational space Ω ⊂ R3n−6
is first discretized in terms of boxes B1 , . . . , BN . Now, given a realization, q1 , . . . , qm , of
some reversible Markov chain, obtained, e.g., by an HMC run, the entries of the transition
matrix are given by
#{qk+1 ∈ Bj ∧ qk ∈ Bi }
Tij =
.
#{qk ∈ Bi }
If the Markov chain represents metastable conformations, the transition matrix T has
an almost block diagonal structure, which might be hidden (cf. Figure 2.8, left). Since
the Markov chain is reversible, the transition matrix is generalized symmetric. In order
to determine the hidden almost block diagonal structure of the transition matrix, Deuflhard et al. applied Perron Cluster Analysis (PCCA) [44]. PCCA not only identifies the
metastable conformations but also gives their life times and decay patterns [42]. Recently,
Deuflhard and Weber [45, 170] improved PCCA, which led to the Robust Perron Cluster
Analysis (PCCA+). Here, the characteristic functions are replaced by almost characteristic functions, which can be written as linear combinations of the dominant eigenvectors
of T .

2.4.3

Visualization of Metastable Conformations

The metastable molecular conformations visualized in this section were computed with
the program ConfJump [169]. ConfJump used a pre-discretization generated with the
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program ConFlow [125]. Both programs were developed at the Zuse Institute Berlin.
The Alignment Problem
A crucial difficulty for the visualization of molecular conformations lies in the choice of
Cartesian coordinates. All geometric comparisons and distance measurements between
molecular geometries, as they are performed during the computation of metastable molecular conformations, rely on internal coordinates, i.e. bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. In other words, molecular conformations are independent of any rigid
transformations that are previously applied to single geometries. In contrast to this, the
visualization of molecular conformations takes place in Cartesian coordinates. Therefore
it is necessary to assign global positions and orientations to the geometries and thereby to
define a relative alignment between all geometries of a metastable molecular conformation.
The determination of the optimal relative alignments of all geometries to each other shall
be described in this section. Except for the last paragraph, this section is the summary of
an earlier publication [155].
Let M be a molecule with n atoms and let Ω ⊂ R3n−6 be the configurational space
of M . For some geometry qi ∈ Ω, let x(qi1 ), . . . , x(qin ) denote the Cartesian coordinates
of the atomic nuclei of molecule M , as they are given by, e.g., an HMC run. We define
the distance between two geometries q1 and q2 as the sum of squared distances between
corresponding atoms
n
X
dCart (q1 , q2 ) :=
(x(q1i ) − x(q2i ))2 ,
i=1

and the optimal rigid transformation Topt as the transformation minimizing the distance
between q1 and q2 , i.e.
Topt := arg min dCart (q1 , T (q2 )) = arg min
T

T

n
X

(x(q1i ) − T (x(q2i )))2 .

i=1

According to Kabsch [88, 89], Topt can be computed in two steps. In the optimal alignment
of q1 and q2 , the barycenters of the coordinates of q1 and q2 coincide. Thus, the first step is
to translate q2 such that the barycenters of q1 and q2 coincide. The remaining optimization
problem merely deals with rotations around the common barycenter. The optimal rotation
for q2 can be found via solving the eigenproblem of the symmetric, positive definite 3×3
matrix MT M, where
!
n
X
M=
x(q1i ) ⊗ x(q2i ) .
i=1

Here (x⊗y)st ≡ xs yt , where xs and yt denote components of the spatial coordinate vectors
x and y, respectively. For more details see [88, 89, 155].
In the case of a metastable conformation C ⊂ Ω, we are not interested in the alignment
of one geometry to another one, but in the alignment of all geometries to each other. Let
q1 , . . . , qm ∈ C be the geometries to be aligned to each other. Then, we want to identify
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Figure 2.9: Conformational density of one metastable conformation of amprenavir, displayed
using volume rendering (left) and an isodensity surface (right). The density was computed using
the bond cylinder primitive only. In the left image the mean geometry is displayed in addition to
the density. The coloring is according to the atom types.

rigid transformations T1 , . . . , Tm such that the objective function
X
O=
dCart (Ti (qi ), Tj (qj ))
1≤i<j≤m

is minimized. The rigid transformations T1 , . . . , Tm minimizing O can also be determined
in two steps. Again all geometries are translated such that their barycenters coincide.
The remaining objective function only depends on rotations of the geometries around the
common barycenter. The optimal rotations can be computed by an iterative scheme, where
every iteration optimizes the rotation of one of the geometries by solving an eigenproblem
analogous to the case of alignment of two geometries [138]. Effectively, this step aligns
each geometry to the mean of all other geometries. To get a reasonable starting point for
the iteration, we can align all geometries to the first geometry.
Based on the described alignment strategy, we can compute representative geometries
as well as geometry densities, whereby different geometries, such as balls and sticks, or
molecular surfaces, can be used.
Representatives of Metastable Conformations
The geometry of a metastable conformation C can be understood as a “fuzzy” molecular
shape. One way of visualizing this shape is to depict some representative geometry which
can be interpreted as a shape around which the geometries of C are distributed. Representatives can also be used to compute an alignment between two metastable conformations.
An approximation of such a representative shape can be generated by first computing
an alignment as described in the previous paragraph and then averaging the Cartesian
coordinates of each atom over all geometries. This procedure yields mean coordinates for
all atoms that generally do not define a realistic molecular shape. For example, parts
of the molecule that are very flexible, especially parts performing large rotations, will be
distorted in the mean geometry. To get a more realistic representative shape, we can
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of molecular surface of representative geometry (left column) with isodensity surface of conformational density (right column). The density was computed from the
solvent excluded surfaces of all geometries. The ball-and-stick representations show the representative and the mean geometry, respectively. Bottom row: Electrostatic potential mapped onto the
surfaces.

search for the geometry q ∈ C with the smallest distance to the mean geometry. Mean
geometry and representative are compared in Figure 2.10.
Conformational Density Based on Molecular Skeleton
Although the representative of a molecular conformation is an important means for understanding the essential properties of a conformation, it is obviously of limited value. The
information about the flexibility of the conformation is lost. What is needed is some kind
of probability density of the location of the molecule. One possibility is to accumulate the
density of skeletal primitives abstracting the molecule, namely cylinders. We call such a
density conformational density, since we accumulate the density over all geometries of a
metastable conformation.
In order to filter out the noise due to arbitrary transformations of the geometries of
the metastable conformation, we apply the alignment procedure described above. Once all
geometries have been aligned, we compute the bounding box of all transformed geometries,
discretize the bounding box and compute a 3-dimensional histogram over all aligned geometries of the metastable conformation w.r.t. the primitives representing each geometry.
Rheingans et al. described a technique for the visualization of molecules with positional
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uncertainty in [147]. However, they only consider spheres as volume filling primitives.
We found that using spheres only, it is hard to match certain parts of the density to the
molecular structure. In order to allow a visual investigation of the internal structure of
the conformation, we have extended the computation of positional uncertainty to a second
primitive, the bond cylinders. Furthermore, Rheingans et al. only compute the scalar field
for the density. We have extended the method to the computation of color fields in addition to the scalar field. Details of the described approach can be found in [155]. For one
metastable conformation of the HIV-1 protease inhibitor amprenavir, the conformational
density based on the bond cylinders of the molecule is displayed in Figure 2.9 using both
volume rendering and an isodensity surface.
Conformational Density Based on Molecular Surfaces
Even though for the visual inspection of conformational densities it is favorable to use
cylinder primitives, for other purposes volume filling representations, such as the solvent
excluded surface, might be more useful. For example, if we want to apply the surface
alignment approach described in this thesis to metastable conformations, we could use
isodensity surfaces of the conformational densities. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.9,
right, isodensity surfaces of conformational densities based on cylinders are skeleton-like,
as would be expected. Thus, for the purpose of aligning metastable conformations, we
extended the method described in [155] to molecular surfaces. To do so, for each geometry
we compute its molecular surface, scan-convert [94] it and accumulate the obtained voxel
representations on a 3-dimensional grid similar to the approach above. On the isodensity
surface of such a conformational density, we can also compute the electrostatic potential by
averaging it over all geometries of the metastable conformation. A comparison between
the representative of one metastable conformation and its mean geometry is shown in
Figure 2.10. While the representative is depicted with its solvent excluded surface, the
mean geometry is shown together with an isodensity surface of the conformational density
based on the solvent excluded surface.

Chapter 3

Molecular Similarity
Molecular similarity is a widely used concept in “rational” drug design. Its use is based
on the principle that structurally more similar molecules are more likely to exhibit similar
properties than structurally less similar molecules [21]. Hence, searching for functionally
similar molecules, which is a common aim in drug design, can be accomplished by searching
for structurally similar molecules. Molecular similarity, however, is not a property of the
molecules themselves but depends on an external criterion which defines the similarity [21].
In the context of drug design, molecular similarity is defined by the ability of the molecules
to bind to the active site of some protein. On the one hand, this ability is driven by the
possibility of the molecules to adopt conformers that are complementary to the active
site of the protein. On the other hand, the binding is determined by the molecules’
physico-chemical properties. Consequently, a molecular similarity measure capable of
distinguishing between active and inactive molecules needs to take into account both the
molecules’ shapes and their physico-chemical properties.
In terms of binding of a drug molecule to the active site of a target protein, the shape
of a molecule is best represented by some kind of molecular surface. Yet, most of the existing similarity measures are based on the molecular scaffold rather than on the molecule’s
outward facing surface. The quiet assumption underlying the use of scaffold based similarity measures is that if two molecules have a similar scaffold, they most probably also
have a similar surface and, hence, similar binding properties. However, the reverse is not
true. Two molecules having a similar surface do not necessarily have a similar scaffold.
Hence, scaffold based approaches do not allow to identify molecules with similar binding
properties yet dissimilar scaffolds, whereas surface based approaches do.
Many similarity measures have been proposed, which can be classified according to
different categories, e.g. the dimensionality of the molecular structure representation used
for determining the similarity. According to this category, we subdivided the similarity
methods into methods based on the 2-dimensional structure, namely the molecular graph,
and methods based on the 3-dimensional structure. Similarity methods belonging to the
former class will be described in Section 3.1. Among these methods are exact and approximate graph isomorphism algorithms, but also feature trees and 2-dimensional fingerprints.
The class of 3-dimensional similarity methods is much larger, and more diverse approaches
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are used. Hence, we decided to subdivide the rest of this chapter into basic concepts for
3-dimensional structure similarity, described in Section 3.2, and applications based on
these concepts, described in Section 3.3. Of particular interest to us are methods based
on surface similarity. Therefore, previous work in this field will be presented in greater
detail than other methods.

3.1

Molecular Graph Based Similarity

In this section we will look at methods to compute the similarity of two molecular structures based on their molecular graph (cf. Definition 2.1.2). The first class of methods
(Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) directly compares the molecular graphs with each other and
identifies common (or similar) subgraphs. The methods of this class relate parts of one
molecule to parts of the other molecule. They define a matching which can be used to overlay the molecules. The second class (Section 3.1.3) generates so called fingerprints from the
molecular graphs. Fingerprints constitute condensed representations of molecular graphs,
which can be more easily compared.

3.1.1

Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS) Algorithms

An excellent review on this topic can be found in [145]. For an introductory text to graph
theory, see, e.g., [48].
To the earliest methods of comparing molecular structures belongs the substructure
search, which for a given molecular structure S checks whether its molecular graph G(S)
(cf. Definition 2.1.2) is a subgraph of the molecular graph G(M ) of some molecule M .
Definition 3.1.1 (Graph Isomorphism [145]). Two graphs G0 and G00 are said to be
isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between their vertices and an edge
exists between two vertices in G0 if and only if an edge exists between their corresponding
vertices in G00 .
With the above definition we can more precisely formulate the substructure search as
search for a subgraph G(S 0 ) ⊆ G(M ) which is isomorphic to G(S). Note that the subgraph
isomorphism problem is known to be NP-complete. However, for trees and almost trees of
bounded degree it has been shown to be solvable in polynomial time [5]. Molecular graphs
belong to this class of graphs.
Definition 3.1.2 (Induced Subgraph [48]). If G0 ⊆ G and ∀v, w ∈ V (G0 ) : (v, w) ∈
E(G) ⇒ (v, w) ∈ E(G0 ), then G0 is an induced subgraph of G (cf. Figure 3.1(b)).
Definition 3.1.3 (Maximum Common Induced Subgraph [145]). A graph G is a common
induced subgraph (CIS) of two graphs G0 and G00 , if G is isomorphic to induced subgraphs
of G0 and G00 . G is a maximum common induced subgraph (MCIS), if G is the CIS with
the largest number of vertices.
Definition 3.1.4 (Maximum Common Edge Subgraph [145]). A graph G is a common
edge subgraph (CES) of two graphs G0 and G00 , if G is isomorphic to subgraphs of G0 and
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Figure 3.1: (a) Some arbitrary graph G. (b) The highlighted subgraph represents the subgraph
of G induced by the black vertices. (c) All cliques of G. There exists one clique of size 4, one clique
of size 3, and 6 cliques of size 2.

G00 . G is a maximum common edge subgraph (MCES), if G is the CES with the largest
number of edges.
In the literature, algorithms for both the MCIS and the MCES problem appear. Although the MCES is more intuitive in terms of molecular similarity, the number of algorithms for the MCIS problem is much larger, since it is easier to solve. However,
Whitney [171] proved already in 1932 that edge isomorphism of two graphs G0 and G00 is
induced by a vertex isomorphism of the so called line graphs of G0 and G00 provided that no
∆Y exchange occurs when transforming G0 and G00 to their line graphs [145]. This means,
that algorithms solving the MCIS problem can be used to solve the MCES problem, since
∆Y exchanges can be easily accounted for.
The algorithms for solving the MCS (MCIS or MCES) problem can be divided into
algorithms computing the MCS exactly and algorithms approximating the MCS. That is
to say, for algorithms of the latter class it is not guaranteed, that they will find the MCIS
or MCES, but generally a CIS or CES that is close to it in size.
Exact Algorithms
Probably the most widely used class of algorithms for determining the MCIS of two molecular graphs utilizes clique detection on the modular product graph, which is an NP-complete
problem, too.
Definition 3.1.5 (Modular Product Graph). The modular product of two graphs G0 and
G00 is defined on the vertex set V (G0 ) × V (G00 ) with two vertices (u0 , u00 ) and (v 0 , v 00 ) being
adjacent if (u0 , v 0 ) ∈ E(G0 ) ⇔ (u00 , v 00 ) ∈ E(G00 ). The modular product will be denoted by
G0  G00 .
Remark 3.1.6 (Compatibility Graph). In the case of labeled graphs, such as molecular
graphs, the modular product of two graphs can be further restricted by requiring that the
vertex and edge labels satisfy some compatibility criterion. Hence, in the case of molecular
graphs, the modular product graph is often called compatibility graph.
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Definition 3.1.7 (Clique). Let G = (V, E) be a graph. We call a subgraph G0 =
(V 0 , E 0 ) ⊆ G complete, if ∀u, v ∈ V 0 : (u, v) ∈ E 0 . A vertex subset S ⊆ V is called a
clique, if the induced subgraph G00 = (S, E 00 ) ⊆ G is complete and there does not exist a
complete subgraph G000 ⊃ G00 of G which contains G00 . Figure 3.1(c) shows all cliques of
the graph displayed in Figure 3.1(a).
Each clique of the compatibility graph G0  G00 corresponds to a CIS of the graphs G0
and G00 , whose size is equal to that of the corresponding clique. Consequently, searching
for the largest clique in G0  G00 is equivalent to searching for the MCS of G0 and G00 . The
most widely used algorithm for the MCS problem of molecular graphs is that proposed by
Bron and Kerbosch [30] which enumerates all cliques of the graph. It applies a branchand-bound technique to prune the search tree, which makes it very efficient.
Other exact algorithms include the backtracking algorithms by McGregor [122] and
Wong [174], and the algorithm by Akutsu [5], which is based on dynamic programming.
For further details see [145].
Approximate Algorithms
Another class of algorithms tries to reduce the cost of determining the MCS by approximate schemes. Wagener and Gasteiger [168], e.g., apply a genetic algorithm, where the
population represents intermediate solutions to the MCS problem. Selection techniques
such as cross-over and mutations constantly modify the population. According to the
notion of Darwinian survival, the fitter an instance the more likely it is to survive. Consequently, at the end of the genetic algorithm run, most of the solutions that remain belong
to the best solutions for the MCS problem. Other algorithms apply simulated annealing [98, 11], or neural network optimization [154]. For a more complete review, see [145].

3.1.2

Feature Trees

Feature trees, which are a more abstract way of representing a molecule by means of a
graph, were introduced by Rarey and Dixon [142]. As the name suggests, feature trees
are trees, i.e. connected acyclic graphs. Feature trees apply the concept of super-atoms
introduced by Yuan et al. [175]. Here, each super-atom represents a group of atoms with
some specific property, the feature. The nodes of the tree represent the super-atoms,
where each atom belongs to at least one super-atom. Super-atoms that have atoms in
common or contain atoms that are connected in the molecular graph will be connected by
an edge in the feature tree. The difficulty lies in the choice of the atoms to be grouped
into super-atoms. If the atoms to be grouped are not carefully chosen, the new graph will
still contain cycles, which contradicts the notion of a tree.
Feature trees can represent the molecule at various levels of detail, hence a hierarchy
can be build using feature trees. This is a central property of the feature tree concept which
is exploited in the matching step. Feature trees are generated using a method based on
biconnected components. No a priori knowledge of what constitutes an important feature
is needed. Rarey and Dixon [142] propose two algorithms for comparing feature trees,
namely split search and match search, both of which are based on subtree matching, but
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Table 3.1: Some molecular graph based similarity measures collected by Raymond and Willett [144]. Here, |G1 | and |G2 | denote the size of the graphs G1 and G2 , respectively, and |G12 |
denotes the size of the MCES of G1 and G2 .

ID

Measure

Formula

Range

MCS1

Wallis et al.

|G12 |
|G1 |+|G2 |−|G12 |

[0.0,1.0]

MCS2

Bunk and Shearer

|G12 |
max(|G1 |,|G2 |)

[0.0,1.0]

MCS3

Asymmetric

|G12 |
min(|G1 |,|G2 |)

[0.0,1.0]

MCS4

Normalized Johnson

2·|G12 |
|G1 |+|G2 |

[0.0,1.0]

MCS5

Johnson

|G12 |2
|G1 |·|G2 |

[0.0,1.0]

MCS6

Sokal-Sneath

|G12 |
2|G1 |+2|G2 |−3|G12 |

[0.0,1.0]

MCS7

Kulczynski

|G12 |·(|G1 |+|G2 |)
2·|G1 |·|G2 |

[0.0,1.0]

MCS8

McConnaughey

|G1 |·|G12 |+|G2 |·|G12 |−|G1 |·|G2 |
|G1 |·|G2 |

[-1.0,1.0]

differ in the way matchings are computed and in the matchings themselves. For example,
the split search algorithm might generate null-matches, in which some nodes, particularly
nodes in the “middle” of the feature tree, are not matched. In order to circumvent these
null-matches, the match search algorithm was developed.
One advantage of the feature tree approach is that similarities between molecules can
be detected even if the molecular graphs are less similar. That is to say, feature trees
are more robust in terms of substructure matching than MCS algorithms. Moreover, the
feature tree approach is very fast, and therefore, it is applicable to data base screening.

3.1.3

2D Fingerprints

Fingerprints constitute 1-dimensional representations of molecular structures, since the
molecular structures are encoded as strings, usually bit-strings, which can be efficiently
compared. Fingerprints have been designed to efficiently search large data bases for
molecules with certain structural features.
The earlier fingerprints, i.e. 2D fingerprints, are all based on the molecular graph. In
recent years, fingerprints describing the 3-dimensional structure of the molecule have also
been developed. Some of these will be described in subsequent sections. In this section,
however, we will only deal with 2D fingerprints. A good introduction to 2D fingerprints
can be found in [38].
The precursor of 2D fingerprints are structural keys, which encode the molecular structure into bit-strings using predefined substructures. Each bit of a structural key represents
a certain substructure. If the substructure is present in the molecular graph, the bit is
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set, otherwise it is not set. There are certain drawbacks of this approach. One drawback
is, that for each substructure to be represented, a substructure search needs to be carried
out for each molecule in the data base. This is expensive in terms of computational cost.
A second drawback is, that the success of a similarity search strongly depends on the
choice of the substructures. Finally, in order to be representative, structural keys need
to be very long, since the number of possible substructures is very large and including
more substructures increases the specificity of the structural key. However, the longer the
structural key is, the more bits will remain unset; hence, the density of a structural key
will be rather low.
2D fingerprints address the above mentioned drawbacks. Fingerprints do not use predefined patterns. Instead, the patterns included in a fingerprint of some molecule are
generated directly from the molecule’s molecular graph. This is done by generating all
groups of atoms that are connected by 0 (single atoms) up to N bonds, where N typically
is in the range between 5 and 7. For each group of atoms, i.e. pattern, a bit-string is
generated according to the atoms present in the group and the bonds connecting these
atoms. The number of bits used for representing a single pattern is typically 4 or 5. In
addition to the pattern bit-string, a position within the fingerprint bit-string is generated,
i.e. the pattern is “hashed”. The pattern bit-string is then added to the fingerprint bitstring using the logical OR operation. This means, that bits are shared between patterns
in the fingerprint. Consequently, fingerprints cannot be used to state exactly whether a
certain pattern is present in the molecular graph. If the bits for some pattern are set in
the fingerprint, this pattern is only present in the molecular graph with some probability. This means, that if two fingerprints show a high similarity, the underlying molecular
structures are not necessarily very similar. Similarity of the molecular structures is only
present with some probability, which generally is rather high. But the opposite is true, i.e.,
if two fingerprints are very dissimilar, then their underlying molecular structures are very
dissimilar, too. Hence, fingerprints can be efficiently used to filter out dissimilar molecular
structures.

3.1.4

Similarity Measures

A large number of similarity measures has been proposed both for MCS based similarity
(cf. Table 3.1) and for fingerprint similarity (cf. Table 3.2). Raymond and Willett [144]
compared some of these similarity measures using the MCES algorithm RASCAL [143] as
representative for MCS algorithms and three fingerprint representations, namely BCI [18],
Daylight [37], and Unity [165]. Furthermore, they compared the effectiveness of these algorithms to identify bioactive compounds in a database of 2D structures. They found, that
RASCAL is comparable in effectiveness to the fingerprint based methods. An interesting
observation is that the set of active compounds identified by RASCAL and the fingerprint methods were, at least partially, non-identical. This suggests the use of RASCAL as
complement to the widely used fingerprint methods.
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Table 3.2: Some fingerprint based similarity measures collected by Raymond and Willett [144]
and Holliday et al. [82]. Here, a and b denote the number of unique bits set in the fingerprints
representing molecules A and B, respectively. The variable c denotes the number of bits set in
both fingerprints, and d is the number of bits not set in both fingerprints.

ID

Measure

Formula

F1

Cosine

√

c
(a+c)(b+c)

[0.0,1.0]

F2

Dice

2·c
(a+c)+(b+c)

[0.0,1.0]

q

Range

c+d
a+b+c+d

[0.0,1.0]

Forbes

c·(a+b+c+d)
(a+c)(b+c)

[0.0, ∞)

F5

Hamman

(c+d)−(a+b)
a+b+c+d

[-1.0,1.0]

F6

Jaccard/Tanimoto

c
a+b+c

[0.0,1.0]

F7

Kulczynski

F8

Manhattan

a+b
a+b+c+d

[0.0,1.0]

F9

Matching

c+d
a+b+c+d

[0.0,1.0]

F10

Pearson

F11

Rogers-Tanimoto

F12

Russell-Rao

F13

Simpson

F14

Yule

F15

Sokal-Sneath

F16

McConnaughey

F3

Euclid

F4

c
+
0.5( a+c

√

c
b+c )

c·d−a·b
(a+c)(b+c)(a+d)(b+d)

[0.0,1.0]

[-1.0,1.0]

c+d
(a+b)+(a+b+c+d)

[0.0,1.0]

c
a+b+c+d

[0.0,1.0]

c
min((a+c),(b+c))

[0.0,1.0]

c·d−a·b
c·d+a·b

[-1.0,1.0]

c
2(a+c)+2(b+c)−3c

[0.0,1.0]

(a+c)·c+(b+c)·c−(a+c)·(b+c)
(a+c)·(b+c)

[-1.0,1.0]
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Basic Concepts for 3-Dimensional Structure Similarity

In the previous section we reviewed molecular similarity methods based on the twodimensional structure of molecules, namely the molecular graph representation. In this and
the succeeding section, we want to look at similarity methods based on the 3-dimensional
structure of molecules. Since this thesis only deals with drug-sized molecules, we will
concentrate on methods that are mainly applied to this class of molecules.
It is outside the scope of this thesis to review all work in this field. We therefore refer
the interested reader to a couple of very good review articles that appeared over the last
two decades. Brint and Willett [28], and Martin et al. [116] review the developments in
the field of 3-dimensional structure alignment predating the year 1990. A good collection
of articles and reviews on this subject can also be found in [102]. A further excellent
review on structural alignment roughly covering the years between 1994 and 2000 has
been written by Lemmen and Lengauer [112]. Bender [21] gives a good introduction to
similarity measures, in particular transformation-invariant similarity measures developed
recently.
In this section we introduce basic concepts used for 3-dimensional similarity searching.
In Section 3.3 we will then give examples of algorithms utilizing these concepts.

3.2.1

Clique Detection

In Section 3.1.1 we saw how clique detection on the compatibility graph (cf. Remark 3.1.6)
of two molecular graphs G0 and G00 can be utilized to find common subgraphs of G0 and G00 .
In this section we will see how clique detection can be used to identify subsets of points of
two point sets P and Q with similar inter-point distances. Here, P and Q can be sets of
atomic nuclei, but they can also be other point sets used for representing two molecules,
such as, e.g., surface points. In order to utilize clique detection for the identification of
similar subsets of points, a distance compatibility graph needs to be constructed.
Definition 3.2.1 (Distance Compatibility Graph). Let d > 0, d ∈ R, be a constant and
let P = {p1 , . . . , pm } and Q = {q1 , . . . , qn } be two point sets with coordinates X(P ) =
n
{x(pi )}m
i=1 and X(Q) = {x(qi )}i=1 . Then, the distance compatibility graph of P and Q
w.r.t. d is defined on the vertex set P × Q and has the following property: two vertices
(p0 , q 0 ) and (p00 , q 00 ) are connected by an edge, if and only if the inequality
kx(p0 ) − x(p00 )k − kx(q 0 ) − x(q 00 )k ≤ d
is satisfied. We denote the distance compatibility graph of P and Q w.r.t. d by G(P, Q)d =
(P × Q, Ed ).
Each clique in the distance compatibility graph G(P, Q)d gives us two subsets P 0 ⊆ P
and Q0 ⊆ Q with similar distance matrices together with a one-to-one correspondence
between the points of P 0 and Q0 . Moreover, since a clique represents a maximal complete
subgraph (cf. Definition 3.1.7), this one-to-one correspondence is also maximal, i.e., it
cannot be extended by a further point pair such that the distance constraint imposed by
d remains satisfied. Even though clique detection on the distance compatibility graph has
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proved to be very versatile, there exist two problems with it. First, since space reflections
are not represented by distance matrices, clique detection also identifies space-reflected
subsets of points. However, space reflections can be easily identified and eliminated. The
second, more serious, problem is the computational cost. Clique detection on arbitrary
graphs is known to be NP-complete. Thus, it is only applicable to small or sparse graphs.
There are two possibilities to thin-out the distance compatibility graph. First, we can
decrease the distance threshold d. Second, we can add further constraints, such as the
requirement that corresponding points have common properties. These properties can
vary according to the point sets to which clique detection is applied. For example, if the
points are atoms, we could require the corresponding atoms to have equal type or charge.
Due to the fact that clique detection is only applicable to small or sparse graphs, it is only
of limited use for detecting structural similarities in large molecules such as proteins.
The most commonly used clique detection algorithm in the field of structural alignment is that proposed by Bron and Kerbosch [30]. As mentioned earlier, this algorithm
enumerates all cliques of a graph. If one is interested in the largest clique only, there exist
other approximate algorithms (see, e.g., [134, 10]).

3.2.2

Geometric Hashing

Geometric hashing is a technique originating from the field of computer vision. Originally,
it was developed for matching geometric features against a data base of such features. A
good introduction to geometric hashing can be found in [173]. As a method based on
the indexing approach, geometric hashing was introduced by the work of Schwartz and
Sharir [90, 156]. Nussinov and Wolfson [131] then were the first to apply the concept of
geometric hashing to structural molecular data.
Geometric hashing is a two-step approach. In the first step, a highly redundant representation of the object data base is generated offline and stored in a hash table. Even
though this representation is invariant under affine transformations, in the context of
molecular data, we only need invariance under rotation and translation. In the second
step, the recognition step, the hash table is queried with structural features from a further
object, e.g. a molecule. Each hit in the table identifies a transformation of the query object
with an object stored in the hash table. A large number of hits with the same object under
the same transformation reflects a high similarity of the objects under consideration. In
the context of molecular data, transformations that receive many hits are very likely to
overlay essential structural features of the molecules in question.

3.2.3

Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are not specific to the field of structural analysis but represent a global
optimization technique that has been applied in many fields [61]. Genetic algorithms
simulate the evolution of populations of points in fitness space. The populations of points
are coded via “chromosomes”, which are subject to manipulation operators mimicking
genetic operators and sexual reproduction. The typical operators are mutation and crossover. While the mutation operator randomly modifies chromosomes of a single individual,
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the cross-over operator represents a recombination of parts of the chromosomes from two
distinct individuals. The information encoded in the chromosomes varies from application
to application. During the evolution of a population, new individuals are generated by
applying the genetic operators. At the end of each such evolutionary step, all individuals
are evaluated according to a fitness function, which gives the probability for each individual
to survive. According to this probability, individuals do or do not carry on to the next
generation.
In the context of structural molecular alignment, the chromosomes encode intermolecular matches and orientational degrees of freedom [112]. If molecular flexibility is considered,
the chromosomes also encode torsional degrees of freedom [75].
Genetic algorithms have been shown to provide promising results in the entire area
of computational structural biology [47]. While they are very flexible and enable the
evolution of complex objects, genetic algorithms remain quite slow, which represents the
main limitation to the use of this class of algorithms.

3.2.4

Point Matching

Given two sets of points in 3-dimensional space, the problem of determining a matching
between these point sets can be described by means of a bipartite graph. A bipartite graph
is a graph whose vertex set can be divided into two subsets, such that there do not exist
edges between vertices of the same subset. The problem is now to find a matching of the
bipartite graph maximizing a given scoring function, where a matching is a set of edges,
such that no two edges are incident to the same vertex. In the discrete case, the optimal
matching is the one with the largest number of edges satisfying some distance constraint
for the matched points. In the continuous case, the distances of the points could be used
as edge weights and the optimal matching is the one maximizing a scoring function w.r.t.
the edge weights. The scoring function should be such that its values are large, if the edge
weights are small.
Given an initial alignment of two point sets, point matching can be used to identify the
optimal matching of the two point sets w.r.t. the current alignment. The point matching
scheme can be embedded into an iterative optimization algorithm, where in each step the
optimal matching is computed which yields a new initial alignment for the next iteration.
Iteration is carried out until no further improvement is gained. Akutsu [6] uses a dynamic
programming technique for determining the optimal matching for a given initial alignment.
This algorithm runs in O(mn) time, where m and n are the number of atoms in the two
point sets. Kirchner [96] gives an exact algorithm based on augmented paths which runs
in time O(n3 ), where n is the number of atoms in the larger point set.

3.2.5

Contact Maps

A contact map [76] of a folded macromolecule with n residues is an n×n-matrix C, where
each entry is either 0 or 1. A value of 1 of the matrix element Cij denotes a contact
between residues i and j. Typically, two residues i and j are said to be in contact, if the
distance between two heavy atoms, one from residue i and one from residue j, is smaller
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then a predefined distance threshold, e.g. 5 Å. Contact maps constitute an intuitive and
simple framework which is complex enough to capture most important properties of the
folding phenomenon [31]. Because of these properties, contact maps are also well-suited to
compare molecular structures. Since contact maps capture the most important properties
of folding, similarly folded macromolecules should have similar contact maps. Hence, a
comparison of the contact maps of two molecules can be used to determine the similarity
of the two molecular structures.
The contact map of a molecule can be regarded as the adjacency matrix of a graph,
where each node represents a single residue. In order to compare two molecular structures,
the aim is to compute the maximal overlap of their contact graphs such that the order of
the residues is preserved. This is known as the contact map overlap (CMO) optimization
problem, which has been proved to be NP-hard by Goldman et al. [63].
The CMO optimization problem can be transformed into a maximum independent
set (MIS) problem on a suitable graph [106]. However, such a graph is typically very
large and, hence, the MIS problem is hard to solve. For dense graphs it is restricted
to a few hundred nodes. In 2001, Lancia et al. [106] developed a new algorithm for the
CMO optimization problem based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Their approach
is much more efficient than previous approaches, and it can solve graph instances with
10,000 and more nodes by exploiting the particular characteristics of the constructed
graph. In the ILP approach, the problem is formulated as a problem of maximizing
linear functions of some integer variables. Subsequently, this problem is solved via branchand-bound. This approach was a major step in solving the CMO optimization problem.
However, it was still only capable of aligning macromolecules of up to 80 residues [31].
This limitation was overcome by the algorithm proposed by Caprara and Lancia [31] in
2002. Instead of solving the ILP using branch-and-bound, they employed a Lagrangian
relaxation (LR) based approach. The relaxation is solved by computing a sequence of
simple alignments, which can be done in quadratic time for each alignment, and computing
the Lagrangian multipliers using sub-gradient optimization [31]. With this new approach
it became possible to align macromolecules with 1000 residues and 2000 contacts.
Recently, Bauer et al. [13, 14] applied Lagrangian relaxation to a combined sequencestructure alignment of RNA molecules. This is possible without knowing the 3-dimensional
structure of the RNA molecules, since for RNA molecules there exist reliable methods for
secondary structure prediction and base-pair annotation.

3.3

3-Dimensional Structure Similarity Algorithms

The algorithmic approaches for determining the similarity of the 3-dimensional structures
of molecules can be divided into two broad categories, namely transformation-invariant
approaches and approaches that need an alignment of the molecular structures to determine their similarity. While the latter are computationally more demanding, the former
sacrifice quality for efficiency.
In this thesis we only deal with drug-sized molecules. Hence, in this section we will only
consider algorithms that can be applied to this class of molecules. We have divided the
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algorithms according to the molecular representation used for determining the molecular
similarity. Each such class of algorithms has been further subdivided according to whether
the algorithms compute an alignment of the molecular structure or a descriptor from the
molecular representation. Where possible, the alignment algorithms were even further
subdivided into rigid and flexible algorithms. While rigid algorithms keep the molecular
structure fixed, flexible algorithms modify the molecular structure during alignment.

3.3.1

Atom Based Similarity

In this section we will look at molecular similarity methods based on the positions of the
atomic nuclei. This class of methods seems to be the most widely used class of methods
for 3-dimensional structural alignment.
Alignment Based Similarity
Rigid Alignment. Among the rigid alignment approaches, there exist many algorithms
utilizing clique detection [28, 20, 127, 10, 101, 15]. Since clique detection is limited to
small or sparse graphs, it is often only possible to identify small common substructures
with this technique. Therefore, Miller et al. [127] and Baum [15] use clique detection
to generate feasible initial alignments only, which are used as starting points for local
optimization. Krämer et al. [101] use clique detection only for the alignment of fragments
which then need to be reassembled to align the whole molecule. Because of the small size
of the fragments, clique detection can be efficiently applied. Bahadur et al. [10] developed
a maximum clique detection algorithm for matching Cα atoms of proteins. However, their
approach also uses information about the sequence of the Cα atoms in the amino acid
chain.
Several alignment algorithms have been proposed that use a point matching approach
to match the atoms of two molecules [6, 57, 96, 15, 163]. Finn et al. [57] compute alignments
using triples of atoms which are randomly sampled in one of the two molecules. Then,
similar triples are searched for in the other molecule. According to these triples, the
molecules are aligned using rms-fitting [89], and close atoms are identified as matches.
The probabilistic scheme ensures that the optimal solution is only missed with some low
probability. Akutsu [6], Kirchner [96], and Baum [15] use an iterative point matching
scheme, which first generates various initial alignments, all of which are locally optimized.
While Akutsu and Kirchner use triples of atoms to generate these initial alignments, Baum
employs clique detection to identify small common substructures. Akutsu proposed several
strategies to reduce the number of initial alignments, e.g. a probabilistic scheme similar to
that of Finn et al. [57]. Since Akutsu applies his method to the alignment of proteins, he
only considers Cα atoms. The common triples or substructures thus identified are rigidly
aligned using rms-fitting [89], resulting in initial alignments. Akutsu applies dynamic
programming to optimize each of these alignments. In contrast, Kirchner and Baum use
a greedy optimization strategy, which yields very good results. In order to efficiently
determine the optimal matching, Kirchner applies a branch-and-bound approach.
In [163], Thimm proposed a new algorithm which allows to quickly determine the op-
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timal matching of two molecules, each given by a set of conformers (cf. Definition 2.4.1).
However, his approach identifies only substructures representing connected subgraphs
of the molecular graphs of the two molecules. Consequently, it is restricted to sets of
molecules with similar scaffolds, i.e. similar molecular graphs. In virtual drug design,
however, one is often particularly interested in molecules showing distinct scaffolds. The
algorithm proposed by Thimm will fail to identify a high similarity for such molecules.
Rigid alignment approaches do not consider the flexibility of the molecules at hand.
However, most of these methods allow to consider multiple conformers. Since these methods do not consider the flexibility of the molecules directly, they are called semi-flexible
methods. One advantage of semi-flexible approaches is the decoupling of the alignment
method from the conformation analysis. Conformation analysis can be carried out as a
preprocessing step and hence, it needs to be carried out only once per molecule. Consequently, conformation analysis can be done in more detail than if it were performed for
each alignment.
Flexible Alignment. In order to account for the flexibility of the molecules during the
alignment procedure, different approaches have been proposed. While some algorithms
sample the configurational space during the alignment phase [124, 75], other algorithms
only consider the molecule’s flexibility implicitly by representing the molecule into such a
form that allows to easily recombine rigid fragments in the alignment phase [149]. Recently,
a new method was proposed which utilizes precomputed conformers that are interpolated
to allow for an optimal superposition of atoms of similar chemical type [71].
McMartin and Bohacek [124] developed the program TFIT, which uses a molecular
superposition force field to flexibly align two molecules. The program tries to maximize the
overlap of atoms which are of similar chemical type. During the alignment phase, a Monte
Carlo torsion perturbation scheme is applied, followed by torsional energy minimization to
identify similar conformations co-minimizing the energy of the molecules. Handschuh et
al. [75] developed a genetic algorithm for the flexible pairwise alignment of molecules. Here,
“chromosomes” encode transformational as well as torsional degrees of freedom, together
with an atom matching. Each individual of the population is uniquely defined by its
chromosomes. Two genetic operators, mutation and cross-over, simulate the evolution of
the population representing the alignments. In her dissertation, Handschuh [74] extended
this approach to multiple alignment. In addition to the genetic operators, she developed
two non-genetic operators which she calls creep and crunch. These operators are specific
to the problem of multiple structure alignment.
Rigoutsos et al. [149] use a hybrid method between geometric hashing and pose clustering [160]. Geometric hashing is applied to quickly generate hypotheses about the positions and orientations that would allow to match substructures of the molecules stored in
the hash table and the query molecule. Using pose clustering, these hypotheses are than
clustered to identify larger common substructures. The crux of this approach is that only
a single conformer of each molecule needs to be stored in the hash table, thus reducing
the size of the hash table and making the approach very efficient.
Recently, Gürler [71] described a new flexible alignment approach, termed Fado (Flexible alignment and docking), which uses an ensemble of precomputed conformers. Each
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molecular structure generated during the alignment optimization represents a linear combination of the torsional angles of these conformers. The structure of one of the two molecules
to be aligned is fixed, while the structure of the other one is modified w.r.t. the linear coefficients obtained from the optimization procedure. A simplified Lennard-Jones potential
is applied as molecular superposition force field. The energy of this potential is minimized
using the local optimization approach Rprop (Resilient Backpropagation) [27], which has
the advantageous property to smooth the highly jagged potential energy surface. Thus,
even though the optimization procedure is a local one, minor local minima are overleaped.
As the name Fado suggests, the approach can also be applied to flexible docking, where
the ligand is flexibly aligned to a pharma site previously generated in the active site of a
protein [71]. This new approach has shown to give very promising results.
Descriptor Based Similarity
In the atom-mapping method proposed by Pepperrell et al. [139], the inter-atomic distances
between non-hydrogen atoms are computed and stored in a matrix, termed the atom match
matrix, which represents the molecular descriptor. Similarity of two atom match matrices
is determined by pairwise comparisons of two rows, one from each matrix. Using the
Tanimoto coefficient [86], the degree of similarity is computed from these pairwise row
comparisons.
Sheridan et al. [157] define the atom pair descriptor, which is an extension of the twodimensional atom pairs proposed by Carhart et al. [32]. In the atom pair descriptor, all
pairs of non-hydrogen atoms are considered, hence its name. Each atom pair is described
by the types of the atoms plus their Euclidean distance. Here, the atom type can be any
description of the atom’s chemical properties. In order to be able to count the number of
similar atom pairs, the distances are partitioned into bins. Then, for each pair of atom
types we maintain a list of bins and count the number of atom pairs with a certain distance
by computing its bin and adding a single count to this bin. To compute the similarity
of two molecules, for each pair of atom types one compares the counts of their bins and
computes a similarity value according to the similarity measure proposed in [32].

3.3.2

Pharmacophore Based Similarity

Alignment Based Similarity
Probably the most widely used program using pharmacophore points to identify similar
molecular structures is DISCO (DIStance COmparison), developed by Martin et al. [115].
In a first step, the locations of pharmacophore points are computed with the program ALADDIN [50]. This program not only identifies atoms or pseudo atoms (replacing rings,
e.g.) that might play an important role in the binding process, but also projections of
the molecule to potential hydrogen bond donors or acceptors, and charged groups in the
binding site. As the next step, clique detection is applied to identify subsets of the pharmacophore points in both molecules having similar inter-point distances. DISCO has proved
to yield very good results. One limitation, however, is that it does not consider the whole
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shape of the molecule but only regions where pharmacophore points are present. Ignoring
the molecular shape might in some cases miss the correct alignment of the molecules.
Iwase and Hirono [85] apply their program SUPERPOSE to the structural alignment
of proteins. The functional groups of the two proteins to be compared are replaced by
pseudo-atoms, thus reducing the number of points to be considered. The alignment is
carried out by systematically translating and rotating the smaller molecule w.r.t. the
fixed position of the larger one. For each transformation, a score is computed. The
transformation yielding the largest score gives the best alignment.
Descriptor Based Similarity
The program 3DSEARCH, developed by Sheridan et al. [158], can be used to find pharmacophore patterns in a data base of potential drugs. For each non-hydrogen atom, its
chemical type is generated, consisting of five fields: element type, number of neighbored
non-hydrogen atoms, number of π-electrons, expected number of attached hydrogens, and
formal charge. Also, rings are replaced by dummy atoms. Then, for each pair of atoms
and dummy atoms, the distance is computed and the distance bin is determined. The
atom pairs together with their distance bins form the keys. These keys are used to quickly
search the data base and eliminate the largest part of it. For the remaining candidates, a
more detailed geometric search can be carried out.

3.3.3

Volume Based Similarity

Volume based similarity approaches measure the similarity of the molecules’ volumetric
representations. More precisely, if there exists an orientation in which the volumes of
two molecules overlap well, the molecules are considered to be similar. Thus, the aim of
volume based alignment is to find an orientation such that the volume overlap is large.
One limitation of volume based alignment becomes obvious if one considers the alignment
of two molecules, where one of them is considerably larger than the other one. Then, an
alignment of the two molecules would be optimal, if the smaller molecule was completely
enclosed by the larger one. However, if the larger molecule is sufficiently large, there might
exist very many such orientations.
In order to measure the similarity of the volume overlap, there exist several measures,
such as the Carbó index [172] or the Hodgkin similarity index [80], both of which are used
in several applications.
Alignment Based Similarity
Rigid Alignment. With their program SEAL (Steric and Electrostatic ALignment),
Kearsley and Smith [95] were the first to replace grid-based volumetric alignment techniques by the analytical evaluation of Gaussian functions. With the introduction of Gaussian functions to the volume overlap problem, an enormous speed up was gained. In
SEAL, simplex optimization is applied to the volume overlap problem. Similarly, Good
et al. [65] use a method based on simplex optimization to overlap molecular electrostatic
fields of two molecules. To measure the volume overlap, they use the Hodgkin similarity
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index [80]. McMahon et al. [123] optimize the electrostatic field overlap represented by
Gaussian functions utilizing gradient optimization.
Beside the electrostatic field, other fields can also get represented by Gaussian functions, such as the van der Waals volume [67] or the electron density [130]. Nissink et
al. [130] apply Fourier space methods similar to the molecular replacement technique used
in X-ray crystallography [112]. These have the advantageous properties that rotational
and translational parameters can be optimized separately. Again, simplex optimization is
used to locally optimize the volume overlap.
Some approaches use multiple molecular fields to represent a molecule [135, 109]. For
example, Parretti et al. [135] use fields for steric and electrostatic properties and align
these using Monte Carlo optimization. Apart from using multiple sets of Gaussian fields,
the algorithm RigFit [109] extends the above mentioned approaches by sampling both
the translational and the rotational degree of freedom more appropriately.
Flexible Alignment. Based on the RigFit algorithm [109], Lemmen and Lengauer
developed the program FlexS [110, 111], which flexibly aligns molecular structures based
on Gaussian representations of the molecules. One assumption of FlexS is that one of
the molecules, the reference, is given in its active conformation. The second molecule,
the query, is then flexibly aligned to the reference molecule. Here, the basic idea is to
decompose the query molecule into fragments, each of which is represented by a set of
Gaussian functions. The algorithm starts by positioning a particular fragment, called
base fragment, onto the reference molecule using the RigFit algorithm. Step by step the
remaining fragments are added to the base fragment such that the Gaussian functions of
the fragments overlap well with the Gaussian functions representing the reference molecule.
Labute and Williams [104] presented a method to flexibly align two molecules based
on random sampling of the configurational space. Here, a new conformer is generated
by randomly perturbing the torsional angles and then applying a minimization algorithm
that minimizes the energy w.r.t. the volume overlap. The reported times are in the order
of 10 minutes for small molecules. Thus, the run times are much longer than that reported
for FlexS.

Descriptor Based Similarity
In [136], Pastor et al. presented a 3-dimensional descriptor based on molecular fields which
they call GRIND (GRid-INdependent Descriptor). GRINDs are generated in three
steps. First, molecular interaction fields (MIF) [66] are computed. Second, the fields are
simplified by identifying those parts of the fields not carrying any information. Third,
the remaining parts of the fields are encoded into a transformation-invariant description
using autocorrelation transformations. These descriptions can be analyzed using principal
component analysis (PCA) or partial least-squares (PLS) (cf. [107]). This enables one to
identify the most common properties of a set of molecules.
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Surface Based Similarity

In order to identify molecular similarities that explain the molecule’s functionality, it is
necessary to look at those parts of the molecule playing a major role in the binding process.
These parts can be most effectively described using the concept of molecular surfaces. Due
to this need, in the last one and a half decades many approaches to molecular surface
similarity were proposed. Yet, compared to the overall number of molecular similarity
approaches, these approaches still represent only a small fraction.
Alignment Based Similarity
Spherical Harmonics. Since many molecules have a more or less globular shape, some
researchers described molecular surfaces by spherical harmonic functions [120, 52, 108,
150], which constitute an approximate parametric representation of a molecular surface.
Max and Getzloff [120] showed that spherical harmonics of low order can already capture the main features of molecular surfaces. Duncan and Olson [52] and Leicester et
al. [108] used spherical harmonics of high order to represent fine surface details. While
previously the representation of molecular surfaces by spherical harmonics had mainly
been used for visualization and classification of molecular shape, Ritchie and Kemp [150]
were the first to use spherical harmonics for surface alignment. Since rotations of a surface
represented by spherical harmonics can be simulated by rotating the harmonic expansion
coefficients [150], the use of such a representation for molecular surfaces alignment seems a
natural choice. Ritchie and Kemp accomplish the optimization of the harmonic expansion
coefficients by applying a quasi Newton algorithm, which works very fast. However, using
spherical harmonics for molecular surface alignment has two major drawbacks. First, as
already mentioned, approximation of molecular surfaces by spherical harmonics is only
sensible for globular molecules. By representing a non-globular molecule by spherical harmonics, important details may get lost. Second, the approach is only capable of identifying
global matches, hence, it is not applicable to applications where partial matches have to
be identified.

Correlation Plots. Katchalski-Katzir et al. [93] and Barequet and Sharir [12] proposed
alignment strategies which are similar in spirit. Both strategies use discrete representations of the molecular surface. While Katchalski-Katzir et al. use a grid representation,
where each grid node is labeled as being “inside” or “outside” the molecular surface, Barequet and Sharir use points sampled on the molecular surface. Now, assume two molecules
A and B, centered at the origin. Then the space of possible rotations around the origin is
sampled using Euler angles with some predefined angle step size. For each thus generated
rotation, they compute the correlation of the surfaces for different translational vectors.
Katchalski-Katzir et al. [93] use Fourier transformations to analyze the correlation functions while Barequet and Sharir [12] compute the translational vectors for each pair of
points representing A and B. Since this method is quadratic in the number of points,
Barequet and Sharir compute local foot prints for each point and consider only pairs of
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points with similar foot prints. For all rotations with a high peak in the correlation plot,
the neighborhood of this rotation is sampled in more detail. This is done recursively until
the optimal correlation is found. For this final rotation, the best translational vector can
be easily computed yielding an alignment of the molecular surfaces. One obvious disadvantage of this approach is the large number of rotations that need be considered to
“guarantee” not to overlook important transformations.

Surface Patches. Another class of algorithms identifies local shape features of the
molecular surface [62, 35, 81, 55, 56]. The local shape at some point on the surface
can be described by the principal curvatures which are given by the two eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix [100]. However, in the context of molecular surfaces a more global
description of molecular curvature is desirable. Such a description is given by the parameters of a paraboloid fitted to the local neighborhood of some point [176, 62]. Similar to
the local curvature defined by the two canonical curvatures, a paraboloid also specifies
two main curvatures and their directions. These curvatures can then be used to compute
shape descriptors, such as the surface topography index introduced by Heiden and Brickmann [78], or the shape index proposed by Duncan and Olson [52, 53]. According to these
shape descriptors, the neighborhood of each point can be classified as belonging to one of
five classes: convex, concave, saddle, cylinder, and flat.
Using shape indices, Goldman and Wipke pursue the following approach [62]. First,
critical points are computed on the surface by placing a single point into the center of each
topological surface patch of the solvent excluded surface. For each critical point the shape
index is computed. Then, for each pair of critical points with similar shape indices on the
surfaces of molecules A and B, the whole molecular surface of B is aligned according to the
local coordinate system centered at the critical points and defined by the main curvature
directions and the surface normals at the critical points. For each alignment thus gained,
the number of critical points on the two molecular surfaces lying close to each other is
counted, yielding an alignment score.
Cosgrove et al. [35] developed the program SPAt (Surface Patch Alignment). In
SPAt, the shape indices for all points on the triangular surface are computed. These
points are clustered into circular patches of approximately constant curvature. Each patch
is then represented by a single point located at the center of the patch. Clique detection
is then applied to identify similar arrangements of points defining an alignment. Only
points with similar shape properties can be matched. All alignments are scored according
to the rms distance and the number of matched points. A similar approach is followed
by Hofbauer [81] in his program SurfComp (Surface Comparison). Here, in addition
to shape properties, physico-chemical properties are considered in the matching step. For
determining the similarity of surface patches in terms of physico-chemical properties, fuzzy
filters [55] are applied. To measure the shape similarity of surface patches, harmonic shape
image filters [178] are used.
Exner et al. [55] partition the molecular surface into overlapping patches of well-defined
size. The patches are generated such that within each patch the local shape defined by the
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shape index as well as the molecular properties, such as electrostatic potential, lipophilicity/hydrophilicity and hydrogen bond density, vary only slightly. To be able to compare
regions according to several properties at once, they apply fuzzy logic using linguistic variables. The overlapping patches together with their local shape properties are then used
for surface matching. Exner et al. apply the approach to complementarity searching [56],
i.e. rigid docking, but it could also be applied to similarity searching. For the matching
step, each patch is represented by two points, its center on the surface and its center of
mass. Point matching of the points representing the surface patches and properties is then
done using geometric hashing [105, 173].

Morphological similarity. Jain [87] proposed the concept of morphological similarity based on a set of observers looking at the molecular surface and molecular properties
thereon. In particular, Jain considers the charge characteristics of each atom. Each surface
is embedded into a 3-dimensional grid and each grid point outside the surface is considered
as an observer. For each observer, the minimum distance to the molecular surface, the
distance to the nearest hydrogen bond donor or positively charged atom, and the distance
to the nearest hydrogen bond acceptor or negatively charged atom is computed and stored.
In addition to that, directional information is used for observations of polar moieties. The
similarity of two molecules is then defined as a normalized sum of weighted Gaussian-like
functions of differences in distances from observation points to the molecules. Since this
similarity function is continuous and piecewise differentiable, gradient-based optimization
can be applied [87].

Others. Masek et al. [117, 118, 119] use a representation based on molecular surfaces
which they call molecular skin. A molecular skin is the volume difference between two
molecular surfaces, where one of them is computed with an offset added to the van der
Waals radii of the molecule’s atoms. Thus, the 2-dimensional surface representation is
transformed to a 3-dimensional volume representation. For this volume representation,
methods commonly used for volume overlap can be applied (cf. Section 3.3.3). Perkins et
al. [140] described a similar approach based on a grid representation. Here, interior grid
points, exterior grid points and grid points lying close to the molecular surface are marked.
Then, simulated annealing is applied to optimize the position of one of the grids with
respect to the other one. Grant and Pickup [68] modified their Gaussian volume overlay
method to take into account the surface area represented by the Gaussian representation.
Gnomonic projection, i.e. the projection of molecular properties and distances onto a
sphere, is used by Dean et al. [41, 40]. Using gnomonic projection, two molecules are
aligned to each other by rotating one sphere against the other one centered at the same
point, such that the similarity of the points on the spheres is maximized. Poirrette et
al. [141] also use points on a regular grid to represent each molecular surface. In order to
match these points, they apply a genetic algorithm.
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Descriptor Based Similarity
The early approaches to molecular surface similarity were all based on alignment, i.e.
on the relative orientation of one molecular surface to the other one. More recently,
transformation-invariant approaches were developed [159, 22, 177]. They use molecular
surfaces to define 3-dimensional descriptors.
Stiefl and Baumann describe a molecular surface descriptor called MaP [159]. This
descriptor is generated in three steps. First, a surface approximation of the molecular
surface by equally distributed points, sampled on a regular 3D grid, is computed. Second,
molecular properties are projected onto the surface and mapped to the surface points.
Finally, the distribution of surface properties given at the surface points is encoded into a
transformation-invariant descriptor. Each surface point is assigned to one of four property
classes: hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, hydrogen bond donor, and hydrogen bond acceptor. The theoretical basis for the MaP descriptor are radial distribution functions, i.e.
distance dependent count statistics. These distribution functions are computed as follows.
For each pair of surface points the distance is measured and the occurrence of this distance
is added to the descriptor vector. To store the distances between pairs of surface points,
a discretization into c bins is used. The property class of the surface points is also considered, i.e., for each pair of property classes there exist distinct bins. Thus, the dimension of
the descriptor vector is (p(p + 1)/2)c, where p is the number of property classes. In order
to make the distribution of the distances into bins more soft, fuzzy counts are used [157].
Comparison of molecules using MaP descriptors is done as follows. First, all vector elements having zero variance are excluded. Second, a regression model is computed using
principal component regression (PCR) or partial least-squares regression (PLS) [114]. The
correlation coefficient and the mean-squared error of calibration give information about
the similarity of the molecules. Stiefl and Baumann also mention that the model is easily
interpretable, i.e., the similarity of the descriptors can be back-projected into molecular
space and thus allows for an easy understanding of the results.
Bender et al. [23] propose a transformation-invariant surface descriptor, which they
call Molprint 3D. In contrast to MaP, Bender et al. use points on the solvent excluded surface for van der Waals spheres whose radii have been scaled by a factor of
2.0. The points are not approximated by a grid, but points given by the surface triangulation are used directly. These are, however, not equally distributed. Unlike MaP,
continuous variables representing molecular properties are used. Also, the binning is replaced by neighbor/non-neighbor relationships between points, where only small (local)
neighborhoods are investigated. For each point on the surface, an individual descriptor
is computed. The union of these individual descriptors represents the Molprint 3D
descriptor. For the pairwise comparison of descriptors, the Tanimoto coefficient [86] is
used. In order to compare multiple structures, a Bayesian classifier can be applied. Properties responsible for the similarity can also be back-projected into molecular space, thus
allowing an interpretation of the results.
Yet another descriptor, termed shape signature, was introduced by Zauhar et al. [177].
A shape signature of a molecular surface is generated by means of ray-tracing [60]. Starting
from a random point on the surface, a ray is initiated with a random direction to the inside
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of the molecular surface. This ray is propagated inside the molecular surface by rules of
optical reflection. Following this ray, a large number of reflections is computed. From
the lengths of the reflection lines, a histogram is computed which describes the shape
of the molecule given by its molecular surface. Once the histogram is computed for each
molecule in a data base, the molecules can be efficiently compared using this 1-dimensional
descriptor. In order to take into account molecular properties, 2-dimensional and higher
dimensional descriptors can also be generated [177].

3.4

Summary

In this chapter we gave an overview of existing approaches to measure the similarity of
molecular structures. We mainly concentrated on approaches that deal with drug-sized
molecules. Although the number of articles that were considered is rather large, it is by
no means complete. Nevertheless, we believe that the most interesting ideas in the field
of drug-sized molecular similarity were covered.
The approaches presented in this chapter were categorized according to the molecular
representation used for determining the similarity. However, a user might be more interested in the scenarios each approach can be successfully applied to, and in the expected
outcome when applying a certain method. Three such scenarios are described below.
Scaffold vs. Surface Similarity. As already mentioned in the introduction to this
chapter, it can generally be said that if we are searching for molecules with similar function
yet different scaffold, pharmacophore based and surface based approaches are the most
promising ones. These approaches are of particular interest, if new lead structures need to
be identified. If, however, we are searching for very similar molecules, or if we are interested
in clustering molecules with similar molecular graphs, than skeleton based approaches are
more successful.
Data Base Search. If we want to search large data bases, the most restricting factor for
the choice of method is time. In the presence of data bases with hundreds of thousands to
millions of potent drugs, we need fast methods. In this case, descriptor based approaches
are the method of choice. These include 2D or 3D fingerprints, but also molecular surface
descriptors like MaP, Molprint 3D, or shape signatures. Molecular surface descriptors
are particularly useful, if scaffold-hopping is desired, i.e., if we are looking for molecules
with distinct molecular scaffolds. Feature trees represent an alternative to descriptor
based approaches. Even though the feature tree approach computes an alignment (in 2D)
of molecular structures, it is fast enough to be applicable to data base searching.
Pharmacophore Elucidation. If pharmacophore elucidation is the desired task, an
alignment of molecular structures is needed. Alignment approaches are more expensive
than descriptor based approaches, since they need to sample the space of rigid body transformations. But they also allow for more insight into the system, i.e. the set of molecular
structures. Alignment methods are a prerequisite for quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) analyses, but they are also a necessity for the visual inspection of
molecular structures.

Chapter 4

Point-Based Surface
Representation
The surface alignment algorithm proposed in this thesis is based on representing the
molecular surface and properties defined thereon by points. In this chapter we will explain
how we distribute the points on the surface. Our method requires each property to be
given by some scalar field defined on the molecular surface. From this scalar field we
compute a point density according to which the points are distributed. The scalar field
may be homogeneous, i.e. the scalar values are constant across the whole surface as, e.g.
in the case of the shape property. For other properties, such as the electrostatic potential,
the scalar field will be non-homogeneous, i.e. the scalar values vary across the surface.
Note that a property does not necessarily have to be defined on the whole surface but it
can also be defined in certain regions, only. This will be the case, e.g., for the hydrogen
bonding property.
The aim of our approach is to distribute the points on the surface as regular as it is
allowed by the given point density. Here, regularity means that the standard deviation of
the distances of neighbored points should be as small as possible. This avoids oversampling
of certain regions, while it guarantees that an equally weighted surface patch is assigned
to each point. In order to achieve a regular point distribution, we employ a two-step
algorithm. The first step generates an initial point distribution. In the second step, the
point positions are then iteratively relaxed according to the desired point density.
There exist several ways to generate an initial point distribution. A first approach
would be to distribute the points randomly on the surface. This work, in principle, but
imposes extra work on the relaxation step, which will need more iterations to arrive at a
satisfying distribution. We have therefore developed a second approach, which is based
on multilevel k-way graph-partitioning [92]. In this approach, we partition the surface into
equally weighted patches and place a point into the center of each patch.
For the relaxation step we employ a concept known as centroidal Voronoi tesselation
(CVT) [51]. A centroidal Voronoi tesselation is a Voronoi tesselation with the property
that its generators coincide with the mass centroids of the Voronoi regions. We have
developed a novel approximation scheme for computing the centroidal Voronoi tessela53
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tion of a 2-dimensional surface embedded in 3-dimensional space and represented by a
2-manifold triangular mesh. In this scheme we employ an iterative method known as
Lloyd’s method [113]. In each iteration step of Lloyd’s method we compute the Voronoi
tesselation of the surface w.r.t. the current point distribution and subsequently move the
points to the centers of the new Voronoi regions. This method converges quickly and
produces very good point distributions.
In order to obtain point distributions of good quality, however, the resolution of the
triangular mesh needs to be sufficiently fine, i.e. the number of triangles in the mesh need
be much larger than the number of points to be distributed on the mesh. This assumption
should be kept in mind when proceeding with the subsequent sections.
We begin this chapter in Section 4.1 with basic notations on triangular meshes and
graphs defined thereon. These notations will be referred to in subsequent sections. In
Section 4.2 we propose two algorithms for initializing point distributions. Section 4.3 deals
with the relaxation step. We present two algorithms for computing an approximation of the
centroidal Voronoi tesselation of a 2-manifold triangular mesh based on the graphs defined
in Section 4.1. Results will be given in Section 4.4, where we compare the algorithms
proposed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 w.r.t. quality and run times. The results show that
the proposed algorithms are efficient and achieve point distributions of very good quality
for both homogeneous and non-homogeneous point densities. We conclude this chapter in
Section 4.5 with a short discussion including a comparison of our approach with previously
published approaches to distribute points on molecular surfaces.

4.1

Basic Notations

4.1.1

Triangular Mesh

As mentioned above, we assume the molecular surface to be given as a 2-manifold triangular mesh.
Definition 4.1.1 (Triangular Mesh). A triangular mesh M = (V, E, T ) is a triple consisting of
• a set of vertices V = {v1 , . . . , vm },
• a set of edges E = {e1 , . . . , en } ⊂ V × V , with (vi , vj ) ∈ E ⇒ i 6= j, and
• a set of triangles T = {t1 , . . . , ts } ⊂ V × V × V , with (vi , vj , vk ) ∈ T ⇒ i 6= j ∧
i 6= k ∧ j 6= j,
for which the following two properties hold:
1. Each vertex belongs to at least one triangle.
2. Each edge belongs to at least one triangle.
The set of vertices of M will be denoted by V (M). Likewise the set of edges and the set
of triangles of M will be denoted by E(M) and T (M), respectively. If it is clear from the
context, we will simply use V , E, and T .
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Figure 4.1: (a) Triangle t with vertices v1 (t), v2 (t), and v3 (t). A point x with barycentric coordinates b1 (x, t), b2 (x, t), and b3 (x, t) w.r.t. triangle t resides in t. (b) The areas of the triangles
spanned by x and the vertices of t are proportional to b1 (x, t), b2 (x, t), and b3 (x, t).

Definition 4.1.2 (2-Manifold Triangular Mesh). A 2-manifold triangular mesh, M, is a
triangular mesh where every point on M is contained in some open set which is topologically equivalent to R2 .
From this definition it immediately follows that at most two triangles can be adjacent
to a single edge. In this thesis we will only consider 2-manifold triangular meshes. Hence,
we will often simply use the term triangular mesh of even mesh instead of 2-manifold
triangular mesh.
For v ∈ V , we denote by x(v) ∈ R3 the coordinates of vertex v. For t ∈ T , we denote
by vi (t), i = 1, 2, 3, the i’th vertex of t. Using these notations we can write the area of t,
denoted by A(t), as
A(t) =

 

1 
x(v2 (t)) − x(v1 (t)) × x(v3 (t)) − x(v1 (t)) ,
2

where ~x × ~y is the cross-product of the vectors ~x and ~y .
Let x ∈ R3 be a point residing on triangle t. Then, x can be written as
x = b1 (x, t) x(v1 (t)) + b2 (x, t) x(v2 (t)) + b3 (x, t) x(v3 (t)) ,
b1 (x, t), . . . , b3 (x, t) ∈ [0, 1], b1 (x, t) + b2 (x, t) + b3 (x, t) = 1 ,
where b1 (x, t), . . . , b3 (x, t) are the barycentric coordinates of x with respect to t (cf. Figure 4.1(a)). It can easily be seen that each bi (x, t), i = 1, 2, 3, is proportional to the area
of the sub-triangle spanned by x and the edge opposite of vi (t) (cf. Figure 4.1(b)), i.e.,
A(x(vi⊕1 ), x(vi⊕2 ), x) = bi (x, t) A(t) ,

(4.1)

where A(x(vi⊕1 ), x(vi⊕2 ), x) is the area spanned by x(vi⊕1 ), x(vi⊕2 ), and x, and i ⊕ j
denotes ((i − 1 + j) mod 3) + 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , 3}.
Given a scalar function ρ : V → R defined on the vertices of M, for each triangle t ∈ T
and each point x residing on t we can define a linear interpolant ρ̃(x, t) by means of the
barycentric coordinates of x as
ρ̃(x, t) := b1 (x, t) · ρ(v1 (t)) + b2 (x, t) · ρ(v2 (t)) + b3 (x, t) · ρ(v3 (t)) .

(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Triangle with vertices v1 , v2 , and v3 , and mass centroid pc . The points p1 , p2 , and p3
are the midpoints of the triangle’s edges. (a) The line through vertex vi and pi is the bisecting line
of the triangle’s angle at vertex vi . The intersection point pc of these lines is the mass centroid of
the triangle. (b) The mass centroid pc subdivides the triangle into three equally sized triangles.
(c) The mass centroid also subdivides the triangle into three equally sized quadrangles spanned by
the triangle’s vertices, the mass centroid, and the midpoints of the triangle’s edges.

The coordinates of the center of mass of triangle t, denoted by x(t), are defined by
x(t) :=

x(v1 (t)) + x(v2 (t)) + x(v3 (t))
,
3

which means that the barycentric coordinates of the center of mass of t are equal to
1/3. It also means that x(t) divides triangle t into three equally sized sub-triangles (cf.
Equation (4.1) and Figure 4.2(b)). For the center of mass we will use the term mass
centroid synonymously.
By n(t) we denote the normal vector of t. Assuming that the vertices of t are in
counter-clockwise order, n(t) is given by
n(t) =

(x(v2 (t)) − x(v1 (t))) × (x(v3 (t)) − x(v1 (t)))
,
k(x(v2 (t)) − x(v1 (t))) × (x(v3 (t)) − x(v1 (t)))k

where k~xk denotes the length of vector ~x.
We define the triangle neighborhood of some vertex v ∈ V , denoted by N (v), as the set
of triangles incident to v (cf. Figure 4.3(a)), i.e.,
n
o
N (v) := t | ∃i ∈ {1, 2, 3} : v = vi (t) .
(4.3)
Likewise we can define the triangle neighborhood of some edge e ∈ E, denoted by N (e), as
the set of triangles that share edge e, i.e.,
n
o
N (e) := t | e = (u, v) ∧ t ∈ N (u) ∧ t ∈ N (v) .
Then the triangle neighborhood of some triangle t ∈ T , denoted by N (t), can be defined
as the set of triangles that share a common edge with t (cf. Figure 4.3(c)), i.e.,
n
o
N (t) := t0 | t0 6= t ∧ ∃i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 6= j : t0 ∈ N ((vi (t), vj (t))) .
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Figure 4.3: (a) Triangle neighborhood N (v) of vertex v. (b) The gray polygon around vertex v
depicts the surface area A(v) assigned to vertex v. (c) Triangle neighborhood N (t) of triangle t.
(d) Extended triangle neighborhood N ∗ (t) of triangle t. The gray triangle does neither belong to
N (t) nor to N ∗ (t).

The extended triangle neighborhood of some triangle t, denoted by N ∗ (t), consists of the
set of triangles that share a common vertex with t (cf. Figure 4.3(d)), i.e.,
n
o
N ∗ (t) := t0 | t0 6= t ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, 2, 3} : t0 ∈ N (vi (t)) .
Let Te ⊆ T , then we can define the area, the center of mass, and the normal vector of
e
T , respectively, by
X
A(Te) :=
A(t) ,
t∈Te

x(Te) :=

1 X
A(t) x(t) , and
A(Te)

n(Te) :=

1
A(Te)

t∈Te

X

A(t) n(t) .

t∈Te

Let ρ : V → R+ be a weight function defined on the vertices V of M. Then, the weighted
center of mass and the weighted normal vector, respectively, of some Te ⊆ T can be defined
as
X
1
x(Te, ρ) := P
ρ̃(x(t), t) · A(t) x(t) , and
(4.4)
ρ̃(x(t), t) · A(t)
t∈Te
t∈Te

X
1
ρ̃(x(t), t) · A(t) n(t) ,
n(Te, ρ) := P
ρ̃(x(t), t) · A(t)
t∈Te
t∈Te

where ρ̃(·, ·), defined in Equation (4.2), is the linear interpolant of ρ(·).
Given some Te ⊆ T , we define the patch defined by Te as
n
P (Te) := x ∈ R3 | ∃t ∈ Te ∧ ∃bi (x, t) ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, 3 :
b1 (x, t) + b2 (x, t) + b3 (x, t) = 1 ∧
o
x = b1 (x, t) x(v1 (t)) + b2 (x, t) x(v2 (t)) + b3 (x, t) x(v3 (t)) .

(4.5)
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Occasionally, it is necessary to partition the surface such that each part of the surface is
assigned to exactly one vertex. If we assigned to each vertex v its neighborhood N (v) (cf.
Equation (4.3) and Figure 4.3(a)), we would assign each triangle to its three vertices. But
this neighborhood, also known as the 1-ring of v, is a good starting point. We therefore
assign to each vertex that part of each neighbored triangle which is spanned by vertex
v, the triangle’s mass centroid, and the midpoints of the triangle’s edges adjacent to v
(cf. Figure 4.2(c)). Since each triangle mass centroid partitions the triangle into three
equally sized sub-triangles, and the lines from the mass centroid to the midpoints of the
triangle’s edges subdivide these sub-triangles again into equally sized triangles, the area
of each neighbored triangle t that will be assigned to vertex v is one third of the overall
area of t. Thus, for the surface area A(v) assigned to some vertex v (cf. Figure 4.3(b)) we
get
1 X
A(v) =
A(t) .
3
t∈N (v)

The vertex normal vector can now be defined as
P
t∈N (v) A(t) n(t)
n(v) := P
.
t∈N (v) A(t)
Given some Ve ⊆ V , we define the area of Ve and the patch defined by Ve , respectively,
as
A(Ve ) :=

X

A(v) , and

v∈Ve

n
P (Ve ) := x ∈ R3 | ∃v ∈ Ve ∧ ∃t ∈ N (v) ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, 2, 3} : v = vi (t) ∧
∃bj (x, t) ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, 2, 3 : b1 (x, t) + b2 (x, t) + b3 (x, t) = 1 ∧
x = b1 (x, t) x(v1 (t)) + b2 (x, t) x(v2 (t)) + b3 (x, t) x(v3 (t)) ∧
o
bi (x, t) ≥ bj (x, t), j 6= i
Let ρ : V → R+ be a weight function defined on the vertices V of M. Then, similar to
Equations (4.4) and (4.5), for some Ve ⊆ V we can define the weighted center of mass and
the weighted normal vector, respectively, as
X
1
ρ(v) · A(v) x(v) , and
ρ(v) · A(v)
v∈Ve
e
v∈V
X
1
n(Ve , ρ) := P
ρ(v) · A(v) n(v) .
ρ(v) · A(v)
v∈Ve
x(Ve , ρ) := P

v∈Ve

Finally, we define the geodesic distance dP (·) (x, y) between two points x, y ∈ P (·) as the
length of the shortest path from x to y on P (·). In order for the shortest path to exist,
P (·) needs to be connected.
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Graphs Defined on the Triangular Mesh

In the following we will introduce some graphs that can be defined on a triangular mesh.
These graphs play an important role in the point distribution process. The first graph,
called triangular mesh graph or simply mesh graph, is denoted by G(M) and defined
directly by means of the sets V (M) and T (M).
Definition 4.1.3 (Triangular Mesh Graph). Let M = (V, E, T ) be a triangular mesh.
Then the triangular mesh graph is defined by
G(M) := (V, E).
The second graph is called the dual mesh graph, which, as the name suggests, is defined
on the dual mesh. So let’s first define the dual mesh of some triangular mesh M.
Definition 4.1.4 (Dual Mesh). Let M = (V, E, T ) be a triangular mesh, then the dual
f = (Ve , E,
e Fe) consisting of three sets:
mesh of M (cf. Figure 4.4(a) and (b)) is a triple M
• A set of vertices Ve = {ṽ1 , . . . , ṽs }, where each triangle ti ∈ T is represented by vertex
ṽi ∈ Ve , i.e. there is a one-to-one correspondence between the triangles of M and the
f given by the bijective function mT : T → Ve defined by
vertices of M,
mT (ti ) := ṽi , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |T |} .
e = {ẽ1 , . . . , ẽk } ⊂ Ve × Ve , where each edge ẽ ∈ E
e connects the
• A set of edges E
vertices representing the triangles attached to some edge e ∈ E, i.e.,
e ⇒ ∃t0 , t00 ∈ T ∧ ∃e ∈ E :
∀ẽ = (ũ, ṽ) ∈ E
t0 , t00 ∈ N (e) ∧ mT (t0 ) = ũ ∧ mT (t00 ) = ṽ .
• A set of polygonal faces Fe = {f˜1 , . . . , f˜m }, where each vertex vi ∈ V is represented
by a polygonal face f˜i ∈ Fe, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
f
vertices of M and the faces of M.
For some mesh M, the set of vertices and the set of edges of M’s dual mesh will also be
e
denoted by Ve (M) and E(M),
respectively.
We can now give a definition of the dual mesh graph.
f = (Ve , E,
e Fe) be the dual mesh of some
Definition 4.1.5 (Dual Mesh Graph). Let M
triangular mesh M. Then we define the dual mesh graph as
e
e
G(M)
:= (Ve , E).
The dual mesh graph is used to obtain a good initial point distribution (cf. Section 4.2).
An example of a dual mesh graph is given in Figure 4.4(b).
There will yet be another graph of interest in the subsequent sections, which we will
call the extended dual mesh graph.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

e
Figure 4.4: (a) Mesh graph G(M). (b) Dual mesh graph, G(M),
shown in black. (c) Extended
e ∗ (M), shown as black solid and dashed lines.
dual mesh graph, G

f = (Ve , E,
e Fe) be the dual mesh of
Definition 4.1.6 (Extended Dual Mesh Graph). Let M
some triangular mesh M. Furthermore, let
o
n
e.
e ∗ := (ṽi , ṽj ) | i 6= j ∧ m−1 (ṽi ) ∈ N ∗ (m−1 (ṽj )) ⊃ E
E
T
T
Then the extended dual mesh graph is defined by
e ∗ (M) := (Ve , E
e∗) .
G
e
It consists of the same set of vertices as G(M),
but has an extended set of edges (cf.
Figure 4.4(c)).

4.2

Initial Point Distribution

In this section we describe two approaches that generate an initial point distribution. The
first one operates directly on the triangular mesh and uses a Monte Carlo method. The
second approach is based on mesh partitioning using a graph partitioning scheme on the
dual mesh graph.

4.2.1

Determination of Number of Points

Before we can start to distribute points on the molecular surface given by a triangular
mesh M = {V, E, T }, we need to determine the number of points to be distributed on M.
Let ρ : V → R+ be the point density defined on the vertices of M. The number of points
π(t) to be distributed on triangle t is proportional to the triangle area and is computed
by
P3
ρ(vi (t))
π(t) := i=1
· A(t) = ρ̃(x(t), t) · A(t) .
(4.6)
3
Since we are interested in distributing k points on M, with k  |T |, π(t) will be much
smaller than 1. Hence, rather than giving us the actual number of points to be positioned
into triangle t, π(t) gives us the probability with which we position a single point into t.
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The point densities we use are such that the distances between neighbored points in
the final point distribution will be within a certain range, e.g. 0.5 to 3.0 Å. In Section 4.4
we give examples of point densities that are of interest to us. For a homogeneous point
density, the distances between neighbored points should be as similar as possible. For
non-homogeneous point densities, the point distances will vary according to the required
point densities. Using Equation (4.6), the overall number of points to be distributed on
M can be computed by accumulating the values π(t) and rounding this sum to the nearest
integer value, i.e.,
X

π(T ) :=
π(t) .
t∈T

4.2.2

Random Initialization Using a Monte Carlo Method

A simple way to distribute π(T ) points on M, π(T )  |T |, according to a given point
density ρ(·) is by using a Metropolis-Monte Carlo algorithm. A Monte Carlo algorithm
generates an ensemble of states according to some given distribution by successively generating a Markov chain. In our case, the states of the Markov chain are the triangles,
|T |
{tk }k=1 . By generating a Markov chain, we want to determine the triangles into which
we position the points. The Markov chain will only be used to determine π(T ) distinct
triangles. Once π(T ) distinct triangles have been found, we stop.
In order to generate a Markov chain, we start with a randomly generated state, i.e. a
randomly selected triangle ti1 . From this initial state, the Monte Carlo algorithm generates
a Markov chain
ti1 → ti2 → . . . → tik → . . . → tiN , k ∈ {1, . . . , |T |} ,
such that the generated ensemble, i.e. the generated states of the Markov chain, has a
distribution equal to π(·) (cf. Equation (4.6)). The generation of a new state is done in
two steps. The first step proposes a new state, hence, it is called proposal step. The second
step is called acceptance step, since it decides whether the proposed state is accepted or
not. Let P(t → t̃) be the conditional probability to go from state t to state t̃. Then,
according to the detailed balance condition (see, e.g., Section 2.3 in [170]), the conditional
probability density function P(·) must satisfy
π(t)P(t → t̃) = π(t̃)P(t̃ → t) .

(4.7)

If we use a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the conditional probability density function is
split into two factors
P(t → t̃) = Ppr (t → t̃)Pac (t → t̃) ,
the proposal probability Ppr (·), and the acceptance probability, Pac (·). Since we propose
a new state by randomly selecting a triangle, the proposal probability is independent of
the previous state and hence Ppr (·) = const. One possible choice for the acceptance
probability satisfying Equation (4.7) is

1
, if π(t̃) > π(t)
Pac (t → t̃) =
(see, e.g., [170]).
 π(t̃) , otherwise
π(t)
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Our subsequent relaxation step does not allow two points to be initially at the same
position. In order to avoid this, we do not allow two points to be positioned into the same
triangle. Hence, in order to generate π(T ) distinct triangles, we generate a Markov chain
that contains π(T ) distinct triangles. The initial point positions are then generated by
positioning a single point into the center of each of these triangles. The whole algorithm
for generating an initial point distribution using a Metropolis-Hastings type algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1 Monte Carlo initialization of point distribution
Input: triangular mesh M and point density ρ : V → R+
π(T )
Output: point positions {xi }i=1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Randomly select a triangle t.
T̃ ← {t}
while |T̃ | < π(T ) do
Randomly select a triangle t̃.
acc ← generateRandNumber(0,1)
if acc < Pac (t → t̃) then
if t̃ 6∈ T̃ then
T̃ ← T̃ ∪ {t̃}
end if
t ← t̃
end if
end while
for i ← 1, π(T ) do
Select triangle t ∈ T̃ .
xi ← x(t)
T̃ ← T̃ \ {t}
end for

4.2.3

. Generate random number from [0, 1].

Graph Partitioning Based Initialization

While the previous approach to generate an initial point distribution on M does not take
into account the triangle neighborhood of each point, in this section we will introduce
a method based on mesh partitioning, that generates the triangle neighborhood prior to
positioning a point. The basic idea is to partition mesh M into π(T ) equally weighted
patches and then place a single point into the center of each patch.
Mesh Partitioning
Instead of partitioning M directly into π(T ) triangle patches, we work on M’s dual mesh
f compute a vertex partitioning on M
f and generate the dual of this vertex partitioning,
M,
giving a triangle partitioning on M. To be more precise, we work on the dual mesh graph,
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e
e since we do not need the faces of M
f (cf. Definition 4.1.5). Thus, we
G(M)
= (Ve , E),
reduce the problem of partitioning the triangular mesh to the problem of k-way graph
partitioning, which has been widely studied (see, e.g., [92] for references). The k-way
graph partitioning problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 4.2.1 (k-way Graph Partitioning [92]). Given a graph G = (V, E), partition
V into k subsets V1 , . . . , Vk , such that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅, i 6= j, |Vi | ≈ |Vj |, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
S
i Vi = V , and the number of edges of E incident to vertices that belong to different Vi
is minimized.
Here, the minimal edge cut criterion leads to the generation of rather compact subgraphs, which, when transformed back to the surface, represent circular-like surface patches.
This is exactly what we are looking for.
Graph partitioning has applications in many different areas, such as parallel scientific
computing, task scheduling, and VLSI design [92]. Even though the k-way graph partitioning problem is known to be NP-complete, there exist many algorithms that find good
partitions in a reasonable time.
We apply an efficient method proposed by Karypis and Kumar [92], known as multilevel
k-way partitioning. Their method is a three-stage process and works as follows. First, the
original graph is successively coarsened down to some graph having a small number of
vertices. Second, on the coarsest graph a k-way partitioning is computed, which, at this
level, can be done easily and directly. Third, the k-way partitioning, which was computed
on the coarsest graph, is projected back to the original graph. This is done by successively
uncoarsening the graph and the partitioning thereon until the original graph is reached.
At each uncoarsening step, a refinement of the k-way partitioning is performed to finally
arrive at a good partitioning. This refinement step is the most crucial step in the method.
In [92], Karypis and Kumar present two refinement strategies and compare both of these
strategies with other existing graph partitioning schemes. Due to the multilevel approach,
the run time of their approach is only O(|E|), where |E| is the number of edges in the
original graph.
The k-way graph partitioning problem can be reformulated for graphs with weights
given on the vertices as follows:
Definition 4.2.2 (k-way Graph Partitioning with Vertex Weights). Given a graph G =
+
(V, E) and a weight P
function w : V →
V into k subsets VS
1 , . . . , Vk , such that
PR , partition
0
Vi ∩ Vj = ∅, i 6= j, v0 ∈Vi w(v ) ≈ v00 ∈Vj w(v 00 ), ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i Vi = V , and the
number of edges of E incident to vertices that belong to different Vi is minimized.
Fortunately, the multilevel k-way partitioning scheme proposed by Karypis and Kumar also works for vertex-weighted graphs. The algorithms proposed in [92] have been
implemented in the graph-partitioning software library METIS [91] and can thus be used
directly. Note that the algorithm solves the k-way graph partitioning problem only approximately, i.e., it is neither guaranteed that the edge cut is minimal, nor that the partitioning
is optimal. In general, however, the edge cut will be small and the partitioning w.r.t. to
the weights should be close to optimal.
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Algorithm 4.2 Partition mesh into k = π(T ) equally weighted patches
Input: triangular mesh M and point density ρ : V → R+
π(T )
Output: triangle partitioning {Ti }i=1
e
e from mesh M = (V, E, T ).
Generate the dual mesh graph G(M)
= (Ve , E)
+
e
2: Define weight function w : V → R using Equation (4.6) by
1:

e
w(ṽ) := π(m−1
T (ṽ)) , ∀ṽ ∈ V .
e
Apply the multilevel k-way partitioning algorithm to G(M)
with weight function w(·),
k
e
e
resulting in a partitioning, {Vi }i=1 , of V .
ei }k as
4: Generate a mesh partitioning, {Ti }ki=1 , of T from the graph partitioning {V
i=1
follows:
n
o
Ti := t | ∃v ∈ Vei : m(t) = v , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} .
(4.8)
3:

With Algorithm 4.2 we propose a method to partition a triangular mesh M into π(T )
patches T1 , . . . , Tπ(T ) . From Definition 4.2.2 and Equation (4.8) it directly follows that
T = ∪i Ti , and Ti ∩ Tj = ∅, i 6= j. From the fact that the vertex partitions have almost
equal weights, it further follows that
X
X
π(t0 ) ≈
π(t00 ) , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , π(T )} ,
t0 ∈Ti

t00 ∈Tj

i.e. the triangle subsets Ti have almost equal weights, too.
Point Positioning
Definition of Patch Center. Let {Ti }ki=1 be a partitioning of T obtained by applying
Algorithm 4.2 to mesh M. We will now explain how this partitioning is used to position k
points p1 , . . . , pk on M. As mentioned earlier, we position each point pi into the center of
its corresponding patch P (Ti ). The center of some patch P (Te) can be defined in several
ways. For example, we could define the center of P (Te), denoted by x(P (Te)), as the point
minimizing the maximum geodesic distance to each point on the patch, i.e.
x(P (Te)) := arg min

max (dP (Te) (x, y)) .

x∈P (Te) y∈P (Te)

We could also define x(P (Te)) as the point that minimizes the average geodesic distance
or the average quadratic geodesic distance, respectively, given by
R
d
(x, y) dy
P (Te) P (Te)
R
x(P (Te)) := arg min
, and
dy
x∈P (Te)
P (Te)
R
d2 (x, y) dy
P (Te) P (Te)
e
R
x(P (T )) := arg min
.
(4.9)
dy
x∈P (Te)
P (Te)
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If we replace the geodesic distance dP (Te) (·, ·) in Equation (4.9) by the Euclidean distance
k·k and drop the constraint that the minimum has to be in P (Te), we obtain
R
kx − yk2 dy
P (Te)
R
x(P (Te)) := arg min
dy
x∈R3
P (Te)
which can be solved analytically and gives
R

e y dy

P (T )
x(P (Te)) = R

P (Te)

P
=

dy

A(t) x(t)
A(Te)

t∈Te

= x(Te) .
In general, the center of mass of some patch P (Te) does not lie on P (Te), hence, we project
it back onto M in the direction of n(Te) or −n(Te). Thus, we finally redefine x(P (Te)) by
x(P (Te)) := x(Te) + l n(Te) ,

(4.10)

where l ∈ R and |l| is the shortest Euclidean distance to P (T ) along n(Te), with l > 0, or
−n(Te), with l < 0.
If, in addition, a weight function ρ : V → R+ is defined on the vertices V of M, then
Equation (4.10) can be generalized, giving the weighted center of P (Te), by
x(P (Te), ρ) := x(Te, ρ) + l n(Te, ρ) .

(4.11)

Projection. The intersection of the rays starting from x(Te, ρ) in either direction n(Te, ρ)
or −n(Te, ρ) can be efficiently computed using a triangle octree (see, e.g., [152]). Octrees
constitute a generalization of quadtrees [39] to three dimensions. Quadtrees and octrees
represent hierarchical subdivisions of some subset of R2 and R3 , respectively, and are used
to efficiently store and retrieve data objects residing in this subset.
A quadtree (cf. Figure 4.5) is a rooted tree in which every internal node has four
children. Each node of the quadtree corresponds to a square. The four children of an
internal node n correspond to the four quadrants of the square corresponding to node
n. Since a square is always subdivided into four quadrants, the tree representing this
subdivision is called quadtree. A square will be subdivided if its corresponding leaf contains
more elements than a predefined threshold.
We use an octree to store all triangles of mesh M. To generate the octree we compute the smallest cube enclosing the bounding box of the triangular mesh. The octree
representing this cube is a single node, the root node. During insertion of all triangles of
the triangular mesh, the cube is successively subdivided into sub-cubes such that no leaf
representing a sub-cube contains more than a previously specified number of triangles. A
triangle is added to a leaf if its corresponding sub-cube intersects the triangle. This data
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Figure 4.5: A quadtree and the corresponding subdivision of a square. The children of some
node v in the tree represent the quadrants of the square corresponding to v in left to right and top
to bottom order.

structure allows us to quickly identify those triangles that need to be checked for intersection. Instead of intersecting each ray from x(Te, ρ) directly with the triangles of M, the
ray is first intersected with the cubes represented by the octree. If an intersection with a
cube occurs, the elements contained in this cube are potential candidates for intersection.
The intersection with the cubes is done in a hierarchical fashion, i.e. we first intersect the
ray with the cube represented by the root node of the octree. If this cube is intersected, its
children will be tested and so forth. Finally, we will arrive at a cube that is not subdivided
and hence, we need to check its elements, i.e. its triangles, for intersection with the ray.
For each x(Ti , ρ) we cast two rays, one into direction n(Ti , ρ), the other one into
direction −n(Ti , ρ). For each ray we take the closest intersection point as feasible point
for x(P (Ti ), ρ). In case we obtain two feasible points, we take the one that is closer to
x(Ti , ρ).
With the above considerations we can now formulate Algorithm 4.3, which generates
an initial point distribution from a weighted mesh partitioning {Ti }ki=1 .
Algorithm 4.3 Generate initial point positions from mesh partitioning
Input: triangle partitioning {Ti }ki=1 and weight function ρ : V → R+
Output: x(p1 ), . . . , x(pk )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} do
Compute x(Ti , ρ) and n(Ti , ρ).
Intersect rays from x(Ti , ρ) with directions n(Ti , ρ) and −n(Ti , ρ) with P (T ).
Set x(pi ) ← x(P (Ti ), ρ).
end for

4.3

Point Relaxation

In this section we present a new algorithm to improve the distribution of points, given on
a 2-manifold triangular mesh, by relaxing the point positions w.r.t. to the neighborhood
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of each point. The aim is to obtain a point distribution which should be as regular as
possible w.r.t. a point density given on the triangular mesh.
Point relaxation is done using centroidal Voronoi tesselation (CVT), which we extend
to 2-manifold triangular meshes. In Section 4.3.1 we give the definition of centroidal
Voronoi tesselation and one general result, which explains, why CVT can be used for
point relaxation. Finally, we give an algorithm for Lloyd’s method. In Section 4.3.2 we
then extend Lloyd’s method to triangular meshes. Since the computation of a Voronoi
tesselation requires the determination of geodesic distances on the surface, we first describe
how the geodesic distances between points on the triangular mesh can be approximated
using the graphs that were introduced in Section 4.1. This distance approximation then
directly allows us to give an algorithm for the computation of an discrete approximate
CVT on triangular meshes.

4.3.1

Centroidal Voronoi Tesselation

For the introduction of centroidal Voronoi tesselation (CVT) we largely follow the article
of Du, Faber and Gunzburger [51]. For a detailed discussion on algorithms and application
based on CVT, please see their article.
Definition 4.3.1 (Voronoi Tesselation [51]). Given some set Ω ⊆ RN and a finite set
of points X := {x1 , . . . , xk } ⊆ Ω, the set {Vi }ki=1 is called a Voronoi tesselation of Ω, if
S
Vi ∩ Vj = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i 6= j, and ki=1 V i = Ω, where the Voronoi region Vi is
defined as
n
o
Vi := x ∈ Ω | dΩ (x, xi ) < dΩ (x, xj ), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= i ,
(4.12)
and where dΩ (·, ·) denotes some distance metric on Ω. The elements of X are called the
generators of the Voronoi tesselation.
Definition 4.3.2 (Centroidal Voronoi Tesselation). Given some set Ω ⊆ RN , a finite set
of points X := {x1 , . . . , xk } ⊆ Ω, and a density function ρ : Ω → R+ , the set {Vi }ki=1 is
called a centroidal Voronoi tesselation of Ω, if {Vi }ki=1 is a Voronoi tesselation of Ω with
the property that its generators coincide with the weighted centers of mass of the Voronoi
regions, i.e.
R
V xρ(x) dx
xi = x(Vi , ρ) := R i
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} .
(4.13)
Vi ρ(x) dx
If we consider a discrete set of points W = {yi }ni=1 ⊂ RN instead of a continuous region
Ω, we need to redefine Equation (4.12) slightly to
n
Vi := x ∈ W | dW (x, xi ) ≤ dW (x, xj ), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= i,
o
(4.14)
where equality is only allowed for i < j .
Discrete centroidal Voronoi tesselations are related to optimal k-means clusters, which are
used, e.g., in the discrete and vector quantization community [51]. There, Voronoi regions
and their mass centroids are referred to as clusters and cluster centers, respectively.
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In [51], Du et al. give properties and proofs concerning centroidal Voronoi tesselations.
One important property is, that CVT can be used for minimization. This is formulated
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.3 (Minimization [51]). Given Ω ⊂ RN , a positive integer k, and a density
function ρ(·) defined on Ω, let {xi }ki=1 denote any set of k points belonging to Ω̄ and let
{Vi }ki=1 denote any tesselation of Ω into k regions. Let




F (xi , Vi ), i = 1, . . . , k =

k Z
X
i=1

ρ(x)kx − xi k2 dx .

Vi

Then, a necessary condition for F to be minimized is that the Vi ’s are the Voronoi regions
corresponding to the xi ’s (in the sense of Equation (4.12)) and, simultaneously, the xi ’s
are the centroids of the corresponding Vi ’s (in the sense of Equation (4.13)).
Proof. See Du et al. [51], Section 3.1, page 650.
In the discrete case, the functional being minimized is given by
k X

 X
F (xi , Vi ), i = 1, . . . , k =
ρ(x)kx − xi k2 .
i=1 x∈Vi

Lloyd’s Method
Lloyd [113] proposed an iterative method to construct a centroidal Voronoi tesselation
which he applied to vector quantization. Each iteration consists of two steps. In the
first step, the Voronoi tesselation of a set of points is computed. In the second step, the
positions of these points are moved to the centers of the Voronoi regions computed in the
first step. These two steps are repeated until conversion is reached. It has been shown
(see, e.g., [51]), that Lloyd’s method locally converges, at least for the one-dimensional
case. However, even though no global optimization is guaranteed, Lloyd’s method has
been successfully applied in many applications (see [51] for references), in particular for
distributing points in R2 [46, 79, 121]. His method is given by Algorithm 4.4.

4.3.2

Centroidal Voronoi Tesselation on Triangular Meshes

We now want to apply Lloyd’s method on triangular meshes to locally optimize the point
positions given by an initial point distribution. In order to apply Lloyd’s method on
triangular meshes, essentially we need to solve the problem of computing the Voronoi
tesselation of M for a given set of points on M. For each Voronoi region we can then
apply Algorithm 4.3 to obtain the new point positions.
Approximate Discrete Voronoi Tesselation
We have implemented three methods to compute an approximation of the Voronoi tesselation of the triangular mesh M = (V, E, T ) with respect to a given set of points
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Algorithm 4.4 Lloyd’s method to distribute k points p1 , . . . , pk on Ω
Input: some set Ω ⊆ RN , number of points k, and point density ρ : Ω → R+
Output: relaxed point positions x(p1 ), . . . , x(pk )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Generate initial positions xi , . . . , xk .
repeat
Construct the Voronoi tesselation {Vi }ki=1 of Ω w.r.t. {xi }ki=1 .
Compute the centers of mass x(Vi , ρ) of all Voronoi regions Vi .
xi ← x(Vi , ρ)
until x(Vi , ρ) ≈ xi
x(pi ) ← x(Vi , ρ)

P = {p1 , . . . , pk } residing on M. All three methods compute Voronoi tesselations of
discrete subsets of M. While the first method computes a Voronoi tesselation of the
vertices V of M, the other two methods compute a Voronoi tesselation of the triangles
T of M, where each triangle is represented by the triangle’s mass centroid. Instead of
f compute a vertex
computing a triangle tesselation directly, we work on M’s dual mesh M,
f
tesselation of M and transform this tesselation back to M to obtain a triangle tesselaf we use the mesh graphs defined in
tion. To compute vertex tesselations of M and M,
Section 4.1.2. In order to assign the vertices of the respective graphs to the points of P ,
we compute the shortest paths from each pi to the vertices in the local neighborhood of pi .
We have implemented two versions to compute the shortest paths: a breadth first search
algorithm and a Dijkstra multiple-source-multiple-destination algorithm.
Definition 4.3.4 (P -Extended Mesh Graph). Let G = (V, E) be the graph representing
any of the mesh graphs. Let further denote by t(p) ∈ T the triangle on which the point p
resides. Since the point set P is not a subset of V , we need to extend G to the P -extended
mesh graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as follows:
1. V 0 = V ∪ P
2. E 0 = E ∪ S, where S depends on whether the used mesh graph is the mesh graph
e
e ∗ (M), i.e.,
G(M), the dual mesh graph G(M),
or the extended dual mesh graph G
S 
k

, if G = G(M)

i=1 (pi , v) | ∃j ∈ {1, 2, 3} : v = vj (t(pi ))

S 
k
−1
e
(4.15)
S :=
, if G = G(M)
i=1 (pi , v) | mT (v) ∈ N (t(pi ))



Sk 
−1
∗
e ∗ (M)
, if G = G
i=1 (pi , v) | mT (v) ∈ N (t(pi ))
Let X(P ) = {x(p1 ), . . . , x(pk )} be the coordinates of points p1 , . . . , pk . Then, the function
l : E 0 → R+ , defined as


kx(v 0 ) − x(v 00 )k , if v 0 , v 00 ∈ V (M) ∨ v 0 ∈ P ∧ v 00 ∈ V (M)




f : t00 = m−1 (v 00 )
l (v 0 , v 00 ) := kx(v 0 ) − x(t00 )k , if v 0 ∈ P ∧ v 00 ∈ V (M)
(4.16)
T




f : t0 = m−1 (v 0 ), t00 = m−1 (v 00 )
kx(t0 ) − x(t00 )k , if v 0 , v 00 ∈ V (M)
T
T
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gives the weights of the edges of E 0 depending on the used mesh graph. That is to say,
the edge weights are the Euclidean distances between the coordinates of points p ∈ P ,
vertices v ∈ V (M) and the centers of mass of triangles t ∈ T , respectively. Only in the
case of mesh graph G(M) are the Euclidean distances between neighbored vertices equal
to the geodesic distances.
Let G0 = (V 0 = V ∪ P, E 0 = E ∪ S), with S being defined as in Equation (4.15) and let
l : E 0 → R+ be the weight function defined by Equation (4.16). We can then define the
discrete Voronoi tesselation, {Vi }ki=1 , of V 0 (cf. Equation (4.14)) for the set of generators
{pi }ki=1 as
n
Vi := v ∈ V 0 | dG0 ,l (v, pi ) ≤ dG0 ,l (v, pj ), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= i,
o
(4.17)
where equality holds only for i < j ,
where dG0 ,l (u, v), u, v ∈ V 0 , is the length of the shortest l-weighted path from u to v on
G0 .
Algorithm 4.5 Breadth first search (BFS) on G0
Input: graph G0 = (V 0 = V ∪ P, E 0 ) and weight function l : E 0 → R+
Output: Voronoi tesselation {Vi }ki=1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Initialize queue Q ← P .
For each v ∈ V : dist(v) ← ∞, voronoi(v) ← −1
For each pi ∈ P : dist(pi ) ← 0, voronoi(pi ) ← i
while Q 6= ∅ do
q ← Q.pop()
for (q, v) ∈ E 0 do

if dist(v) > dist(q) + l (q, v) then
. A shorter path to v has been found.
dist(v) ← dist(q) + l (q, v)
voronoi(v) ← voronoi(q)
if v 6∈ Q then
Q.append(v)
end if
end if
end for
end while
for v ∈ V 0 do
Vvoronoi(v) ← Vvoronoi(v) ∪ {v}
end for

It is easy to see that Algorithms 4.5 and 4.6 both produce the desired Voronoi tesselation of Equation (4.17), since both algorithms compute the locally shortest paths.
If we implement Algorithm 4.6 using a Fibonacci heap as min-priority queue, its amortized run time is O(|V | · lg|V | + |E|) (see, e.g., [34]). The min-priority queue used in
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Algorithm 4.6 Dijkstra search on G0 (using min-priority queue)
Input: graph G0 = (V 0 = V ∪ P, E 0 ) and weight function l : E 0 → R+
Output: Voronoi tesselation {Vi }ki=1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Initialize queue Q ← ∅.
For each v ∈ V : dist(v) ← ∞, voronoi(v) ← −1
For each pi ∈ P : dist(pi ) ← 0, voronoi(pi ) ← i
for v ∈ V do
Q.insert(v, dist(v))
end for
while Q 6= ∅ do
q ← Q.popMin()
for (q, v) ∈ E 0 do

if dist(v) > dist(q) + l (q, v) 
then
. Shorter path to v has been found.
Q.relax v, dist(q) + l (q, v)
voronoi(v) ← voronoi(q)
end if
end for
end while
for v ∈ V 0 do
Vvoronoi(v) ← Vvoronoi(v) ∪ {v}
end for

Algorithm 4.6 guarantees that each vertex will be inserted into the queue only once, since,
when removing the vertex with the minimal distance, we know that the shortest distance
to that vertex has already been computed. This is due to the fact, that the edge weights
of the graphs are strictly positive. Hence, if there existed a shorter path to the considered vertex, then there would be some vertex with shorter distance still in the priority
queue, which contradicts our assumption that we are considering the vertex with shortest
distance still in the queue.
In theory, Algorithm 4.5 performs worse than Algorithm 4.6, since vertices might be
added to the queue more than once. The reason for this lies in the vertices being taken in
breadth first search order and not according to their currently shortest distance.
In our application, however, we found that the BFS algorithm works better than
Dijkstra’s algorithm. This is due to the fact, that the edge weights do not differ greatly,
and, hence, the order in which the vertices are taken from the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
queue does not differ much from the order specified by a min-priority queue. Hence,
the number of insertions is almost equal for both algorithms. The amortized cost of a
single “getMin()” operation using a Fibonacci heap is O(lg|V |) (cf. [34]) in contrast to the
constant time needed for removing an element from a FIFO queue. Hence, in practice,
this higher cost only equalizes if the number of elements to be considered using a FIFO
queue is much larger then |V |.
From the Voronoi tesselation of Equation (4.17) computed with either Algorithm 4.5 or
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4.6 we can directly compute a vertex partitioning {Vi }ki=1 or a triangle partitioning {Ti }ki=1
of M, depending on the mesh graph used. This partitioning serves as approximate Voronoi
tesselation of M for Lloyd’s method.

Lloyd’s Method
Let {Wi }ki=1 be a partitioning of M = (V, E, T ) – vertex or triangle partitioning – transformed back from the Voronoi tesselation {Vi }ki=1 generated by applying either Algorithm 4.5 or 4.6. Let ρ : W → R+ be a weight function defined on W . Then we define the
weighted center of Vi as
x(Vi , ρ) := x(P (Wi ), ρ) ,

(4.18)

where x(P (Ve ), ρ), Ve ⊆ V , is defined similarly to x(P (Te), ρ), Te ⊆ T (cf. Equation (4.11))
as
x(P (Ve ), ρ) := x(Ve , ρ) + l n(Ve , ρ) .

(4.19)

We can now specify the whole algorithm for distributing k points on the triangular
mesh M according to some weight function ρ(·), which is given by Algorithm 4.7.
Algorithm 4.7 Lloyd’s method to distribute points M
Input: triangular mesh M = (V, E, T ), and point density ρ : V → R+
Output: relaxed positions x(p1 ), . . . , x(pk ) of point set P = {p1 , . . . , pk }
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Compute initial triangle partitioning, {Ti }ki=1 .
. Algorithm 4.2
Generate initial positions xi of points pi from {Ti }ki=1 .
. Algorithm 4.3
Construct P -extended mesh graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ).
. Definition 4.3.4
repeat
Compute Voronoi tesselation, {Vi }ki=1 , of G0 w.r.t. {xi }ki=1 .
. Algorithm 4.5
Compute the weighted centers, x(Vi , ρ), of all Voronoi regions Vi . . Equation 4.18
until x(Vi , ρ) ≈ xi , ∀i = 1, . . . , k
x(pi ) ← x(Vi , ρ)

4.4

Experimental Results

We have investigated the quality of the proposed algorithms in several scenarios. For the
investigation of specific parts of the overall algorithm, we fixed the other parts and varied
only the respective sub-algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Point neighborhood defined by the neighborhood of the triangle patches. The SES
is shown semi-transparent so as to allow to better view the point neighborhood. Note that the
point neighborhood partially changes during the relaxation process. (a) Point neighborhood due
to initial mesh partitioning. (b) Point neighborhood due to centroidal Voronoi tesselation.

Since it is difficult to directly measure the local point density
if the distance between neighbored points is rather large, we
measure the local point density by measuring the distance
between neighbored points. We assume a point distribution
v
that positions the points according to a perfect equilateral
triangulation in 2-dimensional space. This triangulation has
the property, that six triangles are incident to each point
(see image on the left). If we assign to each point v one
third of the area of each triangle incident to v, then the
overall area assigned to v is two times the size of one of the equilateral triangles. Let A4
denote the area of one such equilateral triangle. Then the point density ρ is given by
ρ=

1
.
2 · A4

Given an equilateral triangulation, the distance D between neighbored points is equal
to the length of the edges of the triangles. Since, in addition, the triangle area of an
equilateral triangle is given by
√
3
A4 =
· D2 ,
4
the distance D between neighbored points can be computed by
s
2
D= √
.
(4.20)
3·ρ
So far, we have used the term point neighborhood without giving a clear definition
for it. However, a definition of the point neighborhood is straight forward using the
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neighborhood of the triangle mesh tesselation. So we define two points p and q, positioned
on the triangular mesh, to be neighbored, if their corresponding triangle patches are
neighbored (cf. Figure 4.6).
To illustrate the point distribution process and to analyze the quality of our algorithms,
we carried out experiments using the HIV-1 protease inhibitor amprenavir (APV). The
active conformer of APV was extracted from the protease-inhibitor complex (1HPV) from
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [1]. The molecule was parametrized with the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) [73], using the program ZibMol [58] developed at the Zuse
Institute Berlin. With the program ZibMol, we also generated 63 conformers of APV.
These were used to analyze the point neighborhood generated during the point relaxation
process. For each conformer we ran the point distribution algorithm, computed the mean
distance of all neighbored points and the variance of the mean distance. These values, i.e.
the mean distance and the variance, were then averaged over all 63 conformers.
To analyze the distances between neighbored points, we computed the exact geodesic
distances on the triangular mesh using an algorithm implemented in the visualization and
analysis tool Amira [2]. This algorithm computes paths not along predefined edges but
across triangles where at each triangle border the direction of the path might change.
Computing the exact geodesic distances is much too expensive to be applied in the point
relaxation step, but here we used it for analyzing the quality of the generated point
distribution.
For the computation of the triangular meshes representing the solvent excluded surface
(SES), an algorithm implemented in the molecular visualization and analysis software
AmiraMol [3] was used (cf. Section 2.3.2). In all computations of the SES, the hydrogen
atoms were omitted. The run times given in this section refer to a 3GHz Intel Xeon
processor.
Even though our algorithms have been designed to handle non-homogeneous point
distributions, in this section we have decided to investigate the results for homogeneous and
non-homogeneous point distributions separately. We will start with the homogeneous case
and compare the results using different sub-algorithms proposed in the previous section.
For the non-homogeneous case, we will then only show that the quality of the gained
distributions is comparable to the homogeneous case.

4.4.1

Homogeneous Point Distributions

Figure 4.7 shows a series of images illustrating the point distribution process for a homo−2
geneous point density ρ = 0.289 Å which corresponds to a distance between neighbored
−2
points of 2.0 Å (cf. Equation (4.20)). The point density of the triangular mesh was 20 Å .
For the initialization of the point distribution we used the graph partitioning approach
(cf. Algorithm 4.3). The point relaxation was done using Algorithm 4.7 operating on the
extended dual mesh graph (cf. Definition 4.1.6).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Uniform point distribution of 125 points on the SES of the active conformer of
amprenavir with an approximate geodesic distance of 2.0 Å between neighbored points. (a) The
initial point distribution was achieved using the graph partitioning approach. Shown is the initial
triangle partitioning together with its resulting initial point positioning. (b) Final point positioning
with corresponding centroidal Voronoi tesselation of the triangular mesh. (c) Point trajectories
showing the intermediate positions up to iteration 10 for the point distribution shown in (b). The
green spheres represent the final positions. (d) Close-up of the center of the image on the left side
with the surface triangles displayed in outlined mode.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.8: This series of images shows the iterative point positioning process on the SES of
the active conformer of amprenavir. 125 points were uniformly distributed on the surface with an
approximate geodesic distance of 2.0 Å between neighbored points. The images on the left hand
side show results when starting with Monte Carlo initialization. The images on the right hand
side represent the process when starting with graph partitioning based initialization. (a) Initial
point positioning. (b) Trajectories of the points from initial to final positions after 50 iterations.
The spheres are colored according to their corresponding iteration step. The color mapping is
done using the colormap shown. The green spheres denote the initial positions as shown in (a).
(c) Final point positions after 50 iterations.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of point distribution process using Monte Carlo initialization and graph
−2
partitioning based initialization. The triangular mesh resolution was 20 Å . The desired point
distance was 2.0 Å. Left: Evolution of the mean distance. Right: Evolution of the variance of the
point distance.

Initial Point Distributions
In Section 4.2 we proposed two methods to generate an initial point distribution. In
the following, we want to investigate to what extend the choice of initialization method
influences the final point distribution and the convergence behavior of the relaxation step.
Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between the two methods. In both cases the same triangular
−2
mesh with a point density of 20 Å was used, and the same number of points was to be
distributed on the surface according to a point density given by a desired neighbored
point distance of 2.0 Å (cf. Equation 4.20). It can clearly be seen that the initial point
distribution generated with the Monte Carlo approach is much worse than the initial
point distribution generated by the graph partitioning approach (cf. Figure 4.8 (a)), which
already looks rather homogeneous. Due to the unfavorable initial point distribution by
the Monte Carlo approach, which, in the case of a homogeneous point distribution, is
equal to a pure random sampling, the points need to cover a much larger distance during
the relaxation step, apparent in the long point trajectories (cf. Figure 4.8 (b)). By visual
inspection, the qualities of the point distributions after 50 iterations are similar for both
initial distributions. However, using the graph partitioning approach, a satisfying point
distribution is achieved much earlier. This is confirmed by Figure 4.9, which clearly shows
that the variance of the mean distance of all neighbored points using graph partitioning
is much smaller at the beginning and reaches convergence much earlier than using the
Monte Carlo approach. Interestingly, the mean distance is slightly smaller using the Monte
Carlo approach. One reason for this might be the different point neighborhoods that are
generated by both approaches. If the point distribution is less regular, the number of
neighbored points will, in general, be larger. Hence, we also have more shorter distances.
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Point Relaxation Using Different Mesh Graphs
In this section we study the effect of the type of mesh graph used in the relaxation process.
Let us recall that the mesh graphs are used to approximate the geodesic distances on the
triangular mesh. Thus, the use of different mesh graphs influences the size and shape of the
approximated Voronoi regions. This affects the quality of the final point distribution. To
compare the point distributions gained by using different mesh graphs, we carried out two
experiments. First, we generated point distributions with a desired point distance of 2.0 Å
−2
on triangular meshes with a point density of 20 Å . Second, on triangular meshes with
−2
a point density of 40 Å we generated point distributions with a desired point distance
of 1.0 Å.
The results of the two experiments are shown in Figures 4.10
and 4.11. For both experiments, it can clearly be observed
v
that the extended dual mesh graph performs best, both in
∗
the length of the mean distance and in the variance. Second
p̃
best performs the dual mesh graph and worst is the mesh
graph. This effect is, at least partially, due to the triangulation. Consider a triangulation similar to the one seen in the
p
u
left image and compare the shortest paths, p, p̃ and p̃∗ , from
p̃
u to v on the mesh graph G(M), on the dual mesh graph
e
e ∗ (M), respecextended dual mesh graph G
√ G(M) and on the
∗
tively. In this case, p is 2 times as long as p̃ . Even though the presented scenario is the
worst case, it reveals the problems with both the mesh and the dual mesh graph.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that the point relaxation performs best using the extended
dual mesh graph. However, we might ask the following question: Does point relaxation
with, e.g., the dual mesh graph on a finer triangular mesh work better than point relaxation
with the extended dual mesh graph on a coarser triangular mesh? We therefore carried
out the following experiment. We compared the point relaxation process using the dual
−2
mesh graph with a mesh resolution of 40 Å with the point relaxation using the extended
−2
dual mesh graph with a mesh resolution of 20 Å . The results are shown in Figure 4.12.
The plots show, that even when using a finer resolution for the dual mesh graph approach,
the extended dual mesh graph performs better both in convergence of the mean distance
and the variance of the point distance. The section on run times will also show that, using
these triangular mesh resolutions, point relaxation with the extended dual mesh graph is
faster than with the dual mesh graph. Hence, the extended dual mesh graph should be
preferred to both the dual mesh graph and the mesh graph, since the mesh graph performs
even worse than the dual mesh graph.
Surface Resolution
A better resolution of the triangular mesh should yield a better approximation of the
Voronoi regions on the triangular mesh, which should then lead to a better point distribution. This assumption could be confirmed with our experiments. Figure 4.13 shows
−2
that a point resolution of 40 Å leads to a better convergence towards the desired point
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of point relaxation based on different mesh graphs. All three relaxation
processes started from the same initial point distribution generated with the graph partitioning
−2
approach. The point density of the triangular mesh was 20 Å . The desired point distance was
2.0 Å. Left: Evolution of the mean distance. Right: Evolution of the variance of the point distance.
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.10 with the modification that the triangular mesh had a point
−2
density of 40 Å and the desired point distance was 1.0 Å.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of point relaxation based on different mesh graphs and different mesh
resolutions. For the point relaxation on the dual mesh graph we used a triangular mesh with
−2
a resolution of 40 Å . For the point relaxation on the extended dual mesh graph we used a
−2
triangular mesh with a resolution of 20 Å . The desired point distance was 2.0 Å in both cases.
Left: Evolution of the mean distance. Right: Evolution of the variance of the point distance.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of point distribution process using different triangular mesh resolutions:
−2
20 versus 40 Å . The desired point distance was 1.0 Å. Left: Evolution of the mean distance.
Right: Evolution of the variance of the point distance.
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distance as well as to a smaller variance of the mean distance. However, the differences
−2
are small. Hence, we can reason, that a point density of 20 Å still constitutes a fine
enough resolution for a desired point distance of 1.0 Å.
Run Times
Run times for the examples given in this section can be found in Table 4.1. Several
observations concerning the run times can be made by inspection of this table.
1. The surface generation plays a minor role in the overall run time.
2. The preprocessing for the extended dual mesh graph takes significantly longer than
the preprocessing for both mesh and dual mesh graph. The preprocessing includes
the computation of the lengths of all edges in the graph. Since the extended dual
mesh graph has significantly more edges than the other two graphs, the longer preprocessing is due to this larger number of edges.
3. The initialization also plays a minor role in the overall run time. Even though
Monte Carlo initialization is faster than graph partitioning initialization, the longer
run time is justified by the better quality of the initial point distribution generated.
4. The main fraction of the overall time is needed for the relaxation step. In all of the
examples, 50 iterations were carried out. However, the plots show (cf. Figures 4.9,
4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.12, 4.13), that, in general, most of the relaxation is done after 20
or 30 iterations. Hence, if run time is a matter, we could stop after this number of
iterations.

4.4.2

Non-Homogeneous Point Distributions

The results of Section 4.4.1 show that it is favorable to start the relaxation process with
an initial point distribution generated using the graph partitioning approach. They also
show that relaxation using the extended dual mesh graph produces the best results, both
in terms of quality and convergence. Hence, in this section we will not deal with comparing different approaches, but we will show that the approaches that work best in the
homogeneous case work well in the non-homogeneous case too.
Distance Field - An Artificial Point Density
We start with an artificial point density representing the scaled distance field on the
surface from some arbitrarily selected point residing on the surface (cf. Figure 4.15(a)). In
contrast to the electrostatic potential, which has negative and positive values that need to
be handled separately, the distance field has only positive values, which vary continuously
across the whole surface. This makes it well suited for illustrating the capabilities of our
approach to non-homogeneous point distributions.
The computed distance field had values between 0.0 and about 18.0. In our experiments
we mapped this range to a range between 0.0 and 4.0 in order that the point density does
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Table 4.1: Run times (in seconds) for homogeneous point distributions given in this section. MC
denotes Monte Carlo initialization, GP denotes graph partitioning. The notations of the graphs
are as defined in Section 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of point distribution process for non-homogeneous point distributions
−2
using different triangular mesh resolutions: 20 versus 40 Å . The behavior of the homogeneous
point distribution is given as reference. The point distances were scaled according to Equation (4.21) to allow comparison with the homogeneous case and to allow computation of mean
distance and variance. The desired scaled point distance was 2.0 Å. Left: Evolution of the mean
distance. Right: Evolution of the variance of the point distance.
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not vary too greatly. We also scaled the point density by a factor ρ̃ = 0.289 which
corresponds to a point distance of 2.0 Å in the homogeneous case (cf. Equation (4.20)).
This gave us a density comparable to those of electrostatic potentials. In order to be
able to compare the point distances of the non-homogeneous point distribution with point
distances in the homogeneous case, we had to scale the geodesic distances as follows. Let
p be a shortest path and let d(p) be its length. Let further denote by ρ(p) the averaged
point density along p. Then d(p) is scaled to d∗ (p) as follows
1
d∗ (p) = p
d(p) .
ρ(p) · ρ̃

(4.21)

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.14. The plots confirm a similar
behavior and quality as in the homogeneous case.
An example of a non-homogeneous point distribution according to a distance field is
shown in Figure 4.15.
Electrostatic Potential
The electrostatic potential on the surface of some molecule can be easily computed from the
atomic point charges of the molecule. As mentioned before, we used the Merck Molecular
Force Field (MMFF) [73] to parametrize the molecules. This parametrization includes the
computation of the atomic point charge of each atom. For each vertex on the triangular
mesh, we computed the electrostatic potential by summing up the electrostatic potential
created by all atomic point charges (cf. Equation 2.2.2). The electrostatic potential on the
surface of the active conformer of amprenavir was computed using an artificial dielectric
constant of 0.3, which gives values of the electrostatic potential on the surface roughly
between -2.0 and 2.0. Note, that the electrostatic potential is reciprocally proportional to
the dielectric constant. Hence, choosing a different value for the dielectric constant will
only scale the potential by a different factor.
The electrostatic potential together with points distributed on the surface according to
the potential are shown in Figure 4.16. Points representing the positive and negative parts
of the electrostatic potential, respectively, were positioned separately. In order to do so,
we first identified those triangles having the same sign of the electrostatic potential. For
these triangles we identified the connected patches. On each of these connected triangle
patches we then separately distributed points. The reason for handling each connected
patch separately is obvious: the shortest path from each point to each other needs to exist
in order for the algorithm to work.

4.5

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a novel approach for distributing points regularly on a molecular surface given by a 2-manifold triangular mesh. This new approach is based on centroidal Voronoi tesselation. We applied centroidal Voronoi tesselation to triangular meshes
in three dimensions. In order to do so, three subproblems had to be solved.
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Figure 4.15: Non-homogeneous distribution of 247 points on the SES of amprenavir. For the
−2
triangulation of the SES, a point density of 40 Å was used. (a) The surface is colored according
to the distance field computed from a single point on the surface, represented by a yellow sphere
at the right side of the image. The distance field was computed on the triangular mesh graph
(cf. Definition 4.1.3) and scaled to a range of 0.0 to 4.0. The mapping of the scaled distances to
the colors is given by the colormap shown in the image. (b) Initial weighted triangle partitioning.
(c) Point trajectories generated during the point relaxation process. The colormap shows the color
mapping of the trajectory points according to the iteration step. (d) Centroidal Voronoi tesselation
of triangular surface. Note, that in the centroidal Voronoi tesselation the position of the yellow
sphere, i.e., where the distance field is 0, is on the boundary of the Voronoi regions near the point.
(e) Final point positions, which are given by the weighted centers of mass of the Voronoi regions
seen in (d).
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Figure 4.16: Non-homogeneous distribution of 397 points on the SES of amprenavir. For the
−2
triangulation of the SES, a point density of 20 Å was used. First row: The surface is colored
according to the electrostatic potential on the SES. The color mapping is done according to the
depicted colormap. One side of amprenavir, (a), has a more positive potential than the other
side, (b), which is more negative. Second row: For those parts having positive or negative values,
respectively, we separately computed point distributions. (c) This image shows the centroidal
Voronoi tesselation (CVT) of the regions having positive values together with their generators. (d)
Here, the CVT of the negative regions and their corresponding generators are shown. Last row:
216 points (red) representing the positive regions and 181 points (blue) representing the negative
regions are shown on the surface.
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1. Initial point distribution. The centroidal Voronoi tesselation needs an initial set of
generators. In order for the algorithm to work efficiently, we developed an initial
point distribution scheme based on graph partitioning. We showed that this scheme
works better than initialization using a Monte Carlo method. We also showed that
the scheme is efficient and that it can be used directly for non-homogeneous point
densities.
2. Approximation of the Voronoi diagram on a triangular mesh. In order to approximate the Voronoi diagram on triangular meshes, we need to be able to efficiently
approximate geodesic distances. We have proposed three methods based on graphs
defined on the triangular mesh. We tested all of these three methods both in terms
of quality and run time. The results show, that the extended dual mesh graph is
superior in terms of quality over the other two graphs. Even though its run time is
slightly worse than those of the other two methods, we suggest to favor this approach,
since it yields the best quality.
3. Computation of centers of Voronoi regions. The centroidal Voronoi tesselation, as
the name suggests, requires the computation of the center of each Voronoi region.
We have defined the center of a Voronoi region as the center of mass of the Voronoi
region projected back onto the triangular surface along the averaged surface normal
of the Voronoi region. The results presented in Section 4.4 show that this definition
is justified, at least for smooth surfaces, such as the solvent excluded surfaces used
here. The definition also generalizes directly to non-homogeneous point densities.

There exist a couple of virtual screening applications that use points distributed on molecular surfaces. Stiefl et al. [159] and Bender et al. [23], e.g., use points distributed on
molecular surfaces for computing transformation invariant molecular descriptors. These
descriptors are then used to screen data bases of potential drugs. Bender et al. use points
generated directly by the surface triangulation. These points are, in general, not homogeneously distributed, i.e. the distances between neighbored points may vary considerably.
In contrast to this, Stiefl et al. approximate the molecular surface by points on a 3dimensional uniform grid. While the approach by Bender et al. has the drawback that
the points are not homogeneously distributed across the molecular surface, the approach
by Stiefl et al. positions the points not directly onto the surface. Thus, both applications
might benefit from the new point distribution method described in this chapter.
In addition to generating homogeneous point distributions, our method also works
for distributing points according to non-homogeneous point densities. This allows us to
generate point distributions that represent continuously varying properties on molecular
surfaces such as the electrostatic potential. In the following chapter we show how the
points distributed on solvent excluded surfaces can be used to compute partial matchings
of molecular surfaces.

Chapter 5

Pairwise Surface Alignment
In this chapter we describe in detail how pairwise alignments of molecules, based on the
surface representation presented in Chapter 4, are computed. The aim is to compute good
local alignments as well as good “global” alignments, if such global alignments exist. The
pairwise alignments should have properties that allow the computation of feasible multiple
alignments. Since we do not know in advance which pairwise alignments a good multiple
alignment will be based on, we need to compute diverse pairwise alignments. That is
to say, it is not sufficient to compute the optimal pairwise alignment only, but we also
need subordinate alignments. Even though the computation of pairwise alignments is a
useful method in its own right, the alignment algorithm presented in this chapter has been
designed to allow an easy and meaningful computation of multiple matchings.
We have chosen a surface representation using points distributed on the molecular
surface. Our aim is to find one-to-one correspondences between surface points of distinct
molecules, such that the transformations computed according to these one-to-one correspondences yield good alignments of the molecular surfaces. In general, the one-to-one
correspondences will be partial, but global or “near-global” correspondences can be established as well. Informally, we consider an alignment to be good, if the number of points
brought close to each other by the alignment is large. In the case of surface points this
means that large parts of the molecular surfaces of the two molecules get close to each
other. We use a scoring function that balances the distance of the corresponding points
and the number of corresponding points. This allows us to identify near-global correspondences with larger point distances as well as partial correspondences with smaller points
distances. A more formal notion of a good alignment will be given in Section 5.1.3.
The problem of determining the optimal alignment of two point sets w.r.t. a given objective function is assumed to be NP-complete, which so far could not be proved. However,
Kirchner [96] has shown that there exists a fully polynomial time approximation scheme
(FPTAS) for this problem, which means that for each  > 0 a solution to the problem
with an error at most  can be found in polynomial time bounded in n and 1/, where n
is the number of points. The run time of this approach [96], however, is a polynomial in
n of degree 9, which is impractical for most real-world problems.
Several authors [6, 83, 97] have therefore proposed heuristic algorithms using a two87
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step approach for the pairwise alignment of molecular structures based on the coordinates
of the molecules’ atomic nuclei. For the alignment of molecular surfaces, we follow this
two-step approach, whereby we base the alignment on surface points. The two-step approach works as follows. First, a set of initial transformations is generated, which are used
to overlay the molecular structures. Second, for each initial transformation a local optimization is carried out to improve the initial alignment. In each such optimization step, a
one-to-one correspondence between points representing the two molecular surfaces is computed. This one-to-one correspondence is used to compute a new transformation. Given
a one-to-one correspondence, the transformation minimizing the root mean square (rms)
distance between corresponding points can be found using least-squares fitting [89]. For
this transformation a new one-to-one correspondence is computed which again is improved
using least-squares fitting, and so forth until no improvement is gained.
Since the applied optimization scheme is a local one, the success of the described twostep approach greatly depends on the generation of good initial transformations. Thus, one
important question to be answered is how to generate initial transformations such that all
or at least most good alignments can be found by the subsequent optimization procedure.
This problem will be dealt with in Section 5.2. Even though the generation of initial
transformations is crucial, the optimization step is equally important. The quality and
efficiency of the approach depends in large parts on the choice of the optimization scheme.
We use the simple, yet efficient, greedy optimization scheme proposed by Kirchner [97].
This optimization scheme together with our extensions to surface point matching will
be considered in depth in Section 5.3. With Section 5.4, in which we describe how to
filter out similar pairwise alignments, we conclude the algorithmic part of this chapter.
In order to evaluate our surface alignment approach, we use two sets of molecules, which
are introduced in Section 5.5. Results for these sets of molecules are then presented in
Section 5.6, and the chapter is concluded in Section 5.7 with a summary and conclusion
about the proposed surface alignment approach. We begin this chapter by introducing
some basic notations and concepts in Section 5.1.

5.1

Basic Notations

For the generation of initial transformations, we use clique detection on the distance
compatibility graph of two point sets. Thus, for the reader not familiar with graph theory,
we will define the notion of a clique and some related concepts in Section 5.1.1.
Section 5.2 deals with the generation of initial transformations. We propose two different ways, one of which is based on surface points. This method uses local surface shape
features which are introduced in Section 5.1.2.
In Section 5.1.3, we will then give some basic concepts and notations about matchings
and transformations that will play a major role in the optimization step.

5.1.1

Graphs

A general introduction to graph theory can be found, e.g., in [48]. Here, we only present
some concepts that are needed to define a clique of a graph.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: (a) Some arbitrary graph G. (b) The highlighted subgraph represents the subgraph
of G induced by the black vertices. (c) All cliques of G. There exists one clique of size 4, one clique
of size 3, and 6 cliques of size 2.

Definition 5.1.1 (Induced Subgraph). Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and
edge set E ⊆ V × V . Let V 0 ⊆ V be a subset of V . Then, the subgraph of G induced by
V 0 is denoted by G(V 0 ) = (V 0 , E(V 0 )), where E(V 0 ) is defined as follows:
E(V 0 ) := {(u, v) ∈ E | u, v ∈ V 0 } .
An example of an induced subgraph is shown in Figure 5.1(b).
Definition 5.1.2 (Complete Graph). Let G = (V, E) be a graph. G is called complete if
(u, v) ∈ E , ∀u, v ∈ V, u 6= v .
Definition 5.1.3 (Clique). Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Then the vertex set C ⊆ V is
called a clique, if its induced subgraph, G(C), is complete and maximal, i.e., there does
e ⊂ V , C ⊂ C,
e such that G(C)
e is complete. Figure 5.1(c) depicts
not exist a vertex set C
all cliques of the graph displayed in Figure 5.1(a).

5.1.2

Local Surface Shape Features

The notion of local shape at some point on a 2-manifold surface can be captured using
the two constructs principal curvature and principal direction from classical differential
geometry. We will shortly describe these constructs in an informal way following the
article of Goldman and Wipke [62]. A more mathematical description can be found, e.g.,
in [84].
The curvature κ is measured at a fiducial point on a planar curve. It describes how
the normal to the curve changes when moving along the curve. The curvature is negative
for clockwise and positive for counter-clockwise rotations. A large absolute value of κ
indicates a large curvature. If κ is 0, then the curve at the fiducial point is a straight line.
A more formal description follows.
Let S be a surface patch embedded in R3 . Let p be a point on S with coordinates
x(p) and let n(p) be the normal vector to S at x(p). Let further be t the tangent plane
to S at x(p). Then each plane orthogonal to t and containing n(p) is called a normal
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plane at x(p). Each normal plane intersects S in a plane curve called normal section.
The curvature κ of the normal section at x(p) is called the curvature at x(p). If we start
with an arbitrary normal plane at x(p) and rotate it around the normal vector up to an
angle of π, all curvatures at x(p) are generated. The minimum and maximum values of
these curvatures are called the principal curvatures and are denoted by κmin and κmax ,
respectively. If κmin and κmax , and hence all normal curvatures at x(p), are equal, then
p is called an umbilic. The principal directions are the vectors defined by the intersection
of the tangent plane and the normal planes corresponding to the principal curvatures. If
p is not an umbilic, then the principal directions are orthogonal to each other.
In classical differential geometry, principal curvature and direction are defined for
an infinitesimal area around the fiducial point. In the context of molecular surfaces,
however, one is interested in more “global” shape features. In order to overcome this
limitation, Goldman and Wipke introduced quadratic shape descriptors (QSD) [62]. A
similar approach is described by Zachmann et al. [176]. The quadratic shape descriptor
for a point p on the surface is computed by least-squares fitting a paraboloid to a small
patch around p. Since a paraboloid has a quadratic form, the shape descriptor is termed
quadratic shape descriptor. Thus, instead of computing the principal curvatures and
directions, local range curvatures and directions are computed, which are the curvatures
and directions of the fitted paraboloid. The local range curvature can be considered as
some kind of averaged curvature.
The coordinates of each point within a small surface patch around some point p can
be described by the displacement from the tangent plane at x(p), which is orthogonal to
n(p). Such a map is called monge patch [100] and has the following form:
x(u, v) = u~i + v~j + w(u, v)~k ,
where ~i, ~j, and ~k are orthogonal unit vectors constructed such that ~k points in the direction
of n(p), and u, v, and w(u, v) are the transformed coordinates of the points on the surface
patch. The function w(·, ·) is called the height function of u and v in the transformed
coordinate system. Using the definition of the monge patch, we can express the local
Hessian matrix II, which is the second fundamental form of the surface patch, as [100]

II =

∂2w
∂u2

∂2w
∂u∂v

∂2w
∂u∂v

∂2w
∂v 2

!
.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of II give us the local range curvatures and directions,
respectively [62, 100]. To distinguish the local range curvatures from the principal curvatures, we denote the minimum local range curvature by kmin and the maximum local
range curvature by kmax .
According to the local range curvatures, the shape of a surface patch can be classified
by the shape index which states the degree of convexity and concavity of the patch. It is
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Figure 5.2: Five parabolic surface patches with their corresponding shape indices SI.

defined by

max +kmin

− π2 arctan kkmax

−kmin




1
SI :=

−1





0

, if kmax 6= kmin
, if kmax = kmin < 0

(cf. [100]).

(5.1)

, if kmax = kmin > 0
, if kmax = kmin = 0

The shape index maps the shape of some local patch to the interval [−1, 1]. Five parabolic
surface patches with their corresponding shape indices are shown in Figure 5.2. Note,
that the shape index does not measure the degree of curvature but the ratio between
minimum and maximum curvature. In the context of solvent excluded surfaces, this is
not problematic, since the degree of curvature is roughly equal across the whole solvent
excluded surface. This is due to the fact, that the probe sphere and the van der Waals
spheres have similar radii.
Based on the shape index, Goldman and Wipke [62] define a similarity measure as
follows. Let SI1 and SI2 be the shape indices of two surface patches. Then, the shape
similarity between these patches can be defined as
shapeSim(SI1 , SI2 ) :=

2.0 − |SI1 − SI2 |
.
2.0

(5.2)

This shape similarity measure yields a value of 1.0, if the shape indices are identical, and
a value of 0.0, if the shape indices are maximally dissimilar. For all other shape indices,
the similarity value will be somewhere between 0.0 and 1.0.

5.1.3

Matchings

The pairwise alignment algorithm presented in this chapter is based on the computation
of pairwise matchings. In this subsection we formally introduce the notion of a pairwise
matching together with further basic notations related to the computation of pairwise
alignments.
To align one molecular surface to another one, it needs to be transformed. So we begin
this subsection with the definition of a rigid body transformation, i.e. a transformation
that does not change the shape of any object, but only its position and orientation.
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Definition 5.1.4 (Rigid Body Transformation [129]). A mapping T : R3 → R3 is a rigid
body transformation if it satisfies the following properties:
1. Length is preserved: kT (x) − T (y)k = kx − yk, for all points x, y ∈ R3 , where k·k is
the Euclidean norm.
2. The cross product of free vectors is preserved: T∗ (~v × w)
~ = T∗ (~v ) × T∗ (w),
~ for all
vectors ~v , w
~ ∈ R3 , with T∗ (~v ) := T (x) − T (y), where x, y ∈ R3 are arbitrary points
satisfying ~v = x − y.
We denote the set of all rigid body transformations by T .
From Definition 5.1.4 follows that rigid body transformations preserve the inner vector
product. This means, that orthogonal vectors are transformed to orthogonal vectors.
Coupled with property 2 of Definition 5.1.4 it also follows that orthonormal vectors are
transformed to orthonormal vectors and, hence, orthonormal coordinate frames to orthonormal coordinate frames [129].
Every rigid body transformation T can be written in the form
T : R3 → R3 , x 7→ Rx + t, x ∈ R3 ,
where R ∈ R3×3 is an orthogonal matrix with det R = 1, and t ∈ R3 . We call R the
rotation and t the translational vector (or simply translation) of transformation T .
Next, we want to give a precise definition of the informal term “one-to-one correspondence” used earlier in this chapter. This leads us to the definition of a pairwise matching
between arbitrary finite sets, which do not necessarily have to be point sets. A pairwise matching can also be considered as a matching in a bipartite graph with bipartition
{P, Q} [48].
Definition 5.1.5 (Pairwise Matching). A pairwise matching defined on two finite sets P
and Q is a bijective function f : P̃ → Q̃, with P̃ ⊆ P and Q̃ ⊆ Q. The set of all pairwise
matchings that have a domain which is a subset of P and a range which is a subset of Q
is denoted by F(P, Q). A pairwise matching f can be written as a set f ∗ of pairs from
P × Q with (p, q) ∈ f ∗ ⇔ f (p) = q. The number of pairs |f ∗ | will be referred to as the
size of f . We further define
f P :={p ∈ P | ∃q ∈ Q : f (p) = q} , and
f Q :={q ∈ Q | ∃p ∈ P : f (p) = q} .
In order to measure the quality of a matching, it is common to compute the root mean
square (rms) distance of the matched points. This is defined as follows.
n
Definition 5.1.6 (Root Mean Square Distance). Let P = {pi }m
i=1 and Q = {qi }i=1 be two
m
3
n
finite point sets and let X(P ) := {x(pi )}i=1 ⊂ R and X(Q) := {x(qi )}i=1 ⊂ R3 denote
their respective coordinate sets. Then we define the root mean square distance of P and
Q w.r.t. a matching f ∈ F(P, Q) as
sP
2
(p,q)∈f ∗ kx(p) − x(q)k
rmsd(P, Q; f ) :=
.
|f ∗ |
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During the iterative alignment procedure, the second point set is constantly transformed to overlay it with the first point set. Hence, we are more interested in the rms
distance of the matched points w.r.t. a given transformation.
Definition 5.1.7 (Root Mean Square Distance (2)). Let P, Q, X(P ), and X(Q) be as in
Definition 5.1.6. Then we define the rms distance of P and Q w.r.t. a matching f ∈ F(P, Q)
and a rigid body transformation T as
sP
2
(p,q)∈f ∗ kx(p) − T (x(q))k
rmsd(P, Q; f ; T ) :=
.
|f ∗ |
Given a one-to-one correspondence between points of two points sets P and Q, i.e. a
pairwise matching, we are looking for the transformation that minimizes the rms distance.
Definition 5.1.8 (Matching Transformation). Let P and Q be two point sets. For a
matching f ∈ F(P, Q) we define its matching transformation to be the transformation
Tf ∈ T minimizing rmsd(P, Q; f ; T ), i.e.,
Tf := arg min rmsd(P, Q; f ; T )
T ∈T

The matching transformation Tf can be computed in O(|f ∗ |) time using singular value
e Ye T , X,
e Ye ∈ R3×|f ∗ | , where x̃·i := x(p̃i ), p̃i ∈ f P ,
decomposition of the matrix product X
i ∈ {1, . . . , |f ∗ |}, and ỹ·i := x(f (p̃i )), with x̃·i and ỹ·i being the i’th column vectors of
e and Ye , respectively [89].
matrices X
Definition 5.1.9 (Matching Score). Let P , Q, f ∈ F(P, Q), and T be defined as in
Definition 5.1.7, and let α ∈ R+ . We define the matching score of f w.r.t. T as
score(P, Q; f ; T ) :=

|f ∗ |
· e−α·rmsd(P,Q;f ;T ) .
min(|P |, |Q|)

(5.3)

The function score, which yields values between 0.0 and 1.0 including, is used to measure
the quality of an alignment. A value of 0.0 states that the two point sets are maximally
dissimilar under the current transformation. A score of 1.0 states that the best possible
alignment has been found. The function score is not only applied to measure the quality
of the final alignment but is also used as objective function in the local optimization
procedure. The objective function consists of two terms which are antipodal. The first
term measures the size of the matching. In order to obtain a high matching score, the
size of a matching should be large. However, the goodness of a matching also depends on
the distance of the matched points which is measured by the second term. This term is
larger for small matchings which, in general, have a smaller rms distance than larger ones.
Hence, a smaller matching might in fact yield a larger score value if its rms distance is
considerably smaller than that of the larger one. Thus, the two terms weight the size of
a matching against the distance of matched points. This weighting can be influenced by
the parameter α. The function score with α = 1.0 was previously used in [97, 163]. We
have added the parameter α to be able to weight the importance of the rms distance. If
not otherwise mentioned, we also use a value of 1.0.
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If we fix the matching f we can determine the optimal matching score for f by determining the transformation T maximizing the matching score (cf. Equation (5.3)). This
can be formulated as follows.
Definition 5.1.10 (Optimal Matching Score). Let P and Q be two point sets. Then, for
a matching f ∈ F(P, Q) we define its optimal matching score as
score(P, Q; f ) := max score(P, Q; f ; T ) .
T ∈T

It is easy to see that for each matching f ∈ F(P, Q) the following property holds:
score(P, Q; f ) = score(P, Q; f ; Tf ) .
Similarly, if we fix the transformation T , we can ask for the optimal matching fT ,
i.e., the matching which maximizes the matching score (Equation (5.3)). This can be
formulated by the following definition.
Definition 5.1.11 (Optimal Matching). Let P and Q be two point sets. Then, for a rigid
transformation T ∈ T we define the optimal matching w.r.t. T as
fT := arg

max

f ∈F (P,Q)

score(P, Q; f ; T ) .

For the generation of initial transformations, matchings satisfying pairwise distance
constraints play an important role. These matchings are termed d-bounded matchings and
are defined next.
Definition 5.1.12 (d-Bounded Matching). Let P and Q be two point sets. Let f ∈
F(P, Q) be a matching and let d > 0, d ∈ R, be a constant. We call f d-bounded, if f
satisfies the following property:
kx(p0 ) − x(p00 )k − kx(f (p0 )) − x(f (p00 ))k ≤ d , ∀p0 , p00 ∈ f P .

5.2

Initial Transformations

In [6], Akutsu proposes three strategies for the generation of initial transformations for
the alignment of two molecules. The first strategy uses exhaustive search w.r.t. all triples
of atoms in both molecules. Here, for each pair of triples a transformation is computed
by least-squares fitting the triples. Second, instead of using all triples, for one molecule a
random subset of atoms of some predefined size is selected, and the triples of this subset
are used only. The probability of finding the best alignment using this random strategy
depends on the size of the selected subset. The third strategy uses small chain fragments
of the proteins being considered. This last strategy is not applicable to the alignment of
drug molecules, since these, in general, do not have a single chain.
Kirchner [97] also considers triples of atoms for initial transformation generation. However, he reduces the number of triples to be tested by considering only triples having similar
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inter-atomic distances, i.e., he only considers pairs of atom triples representing d-bounded
matchings of size 3, where d is some predefined constant.
However, even if the number of pairs of triples is restricted to d-bounded pairs of
triples, this number can still be rather large depending on the size of the molecules under
consideration. We therefore use d-bounded matchings of size c, c ≥ 3, to generate initial
transformations. Let P and Q be two point sets representing two molecules, respectively.
Then, d-bounded matchings of size larger than 3 can be computed using clique detection
on the distance compatibility graph of P and Q, which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.2.1 (Distance Compatibility Graph). Let d > 0, d ∈ R, be a constant and
let P and Q be two point sets. Then, the distance compatibility graph of P and Q w.r.t.
d is defined on the vertex set P × Q and has the following property: two vertices (p0 , q 0 )
and (p00 , q 00 ) are connected by an edge, if the matching f given by f ∗ = {(p0 , q 0 ), (p00 , q 00 )}
is d-bounded, i.e.,
kx(p0 ) − x(p00 )k − kx(q 0 ) − x(q 00 )k ≤ d .
We denote the distance compatibility graph of P and Q w.r.t. d by G(P, Q)d = (P ×Q, Ed ).
It is obvious, that each clique of the distance compatibility graph corresponds to a
maximal d-bounded matching f of P and Q, where maximal means that f cannot be
extended to a matching f˜, such that f ∗ ⊂ f˜∗ and f˜ is d-bounded. Thus, by identifying
all cliques of the distance compatibility graph, we find all maximal d-bounded matchings.
The matching transformations (cf. Definition 5.1.8) of these d-bounded matchings will be
used as initial transformations for the computation of pairwise alignments. We can now
easily reduce the number of initial transformations by increasing the minimum size c. The
number of vertices in the graph can also be reduced, which might be accomplished by introducing further constraints. For example, we could require each two points representing
a vertex in G(P, Q)d to have some common properties. For example, in the case of atoms,
we could force the atoms to be of the same type; for surface points, other constraints can
be used, such as similar shape properties, etc.
Unfortunately, determining all cliques of some arbitrary graph is NP-complete. Nevertheless, for sparse graphs of moderate size, such as distance compatibility graphs of
drug-sized molecules, there exist efficient algorithms that solve this problem quickly. The
most widely used algorithm applied to identifying cliques in the compatibility graph of
molecules is the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [30], which enumerates all cliques of the graph.
It applies a branch-and-bound technique to prune the search tree and is very efficient in
doing so.
Several algorithms have applied clique detection for molecular alignment (see, e.g.,
[64, 103, 29, 115, 127, 35, 81]). However, there is one major drawback when using clique
detection directly and solely for molecular alignment. Clique detection on the distance
compatibility graph identifies substructures satisfying overall distance constraints. While
this allows identification of very similar substructures, it is difficult to utilize it for identifying less similar substructures. To do so, one would have to increase the value of d.
Increasing the value of d, however, very quickly leads to an enormous increase in the
number of d-bounded matchings.
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Due to these observations, we only use clique detection for the generation of initial
transformations. When using clique detection on the distance compatibility graph to
generate initial transformations, we have a choice between different representations of the
molecules. In the following two subsections we want to look at the merits and demerits of
two such representations, i.e. the molecule’s atoms, and points generated on the molecular
surface.

5.2.1

Atom-Based Initial Transformations

The atomic structure of a molecule can be considered as the skeleton of the volume enclosed
by the solvent excluded surface (SES) (cf. Section 2.3.2). Most points on the SES lie on
the van der Waals sphere (cf. Section 2.2.3) of some atom, hence, their distance from an
atomic nucleus is equal to the atom’s van der Waals radius. However, there exist points
in concave regions that are not located on the van der Waals sphere of any atom. These
points lie on the surface of a probe sphere, which is in contact with the van der Waals
spheres of at least two atoms (cf. Figure 2.4). Since the radius of the probe sphere is
comparable to the van der Waals radii of the molecule’s atoms, the distance of all points
located on the SES to the closest atomic nucleus is less than two times the radius of the
closest van der Waals sphere. Hence, we can argue, that for each point on the SES there
exists an atom “close-by”. Due to this fact we can also reason that a good alignment of
molecular surfaces, i.e. an alignment positioning many points on the molecular surfaces
close to each other, will also position the atomic nuclei of the nearest atoms close to each
other. This is the rationale for using the coordinates of the atomic nuclei for the generation
of initial transformations.
This approach has advantages and disadvantages. A clear advantage is that the number
of atoms in a molecule is much smaller than the number of surface points with distances
similar to those of the bonded atoms. Since clique detection is NP-complete, a reduction
of the number of points and hence the size of the graph has great influence on the applicability of the method. One disadvantage of this method can be seen from the following
observation. A good surface alignment will in most cases result in a good volume overlap,
whereas a good volume, i.e. atom, overlap might result in a very poor surface alignment.
For example, consider an initial transformation due to the overlap of two terminating
rings. If the rest of the molecules point in different directions, there will be hardly any
surface overlap. Hence, using the coordinates of the atomic nuclei for initial transformation
generation might result in some very poor initial alignments.
In Section 5.6 we compare the results of atom-based initial transformation generation
and surface-based initial transformation generation. The latter of which will be shortly
described next.

5.2.2

Surface-Based Initial Transformations

Instead of using the coordinates of atomic nuclei for generating initial transformations,
we can also use surface points. Cosgrove et al. [35] and Hofbauer [81] use surface points
in combination with clique detection to compute surface alignments (cf. Section 3.3.4).
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However, they do not use clique detection as initial step, as we do, but to generate final
alignments. Furthermore, they do not use homogeneously distributed points, but identify
surface regions with similar properties, e.g. shape or physico-chemical properties, and
represent each such region by a single point. In contrast, we use homogeneously distributed
surface points generated by applying Algorithm 4.7 (see Chapter 4). Varying the point
density allows us to determine the size of the point sets. Larger point sets will lead to a
larger number of d-bounded matchings for the same values of c and d. Thus, the point
density constitutes one possibility of controlling the number of initial transformations.
Note, however, that we have to ensure to use the same point density for all molecular
surfaces to be aligned.
Using surface points, the number of vertices in the distance compatibility graph can
be reduced by requiring that matching points need to satisfy some shape similarity. Hofbauer [81] uses harmonic shape image filters [178] to compare the shapes of small patches.
Cosgrove et al. [35] directly use shape indices as defined in Equation (5.1). We use the
shape similarity measure proposed by Goldman and Wipke [62], defined in Equation (5.2).
Furthermore, we consider the surface normals at the surface points. Thus, in addition to
requiring the matching points to satisfy the distance constraint given by the value of d, we
also require the angular distance of the normals of the matched points to satisfy some constraint given by the angular distance threshold β. This leads to the following redefinition
of the distance compatibility graph for surface points.
Definition 5.2.2 (Distance Compatibility Graph for Surface Points). Let d ∈ R+ , and
β ∈ [0, π] be constants and let P and Q be two surface point sets. Then, the distance
compatibility graph of P and Q w.r.t. d and β is defined on the vertex set P × Q and has
the following property: two vertices (p0 , q 0 ) and (p00 , q 00 ) are connected by an edge, if the
matching f given by f ∗ = {(p0 , q 0 ), (p00 , q 00 )} is d-bounded, i.e.,
kx(p0 ) − x(p00 )k − kx(q 0 ) − x(q 00 )k ≤ d ,
and satisfies the angular distance constraint, i.e.,


] n(p0 ), n(p00 ) − ] n(q 0 ), n(q 00 ) ≤ β ,
where ](~u, ~v ) denotes the angle between the vectors ~u and ~v . We denote the distance
compatibility graph of P and Q w.r.t. d and β by G(P, Q)d,β = (P × Q, Ed,β ).

5.3
5.3.1

Alignment Optimization
Point Matching

In this section we consider the problem of determining a locally optimal or near-optimal
pairwise matching of two finite points sets (cf. Definition 5.1.5) for a given initial transformation w.r.t. the objective function score, i.e. the matching score defined in Equation (5.3).
One solution to this problem, as proposed by several authors [6, 83, 97], is an iterative
procedure in which alternately the matching and the transformation corresponding to the
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current optimal matching (cf. Definition 5.1.11) are improved. Fortunately, the problem of
determining the optimal transformation for a given matching can be efficiently solved using
singular value decomposition of a matrix composed from the coordinates of the matching
points [89] (cf. Section 5.1.3). Thus, the problem of determining a locally optimal pairwise
matching reduces to determining the optimal matching for a given transformation.
In [97], Kirchner presented an exact algorithm for the computation of the optimal
matching for a given transformation T . This algorithm is based on the identification of
augmented paths with minimal weight in bipartite graphs with edge weights. He gives an
incremental procedure for the computation of the optimal matching with size k + 1 from
the optimal matching with size k. This makes the algorithm very efficient. Nevertheless,
the run time for this exact algorithm is still O(n3 ), where n is the maximal number of
points in the point sets to be matched. The algorithm computes for each possible value of
k the matching f , |f ∗ | = k, with minimal rms distance (cf. Definition 5.1.7), and among
these matchings selects the one with largest score as optimal matching.
Kirchner proposes two strategies to improve this run time. First, he introduces a
maximal distance δ which two points are allowed to be apart from each other to be
matched. This improves the run time drastically, but is still too slow to be applied to a
large number of initial transformations. An additional, second, strategy proposed by him
is therefore to use a greedy strategy, which first computes the optimal matching of size 1.
From this, a matching of size 2 is computed greedily by adding that pair of points closest
to each other such that neither of the two points is in the current matching yet. This
step is repeated until no matching of greater size can be found. In detail, the procedure
is given in Algorithm 5.1.

5.3.2

Surface Point Matching

For the computation of pairwise matchings of surface point sets we could directly apply
Algorithm 5.1. However, for the alignment of surfaces it is not sensible to allow the
matching of all points located close to each other. For example, if two surface points,
p ∈ P and q ∈ Q, are close to each other but their normal vectors point in opposite
directions, matching points p and q will not lead to an alignment with high similarity in
the surface regions corresponding to p and q. Matching p and q might have two undesired
effects. First, the score for this alignment might be larger than it actually should be due
to the additional matching pair which does not present a local surface similarity. Second,
a better alignment by the iterative optimization procedure might be prevented, because
the computation of the transformation might be such that p and q will stay close to each
other.
We therefore introduce an angular distance threshold γ, which we generally set to 60◦ .
In contrast to the distance threshold δ, which reduces the overall number of point pairs
to be considered, γ is used to eliminate undesired matching pairs. For two surface points
p and q to be matched, from now on we require the following additional constraint to be
satisfied:

] n(p), T∗ (n(q)) < γ ,
(5.4)
where T∗ (·) is defined as in Definition 5.1.4.
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Algorithm 5.1 Greedy Point Matching
Input: finite point sets P and Q, rigid transformation T
Input: distance threshold δ
Output: near-optimal matching fopt
1:

f0∗ ← ∅

2:

P 0 ← P , Q0 ← Q

3:

k←0

4:

while ∃p ∈ P 0 , q ∈ Q0 : kx(p) − x(T (q))k < δ do

5:

(p, q) ← arg

6:

∗
fk+1
← fk∗ ∪ {(p, q)}

7:

P 0 ← P 0 \ {p}

8:

Q0 ← Q0 \ {q}

9:

k ←k+1

min

p∈P 0 ,q∈Q0

kx(p) − x(T (q))k

10:

end while

11:

fopt ← arg max score(P, Q; fk ; T )
k

5.3.3

Handling Multiple Properties

At this stage, we are able to compute surface point matchings with Algorithm 5.1, if
we consider the additional constraint given by Equation (5.4). However, in Chapter 4
we described the generation of distinct point sets representing distinct properties of the
molecular surface. Points representing distinct properties should not get matched. Let
N be the number of properties we want to consider. Then, we denote the point sets
representing property i by Pi and Qi , respectively. These considerations lead us to the
definition of combined pairwise matchings w.r.t. N distinct properties.
Definition 5.3.1 (Combined Pairwise Matching). Let P and Q be two finiteS
sets and let
N
N
{Pi }i=1 and {Qi }i=1 be decompositions of P and Q, respectively, i.e. P = N
i=1 Pi and
Pi ∩ Pj = ∅, ∀i 6= j, and equivalently for Q. Furthermore, let fi ∈ F(Pi , Qi ), be pairwise
matchings on Pi and Qi . Then we define the combined pairwise matching f ∈ F(P, Q)
N
w.r.t. the decompositions {Pi }N
i=1 and {Qi }i=1 by
f (p) := fi (p), if p ∈ Pi .
It directly follows that
∗

f =

N
[

fi∗ .

i=1

Analogously to the matching score of “simple” matchings (cf. Equation (5.3)), we can
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define the matching score for a combined pairwise matching as
score∗ (P, Q; f ; T ) := PN

|f ∗ |

i=1 min(|Pi |, |Qi |)

· e−α·rmsd(P,Q;f ;T ) .

With this definition we can adjust Algorithm 5.1 to handle distinct property sets. The
whole algorithm for the computation of optimal or near-optimal surface point matchings
which considers distinct property sets Pi and Qi is given in Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2 Greedy Surface Point Matching Handling Multiple Properties
Input: finite surface point sets Pi and Qi , i = 1, . . . , N , rigid transformation T
Input: distance threshold δ, angular distance threshold γ
Output: near-optimal combined matching fopt
1:

f0∗ ← ∅

2:

∀i = 1, . . . , N : Pi0 ← Pi , Q0i ← Qi

3:

k←0

4:

while ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , N } ∧ ∃p ∈ Pi0 , q ∈ Q0i :

kx(p) − x(T (q))k < δ ∧ ] n(p), T∗ (n(q)) < γ do

5:


{kx(p)
−
x(T
(q))k
|
]
n(p),
T
(n(q))
< γ}
∗
i=1,...,N p∈Pi ,q∈Q0i

(p, q) ← arg min
{kx(p) − x(T (q))k | ] n(p), T∗ (n(q)) < γ}
0
0
j ← arg min

6:
7:

min
0

p∈Pj ,q∈Qj

8:

∗
← fk∗ ∪ {(p, q)}
fk+1

9:

Pj0 ← Pj0 \ {p}

10:

Q0j ← Q0j \ {q}

11:

k ←k+1

12:

end while

13:

fopt ← arg max score∗ (P, Q; fk , T )
k

5.3.4

Locating Close Points

Up to now we have not given any information on how to determine the closest pair of
points to be added next to the current matching (cf. Algorithm 5.2, line 7). However, a
fast determination of close points is crucial for the efficiency of the alignment algorithm.
In this section, we therefore develop an efficient data structure for the fast determination
of close points.
N
Let P and Q be two finite surface point sets with decompositions {Pi }N
i=1 and {Qi }i=1 ,
respectively. Then, one solution to the problem would be to compute the distances of
all pairs of surface points belonging to the same property, remove all those pairs with
distance larger than δ and sort the remaining pairs according to their distances. Then
we could go through the sorted list, starting with the pair of points having the smallest
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Figure 5.3: Point Distance Grid with variable distance ranges from some point q. The gray-scales
of the grid cells denote the membership to the corresponding distance interval. Those grid cells
left white are outside the distance threshold δ from q.

distance, and successively add the next pair
P if none of its two points is in the matching
yet. This approach has a run time of O( i mi ni + s ln s), where mi and ni are the sizes
of the points sets Pi and Qi , respectively, and s is the number of point pairs with distance
smaller than δ.
Since we use greedy matching and only consider pairs of points with distance smaller
than some δ, we can do a lot better. In order to do so, however, we need a data structure that is able to answer the following query quickly. Given some point q ∈ Qi with
transformed coordinates T (x(q)), which points of point set Pi are within some distance
range [ri , ri+1 ) from T (x(q))? If we had such a data structure, then for a set of distances
{ri }ki=0 with 0 = r0 < r1 < . . . < rk = δ, we could apply the following approach. For each
property i and each point q ∈ Qi , identify all points p ∈ Pi within a distance range of
[r0 , r1 ) from T (x(q)). From the set of these point pairs, compute all matchings f0 to fl0
using Algorithm 5.2. Then, for each property i and each point q ∈ Qi , q 6∈ flQ0 , identify all
points p ∈ Pi , p 6∈ flP0 within a distance range of [r1 , r2 ) from T (x(q)). Using this set of
pairs, enlarge the matching fl0 greedily up to some matching fl1 . Continue like this until
distance threshold δ has been reached or until no larger matching can be found. From all
matchings f0 up to flk−1 select the one with maximal score as fopt .
In order to answer the above mentioned query quickly, we developed a data structure,
which we call point distance grid. A detailed description of the point distance grid and its
application follows.
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Point Distance Grid
Let P be the target point set, i.e. the point set which is not transformed during the
alignment procedure, and let Q be the query point set, i.e. the point set that is transformed
by the rigid body transformation T . Let further denote by Bi the bounding box of X(Pi )
expanded in each direction by δ, and let Gi denote the smallest uniform grid enclosing
Bi , having grid cell size d in each dimension. Let {ri }ki=0 be a set of distances with
0 = r0 < r1 < . . . < rk = δ, which will be used as described above. For each grid cell c
of Gi we maintain k lists, such that the j’th list contains all points p ∈ Pi with minimal
distance to the bounding box of c, denoted by dmin (x(p), c), in [rj , rj+1 ). In order to build
up these lists, for each property i and each point p ∈ Pi we determine grid cell c containing
x(p) and do a breadth first search on Gi starting from c to determine all grid cells c̃ with
minimal distance from x(p) to the bounding box of c̃ smaller than δ. Point p is added
to the j’th list of cell c̃, if dmin (x(p), c̃) ∈ [rj , rj+1 ). An example is shown in Figure 5.3.
The grid Gi together with the k neighbor lists maintained for each grid cell c ∈ Gi is
termed the point distance grid of point set Pi w.r.t. distance threshold δ, grid cell size d,
and distances {ri }ki=0 . Since Pi is never transformed during the alignment procedure, the
point distance grids needs to be built up only once.
Algorithmic Details
Using point distance grids, we can render Algorithm 5.2 more precisely, leading to Algorithm 5.3. The algorithm basically works as follows. Instead of looking at all pairs of
points with distance smaller than δ at once, we look at the closest points first. Having
computed the matchings for these points, we look at the next closest points. Now, we
only need to consider those points that have not yet been matched. In lines 6 through 19
of Algorithm 5.3 we determine in each step the next closest points. Note, however, that
some point pairs might already have been determined during one of the previous steps (cf.
lines 13 and 14). This is due to the fact that we consider the minimum distance from
some point p ∈ P to the bounding box of some grid cell c, which might contain points
with distances to p outside the distance range into which the minimum distance falls. In
order not to loose those point pairs, they need to be added to the appropriate list, Et .
Note that there might also be points with larger distance than δ. These are discarded.
The number of such points depends on the grid cell size d.
As yet, we have not given any details on how to choose the distances {ri }ki=0 . Setting
the values of ri such that the size of the intervals are equal, we get the undesired effect,
that for larger i the number of points to be tested might increase, since the surface points
are distributed on a two-dimensional surface and not on a one-dimensional line. Hence, it
is more sensible to set the distances according to equation
ri =

√

δ
i· √ .
k

Since we do not allow an arbitrary packing of the surface points, the number of points
within a small neighborhood of some point P
will be bounded by some constant M . Thus,
the theoretic run time of our algorithm is O( i M ·ni +s ln s), i.e., it is no longer quadratic.
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Algorithm 5.3 Algorithm 5.2 Rewritten Using Point Distance Grids
Input: finite surface point sets Pi and Qi , i = 1, . . . , N , and transformation T
Input: angular distance threshold γ
Input: point distance grids Gi and distances {ri }K
i=0
Output: near-optimal combined matching fopt
1:

f0∗ ← ∅

2:

∀i = 1, . . . , N : Pi0 ← Pi , Q0i ← Qi

3:

∀i = 1, . . . , K : Ei ← ∅

4:

l←0

5:

for i ∈ {0, . . . , K} do

6:

for j ∈ {1, . . . , N } do

7:

for q ∈ Q0j do

8:

determine c in Gj containing T (x(q))

9:

for all p ∈ i’th list of c do

if ] n(p), T∗ (n(q)) < γ} then

10:

if kx(p) − T (x(q))k ∈ [ri , ri+1 ) then

11:

Ei ← Ei ∪ {(p, q)}

12:

else if ∃t ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1} : kx(p) − T (x(q))k ∈ [rt , rt+1 ) then

13:

Et ← Et ∪ {(p, q)}

14:

end if

15:

end if

16:

end for

17:
18:

end for

19:

end for

20:

Ei ← sortMinFirst(Ei )

21:

for j ← 1, |Ei | do

22:

(p, q) ← Ei [j]

23:

s ← propertySetIndex(p, q)

24:

if p ∈ Ps0 ∧ q ∈ Q0s then

25:

∗ ← f ∗ ∪ {(p, q)}
fl+1
l

26:

Ps0 ← Ps0 \ {p}

27:

Q0s ← Q0s \ {q}

28:

l ←l+1

29:
30:

end if
end for

31:

end for

32:

fopt ← arg max score∗ (P, Q; fl , T )
l
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This can be be achieved due to the preprocessing step, in which we build up the point
distance grids, and due to an additional cost in terms of memory. For drug-sized molecules,
however, this memory cost can be neglected.

5.4

Reduction of Pairwise Matchings

As result of the point matching algorithm described in the previous sections, we get many
similar pairwise alignments, particularly around pairwise alignments with high score. This
makes it difficult to quickly grasp the most promising alignments. It is therefore often
desired to filter out similar pairwise alignments and only keep a set of distinct alignments
with large score. In order to avoid confusion, we want to stress that we only compare
pairwise alignments of the same two molecular structures, i.e. the same two surface point
sets. The two point sets will be referred to as the reference point set and the query point
set. While the reference point set is fixed, the query point set changes its position in space
according to a particular pairwise matching. Determination of diverse pairwise matchings
requires the definition of a similarity measure. We define the similarity measure based on
the matching transformation.

5.4.1

Similarity of Matching Transformations

Let us recall, that for a given pairwise matching f , the relative position of the query
point set to the reference point set is defined by the matching transformation Tf (cf.
Definition 5.1.8) which can be computed efficiently. Now we can be more precise about
what we mean by diverse pairwise matchings. Two matchings are considered as being
diverse, if the distance between their corresponding matching transformations is larger
than some predefined threshold δT w.r.t. the distance measure defined below.
Definition 5.4.1 (Distance between Matching Transformations). Let P be the reference
point set and let Q be the query point set. Let f1 and f2 be two pairwise matchings on
P and Q and let Tf1 and Tf2 be their corresponding matching transformations. Then the
distance between Tf1 and Tf2 w.r.t. the coordinates of Q can be defined as the root mean
square distance of the transformed coordinates of Q, i.e.,
sP
q∈Q kTf1 (x(q)) − Tf2 (x(q))k
d(Tf1 , Tf2 ; Q) :=
.
|Q|
Determining a set of diverse pairwise matchings with respect to some threshold δT requires
the determination of all pairs of pairwise matchings whose matching transformations have
a distance smaller than δT . The straightforward approach is to compute the distance
between the matching transformations for all pairs of pairwise matchings. The run time
of this approach, however, is quadratic and in practice it might be very time-consuming
for a large number of pairwise matchings. We can improve this run time by exploiting
the following observation. For a given matching transformation, we can eliminate a large
number of matching transformations by looking at the translational part of the transformation only. If the translations of two transformations differ by more than δT , then the
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distance between the transformations is also larger than δT . This is formulated in the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.4.2 (Lower Bound for Distance of Two Transformations). Let Q = {q1 , . . . , qn }
be a set of points with coordinates X(Q) := {x(qi )}ni=1 ⊂ R3 , n > 0. Let Te and T be two
e and R, and translational parts t̃ and t,
matching transformations with rotational parts R
respectively (cf. Definition 5.1.4). Then the following inequality holds
d(Te, T ; Q) ≥ kt̃ − tk , i.e.,
the distance between t̃ and t constitutes a lower bound for d(Te, T ; Q).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that Te is the identity
transformation, i.e.
e = I and t̃ = 0, and that X(Q) is centered at the origin, i.e. 1 Pn x(qi ) = 0. If we
R
i=1
n
apply transformation T to the points x(qi ) ∈ X(Q), then we get the transformed points
x̃(qi ) = Rx(qi ) + t. We have to show that
r Pn
2
i=1 (x(qi ) − x̃(qi ))
≥ kt̃ − tk = ktk , i.e.
n
n
X
(x(qi ) − x̃(qi ))2 ≥ nt2
(5.5)
i=1

We can convert x̃(qi )2 to
x̃(qi )2 = (Rx(qi ) + t)T(Rx(qi ) + t)
= (x(qi )TRT + tT )T(Rx(qi ) + t)
= x(qi )TRTRx(qi ) + 2(tTRx(qi )) + tTt
= x(qi )TIx(qi ) + 2(tTRx(qi )) + tTt
= x(qi )2 + 2(tTRx(qi )) + t2 .

(5.6)

Using Equation (5.6) we get
n
X

2

(x(qi ) − x̃(qi )) =

i=1

n
X

(x(qi )2 − 2x(qi )Tx̃(qi ) + x̃(qi )2 )

i=1

=

n
X

(x(qi )2 − 2x(qi )T(Rx(qi ) + t) + x(qi )2 + 2(tTRx(qi )) + t2 )

i=1
n
X

=2

i=1

=2

n
X

|i=1

x(qi )2 − 2

n
X

x(qi )T(Rx(qi ) + t) + 2

i=1

≥0

(tTRx(qi )) + nt2

i=1

(x(qi )2 − x(qi )TRx(qi )) −2tT
{z

n
X

}

n
X

|i=1

(x(qi ) − Rx(qi )) +nt2 . (5.7)
{z

=0

}
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Determination of Diverse Pairwise Matchings

Using Lemma 5.4.2 we can easily filter out most pairs of matching transformations that do
not have to be considered. This can be achieved using a three-dimensional grid similar to
the point distance grid described in Section 5.3.4. Into this grid we insert the translations
of all matching transformations. Then, for a given matching transformation we can query
the grid for all those matching transformations with a translation being close enough to
fulfill the distance threshold constraint.
Given a set F of pairwise matchings of two point sets P and Q, the set FδT ⊆ F of
diverse pairwise matchings w.r.t. δT is generated by the following greedy method given by
Algorithm 5.4. This set has the following two properties.
1. ∀f 0 , f 00 ∈ FδT : d(Tf 0 , Tf 00 ; Q) > δT .
2. ∀f ∈ F ∃f 0 ∈ FδT : d(Tf , Tf 0 ; Q) ≤ δT .

Algorithm 5.4 Determination of diverse pairwise matchings.
Input: set of pairwise matchings F on P and Q, and distance threshold δT
Output: set of diverse pairwise matchings FδT
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Fδ T ← ∅
while F 6= ∅ do
fmax ← arg maxf ∈F score∗ (P, Q; f )
FδT ← FδT ∪ {fmax }
N ← {f ∈ F | f 6= fmax ∧ d(Tfmax , Tf ; Q) ≤ δT }
F ←F \N
end while

5.5

. Neighbored matchings.

Molecular Data

For the evaluation of our surface alignment algorithm, we used two sets of molecules,
namely 8 thermolysin inhibitors and 7 HIV-1 protease inhibitors. For both sets of molecules,
the complex structures were available from the PDB [1]. An alignment of the complex
structures can be easily done, since the protein structures are well preserved. This gives us
an “experimental alignment” of the inhibitors, too, which enables us to quantify the quality of the algorithm. In the following, the active conformers from the complex structures
will be referred to as experimental conformers.
We also generated ensembles of conformers for each molecule to evaluate how well the
algorithm is able to identify active conformers (cf. Definition 2.4.2), i.e. conformers that
are similar to the experimental conformers w.r.t. the structural features responsible for
binding to the proteins.
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Figure 5.4: Metalloendopeptidase thermolysin complexed with the inhibitor from crystal structure 1THL. Thermolysin is depicted by its secondary structure representation consisting of helices
(blue) and β-sheets (red). The inhibitor is shown in its bound state. The radii of its atomic spheres
are half the van der Waals radii. The van der Waals sphere of the zinc atom is depicted in brown
color, while the van der Waals spheres of the calcium atoms are shown in cyan.

5.5.1

Thermolysin Inhibitors

Crystal Structures
Thermolysin (TLN, EC-number 3.4.24.27 [132]) is a thermostable endopeptidase from
Bacillus thermoproteolyticus [133]. Endopeptidases chemically break peptide bonds somewhere in the middle of the molecule, in contrast to exopeptidases, which remove amino
acids at the end of the amino acid chain. Thermolysin belongs to the family of extracellular proteases. It has a zinc ion in its active site [99], thus, it belongs to the class of
metalloendopeptidases. Furthermore, thermolysin also contains 4 calcium atoms, which
are not located in the active site. A complex structure of thermolysin with an inhibitor
(1THL), obtained from the PDB [1], is shown in Figure 5.4.
There exist many complex structures of TLN with different inhibitors in the PDB [1].
Cosgrove et al. [35] and Hofbauer [81] used a subset of 8 inhibitors to test their surface
alignment programs SPAt and SurfComp, respectively (cf. Section 3.3.4). In order to be
able to compare the results obtained with our approach, we use the same subset. These
8 inhibitors were extracted from the following complex structures: 1THL, 1TLP, 1TMN,
3TMN, 4TMN, 5TMN, 6TMN, and 5TLN. We will use the PDB keys of the complex
structures to denote their corresponding inhibitors. The inhibitors’ structural formulas
are shown in Figure 5.5.
A detailed look at the structural formulas of the 8 inhibitors (cf. Figure 5.5) reveals that
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Figure 5.5: Structural formulas of eight thermolysin inhibitors. The blue boxes in the left column
highlight the amino acid tryptophan, while the green boxes in the right column highlight aliphatic
amino acids (alanine in 4TMN, leucine in 5TMN and 6TMN).
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Table 5.1: Information about conformer ensembles of the eight thermolysin inhibitors. First
column: inhibitor name. Second column: number of conformers generated by ConFlow. Third
min
column: global energy minimum Epot
. Forth column: number of selected conformers in the
representative ensemble, denoted by #Cens . Fifth column: rms distance of conformer closest to
experimental conformer (hydrogen atoms were not considered). Sixth column: energy of conformer
closest
closest to experimental conformer, denoted by Epot
.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

no. sampled conformers
11437
9797
8485
21480
22103
9490
11147
11119

min
Epot
279 kJ
86 kJ
317 kJ
147 kJ
79 kJ
116 kJ
57 kJ
104 kJ

#Cens
119
80
116
98
152
80
68
77

minq∈Cens rmsd(q, qact )
0.42 Å
0.45 Å
0.24 Å
0.11 Å
0.64 Å
0.51 Å
0.29 Å
0.39 Å

closest
Epot
313 kJ
129 kJ
361 kJ
175 kJ
117 kJ
155 kJ
100 kJ
129 kJ

they can be divided into three groups [81]. The first group consists of the inhibitors 1THL,
1TLP, 1TMN, and 3TMN, all of which contain the amino acid tryptophan, highlighted by
the light blue box in Figure 5.5. The second group consists of 4TMN, 5TMN, and 6TMN,
all of which have an aliphatic amino acid (alanine or leucine) at the C-terminal end,
highlighted by the light green box in Figure 5.5. The third group consists of only one
inhibitor, namely 5TLN, which is quite different from the other inhibitors. All inhibitors
except 3TMN and 5TLN are complexed to the zinc ion in the active site of thermolysin via
a negatively charged deprotonated carboxyl- or phosphate-like group [81]. While 3TMN
is not complexed to the zinc ion at all, 5TLN has a charged hydroxamic acid group,
which complexes with the zinc ion. Among the 8 inhibitors there are two that are almost
identical, namely 5TMN and 6TMN, where the NH-group of 5TMN has been replaced by
a single oxygen atom in 6TMN.
Conformers of the Thermolysin Inhibitors
Using the experimental conformer of each thermolysin inhibitor as starting point, conformation analysis (cf. Section 2.4) was carried out with the program ConFlow [125]. ConFlow uses a systematic approach to sample the configurational space. To each thus generated conformer, energy minimization is applied using the molecular force field MMFF [73]
and the minimizer Rprop [27]. The systematically sampled conformers as well as the
conformers generated during the minimization procedure are stored by ConFlow. The
numbers of conformers generated by ConFlow are given in Table 5.1, second column.
From these conformers, a representative set of low-energy conformers was generated
by applying the following two steps.
1. Select all conformers with potential energy within an energy window of 50 kJ from
the global energy minimum (cf. Table 5.1, third column). An energy window of 50
kJ has been generally accepted [26].
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Figure 5.6: HIV-1 protease complexed with inhibitor saquinavir (PDB-entry 1MTB). The protease is depicted by its secondary structure representation consisting of helices (blue) and β-sheets
(red). The van der Waals spheres of the inhibitor’s atoms are colored according to their atom
types, and the spheres have been scaled to half their size. The protease consists of two monomers,
left and right. The two loops on top act as flaps, i.e., they need to open to let an amino acid chain
or an inhibitor in.

2. From the low-energy conformers, select a number of conformers, such that at least
one conformer is close to the experimental conformer (rms distance < 1.0 Å), and
such that the selected conformers cover the whole configurational low-energy subspace identified by ConFlow.
The number of conformers in each ensemble was chosen w.r.t. the number of low energy conformers and the size of the molecules. The details of the ensembles are given in
Table 5.1.

5.5.2

HIV-1 Protease Inhibitors

Human Immunodeficiency Virus
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is one of the greatest current health threats.
The first infections with HIV were noticed in 1981 in the USA [8]. Since then, HIV has
spread all over the world and has emerged as a pandemia. HIV is a retrovirus which
causes depletion of helper T-lymphocytes [8]. The gradual depletion of these cells finally
causes the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). At this stage, the patient is
increasingly susceptible to infections of bacterial, viral or fungal origin as well as to certain
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types of cancer. There exist two types of HIV, namely HIV-1 and HIV-2. HIV-1 is more
virulent than HIV-2 and is transmitted more easily than HIV-2. Hence, while HIV-2 is
largely confined to West-Africa [146], HIV-1 has reached all continents and amounts for
the majority of infections throughout the world.
As all viruses, HIV is not able to replicate itself but needs the help of a host cell for
replication. To enter the cell, the virus first attaches to the surface of the cell. The next
step is the fusion of the virus membrane with the host cell membrane with the result that
the viral content is released into the host cell cytosol [8]. In the host cell cytosol, the singlestranded RNA of HIV complexes with the HIV reverse transcriptase, which catalyzes a
double-stranded DNA by reverse transcription. Subsequently, the DNA is permanently
integrated into the host genome. As a cause of this, the host cell helps to replicate the HI
virus by building all of its components. However, before the new virus can separate from
the host cell, the synthesized amino acid chains need to be cut. This is realized by the
HIV protease.
In order to hinder HIV to replicate, in principal, every step in the replication cycle
is a potential target for anti-viral treatment. The two targets most widely aimed at are
the reverse transcriptase and the protease. If one of them can be inhibited, the virus can
not be completely replicated. Currently, there exist about 20 drugs inhibiting either the
reverse transcriptase or the protease. In order to be effective, a combination of two, three,
or four drugs seems to be necessary [19]. However, HIV has a very high mutation rate,
which quickly leads to mutations that are resistant to certain drugs. Hence, there is a
large need to develop new drugs [8], in particular, drugs which are less likely to enforce
the development of drug-resistant mutants.
Crystal Structures
As mentioned above, the HIV-1 protease is one of the two main targets for anti-viral
treatment. The HIV-1 protease is a symmetric dimer with each monomer having 99 amino
acids. Figure 5.6 shows the 3-dimensional structure of the HIV-1 protease complexed with
the inhibitor saquinavir. Note the two flaps in the upper part of the image, which need to
open to let an amino acid chain or an inhibitor in [151].
During the last one and a half decades, intensive studies on compounds being able
to inhibit the HIV-1 protease have been accomplished. The first approved inhibitor was
saquinavir, which has been in clinical use since 1995 [8]. Further peptidic inhibitors
followed, like nelfinavir, ritonavir, lopinavir, indinavir, and amprenavir. All of these inhibitors show a high similarity in the molecular scaffold, i.e. in the central part of the
structural formulas (cf. Figure 5.7). In 2005, the first non-peptidic inhibitor, tipranavir [4],
was approved. Compared to the peptidic inhibitors, this inhibitor shows clear distinctions
in the structural formula, in particular in the molecule’s scaffold.
For all of these inhibitors, one or more crystallized complexes with the wild-type HIV1 protease or some mutant are available: 1C6X, 1C6Y, 1C6Z, 1C70, 1FB7 and 1MTB
for saquinavir; 1HPV for amprenavir; 1C6Y, 1HSG, 1HSH, 1K6C, 1K6P, 1K6T, 1K6V,
1SDT, 1SDU, 1SDV, and 1SGU for indinavir; 1MUI and 1RV7 for lopinavir; 1OHR for
nelfinavir; 1HXW, 1N49, and 1SH9 for ritonavir; and 1D4Y for tipranavir. Note, that this
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Table 5.2: Information about conformer ensembles of the seven HIV-1 protease inhibitors. First
column: inhibitor name. Second column: number of conformers generated by the conformation
analysis program. Third column: number of selected conformers in the representative ensemble.
Fourth column: rms distance of conformer closest to experimental conformer (hydrogen atoms were
not considered).

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

no. sampled conformers
624
521
309
221
2165
800
226

#Cens
250
250
120
100
350
150
100

minq∈Cens rmsd(q, qact )
0.64 Å
0.31 Å
0.84 Å
0.29 Å
0.58 Å
0.25 Å
0.36 Å

list may not be complete.
Conformers of the HIV-1 Protease Inhibitors
Similarly to the thermolysin inhibitors, conformation analysis for the HIV-1 protease inhibitors was carried out with the experimental conformers as starting points. In contrast
to the thermolysin inhibitors, however, we did not use the conformation analysis program
ConFlow [125], but a recent improvement of the program ZibMol [58], which is a combination of Hybrid Monte Carlo sampling (cf. Section 2.4.1) and an efficient perturbation of
metastability, which allows to generate a complete decomposition of configurational space
into metastable subsets.
The numbers of conformers generated by the conformation analysis program were in
the range of 221 and 2165. For each inhibitor, a representative set of conformers was
selected by reducing the given conformers to a minimum of 100 (for NFV and TPV) and a
maximum of 350 conformers (for RTV), such that at least one conformer was close to the
experimental conformer (rms distance < 1.0 Å). Note, that the large number of conformers
generated for RTV is due to its larger number of degrees of freedom. The reduction of
conformers was achieved similarly to the reduction of the thermolysin inhibitor conformers
by selecting conformers that cover the whole configurational subspace identified by the
conformation analysis program. The number of conformers in each ensemble was chosen
w.r.t. the original number of conformers and the size of the molecules. The details of the
ensembles are given in Table 5.2.

5.6

Experimental Results

Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the pairwise surface alignment approach
presented in Sections 5.2 through 5.4. All experiments were done with both sets of inhibitors described in the previous section. Before we describe the experiments in detail,
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Table 5.3: Numbers of property points used for representing molecular surface shape and physicochemical properties of experimental conformers of thermolysin inhibitors.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

shape
117
122
122
77
85
139
119
119

donor
41
110
56
73
87
47
52
41

acceptor
115
203
137
98
147
171
177
177

negative MEP
147
148
150
16
126
165
148
146

positive MEP
7
8
8
18
2
9
7
6

Table 5.4: Numbers of property points used for representing molecular surface shape and physicochemical properties of experimental conformers of HIV-1 protease inhibitors.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

shape
160
153
125
135
171
155
139

donor
38
33
28
31
23
23
20

acceptor
89
66
70
60
105
62
90

negative MEP
76
69
52
74
60
59
46

positive MEP
51
48
46
46
50
47
62

we shortly want to recall the algorithmic framework and its parameters.

5.6.1

Algorithmic Framework and Parameters

Algorithm
The algorithmic approach for pairwise surface alignment consists of the following four
steps:
1. Generation of surface points (cf. Chapter 4).
2. Generation of initial transformations (cf. Section 5.2).
3. Alignment optimization for each initial transformation (cf. Section 5.3).
4. Selecting a set of diverse pairwise alignments (cf. Section 5.4).
For each step of the algorithm, a few decisions had to be made, which shall be described
shortly.
For the first step we need to decide how dense the points representing each property should be distributed on the molecular surface. Point distances between 1 and 2 Å
seem to be appropriate. We weighted the properties such that the numbers of points
used for the representation of all properties were of comparable magnitude while favoring
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physico-chemical properties over shape. Points representing shape were distributed on
the molecular surfaces with an approximate geodesic distance of 2 Å, while points representing donor/acceptor points were distributed within the respective regions with an
approximate geodesic distance of 1 Å. The geodesic distance of the points representing the
molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) varied according to the MEP scalar field given
on the molecular surface. The smallest geodesic distance observed between MEP points
was about 1 Å. The number of property points that were generated for the experimental
conformers can be found in Table 5.3 for the thermolysin inhibitors, and in Table 5.4 for
the HIV-1 protease inhibitors.
The second step offers a choice between atom-based and surface-based generation of
initial transformations. For the first type of experiments, i.e. the comparison of experimental conformers only, we compared both approaches and obtained similar results. Hence,
for the other types of experiments, we only used the surface-based approach, since it is
more general.
In the third step we had to make a decision on the properties to be considered. In our
experiments we investigated the influence of the used properties on the alignment results.
Finally, the fourth step required a choice of δT (cf. Section 5.4), i.e. of the distance
threshold which determines if two transformations are too close to each other. In all our
experiments we set δT to 1.0 Å.
Algorithmic Parameters
The parameters used in our experiments are shortly described below and summarized
in Table 5.5. We did not optimize the parameters for each set of molecules in order to
show that with the same set of parameters, different sets of molecules can be successfully
aligned.
Generation of Initial Transformations. The first parameter for the generation of
initial transformations is the distance constraint d (cf. Definition 5.2.1), used for building up the distance compatibility graph. Two nodes in the distance compatibility graph
are connected with each other by an edge, if the distances between the pairs of points
corresponding to the nodes in the graph deviate by a value of at most d.
The second parameter is the minimum size c (cf. Section 5.2), substructures used to
compute initial transformations need to have. This parameter needs to be adjusted to
the size of the molecules to be aligned. Together with the parameter d it determines the
number of initial transformations being generated.
If the initial transformations are generated using surface points, three more parameters
are used. The first of which is the geodesic distance D (cf. Chapter 4), two neighbored surface points should be approximately apart from each other. In our experiments, we used a
value of 4.0 Å. The second parameter used for surface-based generation of initial transformations is the angular distance constraint β (cf. Definition 5.2.2). This value specifies how
much the angles of the surface normals of two pairs of surface points may deviate to allow
a matching of these pairs of surface points. Thus, if the angular distance is smaller than
β, the nodes in the distance compatibility graph representing these two pairs of surface
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Generation of
general
d
c
0.20 Å 4
0.20 Å 4
0.20 Å 4
0.20 Å 4
0.50 Å 4
0.50 Å 4
0.50 Å 4
0.50 Å 4
0.20 Å 4
0.50 Å 4
0.20 Å 4
0.20 Å 5
0.20 Å 5
0.20 Å 5
0.20 Å 5
0.50 Å 5
0.50 Å 5
0.50 Å 5
0.50 Å 5
0.55 Å 5
0.50 Å 5
0.20 Å 5
0.20 Å 5
type
a
a
a
a
s
s
s
s
a
s
a
a
a
a
a
s
s
s
s
s
s
a
a

Initial Transformations
surface-based
β
shapeSimmin
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
–
–
60◦
0.5
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
60◦
0.5
–
–
–
–
D
–
–
–
–
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
–
4.0 Å
–
–
–
–
–
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
4.0 Å
–
–

Alignment Optimization
general
surface-based
type
δ
γ
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
a
2.0 Å
–
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
s
2.0 Å
60◦
a
2.0 Å
–
s
2.0 Å
60◦
a
2.0 Å
–

Results
in
Table
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6
A.7
A.8
A.9
A.10
A.11
A.12
A.13
A.17
A.18
A.19
A.20
A.21
A.22
A.23
A.24
A.25
A.26
A.27
A.28

Table 5.5: Experimental Parameters. Experiments T1-T5 are applied to the thermolysin inhibitors, while experiments H1-H5 are applied
to the HIV-1 protease inhibitors. Experiments T1, T2, H1, and H2 align the experimental conformers pairwisely, while experiments T3,
T4, T5, H3, H4, and H5 align the query molecule conformers, taken from an ensemble of calculated conformers, to the experimental
conformers of the reference molecules. The letters “a” and “s” denote “atom” and “surface”, respectively.

Experiment
T1a
T1b
T1c
T1d
T2a
T2b
T2c
T2d
T3
T4
T5
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H2a
H2b
H2c
H2d
H2e
H3
H4
H5
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points will be connected by an edge, if they additionally satisfy the distance constraint
d. A value of 60◦ seems to be appropriate for β. The last parameter, shapeSimmin (cf.
Equation 5.2), gives the minimal shape similarity, two surface points need to have to get
matched. That is to say, two surface points, one from each surface, will be represented by
a single node in the distance compatibility graph only if their surface shape similarity is
larger than shapeSimmin . In all experiments we used a value of 0.5.
Alignment Optimization. Apart from the properties to be represented by surface
points and their respective weights, there are only two parameters used in the alignment
optimization step. These are the distance threshold δ (cf. Section 5.3.4), and the angular
distance threshold γ (cf. Section 5.3.2). Both thresholds determine whether or not two
surface points are allowed to get matched in the alignment optimization step. The first
parameter states that the distance between two surface points to get matched may be at
most δ. Similarly, the second parameter states that the angle between the surface normals
of two surface points to get matched may be at most γ, which we always set to 60◦ .

5.6.2

Experiments

In order to be able to verify the computed alignments, we aligned the complex structures
of each group of protein-ligand complexes. Aligning these complex structures could be
easily done, since the protein structures vary only slightly. This gave us an “experimental
alignment” of the inhibitors, which could be used to compare the results of the computed
alignments with. For evaluating the quality of the obtained alignments, we computed
the root mean square (rms) distance between the conformers aligned by the algorithm
and their corresponding experimental conformers in the experimentally given alignment.
We considered all atoms except the hydrogen atoms. For the experimental conformers,
including the hydrogen atoms should not make a large difference. However, the influence
on the rms distances between experimental conformers and conformers from the ensemble
might be considerable, since in the conformation analysis, dihedral angles of terminating
atoms (mostly hydrogens) were neglected. Furthermore, we also neglected the hydrogen
atoms in the alignment procedure.
Before computing the rms distances, we filtered the pairwise alignments such that only
distinct pairwise alignments remained (cf. Section 5.4.2). From these pairwise alignments
we only considered the 10 top-ranked alignments. All other alignments were neglected.
For these top-ranked alignments, the rms distances were computed and the results were
collected in tables (cf. Appendix A). Each table entry gives two values, the first of which
represents the rms distance of the optimal alignment w.r.t. the scoring function. The
second value gives the smallest rms distance from the 10 top-ranked alignments. The
first column gives the name of the inhibitor whose experimental conformer was used as
reference structure for the alignments given in the respective row. The other inhibitors
were used as query structures.
All tables giving numerical results, i.e. the rms distances, were moved to Appendix A
for clarity. In the succeeding sections we have tried to summarize the tables and to
highlight the most interesting results.
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Aims of the Experiments
We conducted several experiments to evaluate the quality of the pairwise surface alignment
algorithms described in this chapter. These experiments were of different type and were
carried out with different intentions. Basically, four types of experiments were conducted:
I. Dependence on used properties. In order to test the dependence of the alignment
results on the choice of properties, we performed tests on the experimental conformers using varying properties. That is to say, we aligned the experimental conformers
using
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

shape points, donor and acceptor points, and MEP points,
shape points only,
donor and acceptor points only, and
MEP points only.

II. Atom-based versus surface-based generation of initial transformations. In this type
of experiment, we investigated the dependence of the alignment results on the way
the initial transformations are generated.
III. Atom versus surface alignment. This type of experiment was carried out to show,
that surface alignment indeed has preferable properties over atom alignment. We
compared the surface alignment algorithm with the atom alignment approach described in [15], which applies point matching to the positions of the atomic nuclei.
IV. Identification of active conformers from ensembles of conformers. Finally, we compared how well surface and atom alignment are able to identify active conformers
from an ensemble of conformers generated with conformation analysis.
Note that the experiments of type IV are more complicated than finding the experimental
conformers, since these were not contained in the ensembles, but only conformers close to
the experimental one. Hence, when looking at the results of the type IV experiments, two
important points should be considered.
1. The best possible rms distance cannot be better than the smallest rms distance of
the conformer closest to the experimental one (cf. Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
2. The rms distance is not always a good measure, since the rms distance can be small
even though some (possibly very important) atoms may be completely disoriented,
and it can be large even though the important parts of the molecules, i.e. those parts
responsible for the binding, are aligned very well. This emphasizes the need for a
visual inspection of the alignments.
Thermolysin Inhibitors
The thermolysin inhibitors do not constitute an ideal set of drug-sized molecules to demonstrate the capabilities of a surface alignment algorithm, since all inhibitors have a common
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: (a) Experimental alignment of all thermolysin inhibitors. (b) Common scaffolds of
the thermolysin inhibitors, aligned by least squares-fitting.

Table 5.6: Molecular properties used in experiments T1 and T2.

Experiment
T1a
T1b
T1c
T1d
T2a
T2b
T2c
T2d

Initial Transformations
atom-based
atom-based
atom-based
atom-based
surface-based
surface-based
surface-based
surface-based

Shape
×
×
–
–
×
×
–
–

H-Bonding
×
–
×
–
×
–
×
–

MEP
×
–
–
×
×
–
–
×

Results
Table A.3
Table A.4
Table A.5
Table A.6
Table A.7
Table A.8
Table A.9
Table A.10

scaffold, as can be seen in Figure 5.8. Due to this scaffold, atom alignment performed almost equally well as surface alignment in the comparison of the experimental conformers.
But, as we will see later, the atom alignment approach had problems with the identification
of active conformers from an ensemble of conformers.
Experimental Conformers. The first experiment that was carried out for the thermolysin inhibitors was to align the experimental conformers with our surface alignment
algorithm based on different property sets, namely shape points, donor/acceptor points,
and MEP points. The alignment was done both with atom-based initial transformations
(experiments T1a-d) and surface-based initial transformations (experiments T2a-d). In
both experiments, T1 and T2, the number of initial transformations were approximately
the same, as can be seen in Tables A.1 and A.2. The molecular properties that were considered in the respective experiments are given in Table 5.6, while the numerical results
can be found in Appendix A.1.1 in Tables A.3 through A.10.
The alignments obtained by experiments T1 and T2, i.e. surface alignment with atom-
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Table 5.7: Run times in seconds for experiments T1, T2 and T3.

Experiment
T1a
T1b
T1c
T1d
T2a
T2b
T2c
T2d
T3

1THL
15.7
7.8
4.4
6.1
15.0
10.8
4.1
6.4
1.6

1TLP
28.0
9.0
9.0
8.0
29.9
9.4
9.8
7.8
1.9

1TMN
15.4
6.9
4.8
5.7
21.9
10.6
6.8
8.0
1.2

3TMN
7.6
3.9
2.6
1.7
9.2
5.3
3.1
1.8
0.7

5TLN
13.0
4.0
3.8
3.9
16.7
6.0
5.0
5.0
0.8

4TMN
20.8
9.9
5.4
8.4
23.7
10.6
6.0
8.9
1.7

5TMN
11.7
5.1
3.7
4.0
16.2
8.1
5.6
6.1
1.1

6TMN
11.6
5.2
3.7
4.2
17.0
8.2
5.2
6.0
1.1

based and surface-based initial transformations, respectively, are very similar with a slight
preference to the atom-based initial transformations. In both experiments it can be observed, that the alignment algorithm performed best, when all properties were considered
(experiments T1a and T2a, cf. Tables A.3 and A.7). This result confirms the necessity to
simultaneously consider several molecular properties for the alignment of molecules.
From the experiments which only considered a single property, the donor/acceptor
points gave the best results (experiments T1c and T2c, cf. Tables A.5 and A.9), while with
the MEP points, problems were only encountered with inhibitor 3TMN (cf. Tables A.6 and
A.10). This is due to the fact that inhibitor 3TMN misses the negatively charged group
which, in the other molecules, is responsible for binding to the positively charged zinc ion.
Surface alignment with shape points only performed worst (experiments T1b and T2b, cf.
Tables A.4 and A.8). Here, the main problems were with inhibitor 5TLN which is least
similar to the other molecules in terms of surface similarity. These results indicate, that
donor/acceptor and MEP points play the most important role in determining the correct
alignment.
The fact that the results of the alignments with atom-based initial transformations
were slightly better than those with surface-based initial transformations may be due to
the common scaffold of the inhibitors. In the case of atom-based initial transformations,
this common scaffold already aligns the molecules very close to the experimental positions.
When all properties were considered, both experiments (T1a and T2a) successfully
aligned all experimental conformers. In all but eight of 56 pairwise alignments (cf. Table A.7), the rms distance of the top-ranked alignment was below 1.0 Å, and even in these
8 cases the closest rms distance among the 10 top-ranked alignments was below 1.36 Å.
A comparison of these results with the results from atom alignment [15] reveals that
even in the case of the experimental conformers, surface alignment performed better (cf.
Table A.11). In four cases, the rms distance of the top-ranked atom alignment was above
5.0 Å. In two cases, no rms distance smaller than 1.56 Å could be found among the 10
top-ranked alignments.
The run times of the algorithm for experiments T1, T2 and T3 can be seen in Ta-
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ble 5.7. The average run time for the alignment of two molecular surfaces with initial
transformations as given in Tables A.1 and A.2 was therefore about 2.5 seconds. With
0.2 seconds on average, the atom alignment algorithm was about 10 to 15 times faster,
which might be due to the ten-fold number of points considered in the surface alignment
approach.
As mentioned before, the set of thermolysin inhibitors was also used to compare our
results with the programs SPAt [35] and SurfComp [81] (cf. Section 3.3.4). A comparison of the results reveals, that our algorithm performed as least as good as SPAt
and SurfComp, while it gave much better results for 3TMN and 5TLN. Both programs
had problems with aligning these two inhibitors. This superiority of our approach has
several reasons. First, our approach considers several properties at once, which, as has
been shown, produced much better results than a single property. Second, we represent
the surface shape much better due to using more surface points. And third, we optimize the alignment score (matching score) during the alignment procedure, in contrast
to SPAt and SurfComp, which only use the score to measure the alignment after the
alignment has been performed. In addition to giving better results, our approach is also
faster, in particular in the preprocessing step, which takes considerably longer for SPAt
and SurfComp.
Ensemble of Conformers. The last experiment we conducted with the thermolysin
inhibitors was to identify active conformers from an ensemble of conformers. Here, we
used the experimental conformers of all inhibitors in turn as reference structures, and for
the query molecules we used the ensembles of conformers (cf. Table 5.1).
Since for the alignment of the experimental conformers the best results were obtained
by considering all available properties, in this experiment we also considered all properties.
Furthermore, we used the surface-based generation of initial transformations only, since it
is more general than the atom-based one. Hence, only two experiments were carried out
in the ensemble test, namely one for surface alignment and one for atom alignment. The
results can be found in Tables A.12 and A.13, respectively.
In this experiment, the observed rms distances were, in general, larger than those for
the experimental conformers. This is mainly due to the problem that the rms distance is
often not a good measure, as explained earlier. In most cases where a large rms distance
was found, the surface regions important for the binding were well overlaid. The surface
alignment algorithm failed to identify a sensible alignment only in two cases, whereas
with the atom alignment algorithm, six pairs or molecules could not be aligned correctly.
Furthermore, the rms distances were considerably larger for atom alignment. The reason
for this lies in the identification of rather small well-fitting scaffolds. While for the experimental conformers, this small scaffold allows a “correct” positioning, since the rest of
the molecule is fixed, for the ensemble test, it is important to align larger regions, even
though these are less conserved. Our surface alignment algorithm is able to consider less
conserved regions much better.
The inhibitor 3TMN performed worst as reference structure for both atom and surface
alignment, which can be explained by the small size of the molecule and, in particular,
by the missing negatively charged group which is an important factor strongly influencing
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Figure 5.9: Surface alignment of experimental conformer of 5TLN (yellow) with an ensemble
conformer of 1THL (blue). This alignment has the highest score and an rms distance of 2.73 Å (cf.
Table A.12). Left: The image shows the overlaid surfaces together with the matched surface points
(red). The negatively charged groups binding to the zinc ion are well overlaid (red circle). Right:
Comparison of aligned ensemble conformer of 1THL with experimental conformer in experimental
position (light red). The large rms distance is due to the wrong orientation of the indole moiety
in the right upper corner (green ellipse).

Figure 5.10: Surface alignment of experimental conformer of 5TLN (yellow) with an ensemble
conformer of 6TMN (blue). This alignment was the closest alignment with an rms distance of
3.25 Å (cf. Table A.12). Left: The image shows the overlaid surfaces together with the matched
surface points (red). Note, that the matched surface region is very similar to that shown in
Figure 5.9. The negatively charged groups binding to the zinc ion are well overlaid (red circle).
Right: Comparison of aligned ensemble conformer of 6TMN with its experimental conformer in
the experimental position (light red). The large rms distance is due to the wrong orientation of
the benzyloxycarbonyl moiety, which can be seen on the left-hand side (green ellipse).
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Figure 5.11: Surface alignment of experimental conformer of 4TMN (yellow) with ensemble
conformer of 5TLN (blue). This miss-alignment has the highest score and an rms distance of
6.56 Å (cf. Table A.12). Even though this alignment is wrong, surface shape and properties are
well matched. This exemplifies the difficulty of determining an active conformer from an ensemble.
Left: The left image shows the overlaid surfaces together with the matched surface points (dark
red). Right: Comparison of aligned ensemble conformer of 1THL with its experimental conformer
in the experimental position (red).

the binding of the other inhibitors.
Example alignments are depicted in Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11. The former two depict
successful alignments, yet with a large rms distance. These two alignments exemplify that
good alignments with large rms distance exist and that the rms distance is a problematic
measure. The last example represents a miss-alignment if compared to the experimental
alignment, yet overlays molecular shape and properties very well.
HIV-1 Protease Inhibitors
The set of HIV-1 protease inhibitors (HIVPIs) differs from the set of thermolysin inhibitors
in several respects. First, while all thermolysin inhibitors had a common scaffold, among
the HIVPIs there exists one inhibitor, tipranavir, that shows a distinct scaffold. This can
clearly be seen in Figure 5.12. Second, the HIVPIs are almost completely enclosed by
the active site of the HIV-1 protease. This is due to the flaps of the HIV-1 protease (cf.
Figure 5.6), which cover the inhibitors during the binding. And third, for each inhibitor
there exist two equally likely positions in the active site, since the HIV-1 protease is a
symmetric dimer. While the active site, therefore, is also rotationally symmetric, the
inhibitors are not.
Experimental Conformers. With the experimental conformers of the HIVPIs we conducted the same experiments (cf. Tables 5.8) as with the experimental conformers of the
thermolysin inhibitors. The results of these experiments are given in Tables A.17 through
A.26.
Similarly to the thermolysin inhibitors, the best results with surface alignment were
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Figure 5.12: Experimental alignments of HIV-1 protease inhibitors. Left: All inhibitors except
tipranavir. These six inhibitors show a rather similar scaffold. Right: Saquinavir (yellow) and
tipranavir (blue). The differences in the scaffold can clearly be seen, in particular in the bottom
image.

obtained, when all properties were considered. However, in contrast to the thermolysin
inhibitors, where the donor/acceptor properties clearly gave the best results, here, all
single properties performed equally well, but notably worse than when all properties were
considered simultaneously.
Looking at the results of experiments H1a and H2a reveals (cf. Tables A.17 and A.21),
that the surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations performed worse
than with atom-based initial transformations. The reason for this lies in the considerably smaller number of initial transformations generated with the chosen parameters. We
therefore carried out another experiment, H2e (cf. Table A.25), in which we slightly increased the distance constraint parameter d, resulting in an increased number of initial
transformations roughly equal to the number of atom-based initial transformations. With
this increased number of initial transformations, we obtained results similar to those of
experiment H1a.
A comparison of the results of atom alignment, experiment H3 (cf. Table A.26), with
surface alignment, experiments H1a and H2e, shows similar results for all HIVPIs except
for tipranavir (TPV). For TPV, atom alignment performed considerably worse than surface alignment. With atom alignment, all top-ranked alignments with TPV as reference
structure gave an rms distance above 4.9 Å, and in four cases no alignment among the 10
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Table 5.8: Molecular properties used in experiments H1 and H2.

Experiment
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H2a
H2b
H2c
H2d
H2e

Initial Transformations
atom-based
atom-based
atom-based
atom-based
surface-based
surface-based
surface-based
surface-based
surface-based

Shape
×
×
–
–
×
×
–
–
×

H-Bonding
×
–
×
–
×
–
×
–
×

MEP
×
–
–
×
×
–
–
×
×

Results
Table A.17
Table A.18
Table A.19
Table A.20
Table A.21
Table A.22
Table A.23
Table A.24
Table A.25

Table 5.9: Run times in seconds for experiments H1, H2 and H3.

Experiment
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H2a
H2b
H2c
H2d
H2e
H3

SQV
13.5
8.6
3.9
2.3
10.4
6.3
1.7
1.0
14.3
2.7

IDV
10.5
6.5
3.0
1.9
6.1
3.4
1.4
0.8
7.8
2.3

APV
5.2
3.3
1.7
1.1
5.7
3.2
1.3
0.7
7.7
1.3

NFV
8.6
5.5
2.5
1.6
6.2
3.5
1.3
0.7
7.4
1.8

RTV
11.8
8.3
3.8
2.1
9.2
6.0
2.0
1.0
12.4
2.5

LPV
10.9
7.1
3.3
2.0
8.5
5.0
1.9
1.0
13.4
2.4

TPV
11.6
6.4
2.6
1.7
9.8
4.4
1.7
0.8
13.3
2.2

top-ranked alignments could be found with an rms distance below 2.7 Å. This observation
can be explained by the fact that the molecules were aligned w.r.t. the atom centers and
not the outward-facing surfaces. Our surface alignment algorithm, in contrast, did not
have any problems with TPV.
The run times for experiments H1, H2, and H3 are given in Table 5.9. With an average
of 1 second, the surface alignment algorithm is approximately 3 to 4 times slower than the
atom alignment algorithm with an average of 0.3 seconds. The smaller difference in the
run times compared to the thermolysin inhibitors might be due to the smaller number of
iterations in the optimization step, though we did not confirm this.
Ensemble of Conformers. In the last type of experiment (IV), we again compared the
experimental conformer of each HIVPI with the ensembles of the other molecules. The
experimental conformers were used as reference structure, while the conformers from the
ensembles served as query structures. Details about the ensembles of conformers are given
in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.13: Surface alignment of experimental conformer of TPV (yellow) with an ensemble
conformer of SQV (blue). This alignment has the highest score and an rms distance of 2.59 Å (cf.
Table A.27). Left: The image shows the overlaid surfaces together with the matched surface points
(red). Right: Comparison of aligned ensemble conformer of SQV with its experimental conformer
in the experimental position (light red). Even though the rms distance is rather large the general
orientation is correct.

Figure 5.14: Surface alignment of experimental conformer of TPV (yellow) with an ensemble
conformer of RTV (blue). This alignment was the closest alignment with an rms distance of 2.80 Å
(cf. Table A.27). Left: The image shows the overlaid surfaces together with the matched surface
points (red). Right: Comparison of aligned ensemble conformer of RTV with its experimental
conformer in the experimental position (light red).
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We compared atom alignment with surface alignment, whereas for surface alignment
all properties, i.e. shape, hydrogen-bonding, and MEP, were considered. The results of
surface and atom alignment are given in Tables A.27 and A.28, respectively.
In all but five of 42 cases (cf. Table A.27), a conformer and a position could be found
among the 10 top-ranked pairwise alignments such that the rms distance to the experimental position was below 1.85 Å. Only in one case, the alignment failed completely. In
the remaining four cases, a conformer and a position with rms distance below 3.0 Å could
be found. For this size of molecules, an rms distance below 3.0 Å generally means that
the correct overall position was identified, presumably with a slight shift and a disorientation of some of the terminating groups (cf. Figures 5.13 and 5.14). We can therefore
constitute, that the surface alignment algorithm was well capable of identifying active
conformers together with the “correct” orientation. The worst results were obtained for
tipranavir, which, because of its different scaffold also has the lowest surface similarity to
the other molecules.
In order to investigate if the results for tipranavir would have been better, if the
experimental conformers had been included in the ensemble of conformers, we compared
the scores of this experiment with the scores of experiment H2a. The results led us to the
conclusion, that for all inhibitors but amprenavir an alignment with rms distance around
1.0 Å or below would have been among the 10 top-ranked alignments, if the experimental
conformers had been included. This again emphasizes the importance of conformation
analysis and the dependence of the alignment results on the ensemble quality.
In Figures 5.13 and 5.14 two alignments of the experimental conformer of TPV with
conformers of two of the other HIVPIs are depicted. These two alignments show, that
among the 10 top-ranked alignments there was at least one alignment in which the general
form and orientation of the inhibitors was correctly identified.
The results presented in Table A.28 show that atom alignment failed to produce meaningful alignments for tipranavir in all but two cases, in which the general position was
correctly identified. In these two cases, tipranavir acted as reference structure. Hence,
the atom alignment algorithm was unable to identify an active conformer of tipranavir,
no matter which HIVPI was used as reference molecule.

Metastable Molecular Conformations. As mentioned earlier, our surface alignment
approach is not limited to solvent excluded surfaces but can also be applied to isodensity surfaces, such as those of conformational densities (cf. Section 2.4.3). In Figure 5.16
we show the alignment results of the conformational densities of two metastable conformations, one from tipranavir (TPV) and one from amprenavir (APV). The metastable
conformations were selected from 99 (TPV) and 59 (APV) metastable conformations,
respectively, computed with the program ConfJump [169]. Since we do not know the
“correct” alignment, it was not possible to quantify the quality of these results. However,
by visual inspection of the alignments depicted in Figure 5.16 we can judge, that both
shape as well as physico-chemical properties are matched very well.
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Figure 5.15: Isodensity surfaces of conformational densities, based on molecular surfaces, of two
metastable conformations, one from TPV (left), the other one from APV (right). The electrostatic
potential (blue/green: negative, red/yellow: positive) was averaged over all time steps belonging to
the conformational ensemble of the metastable conformation. Points with distinct colors represent
distinct properties: shape (dark blue), donor (light blue), acceptor (green), negative MEP (yellow),
and positive MEP (red).

Figure 5.16: Best (left column) and second best (right column) alignments of isodensity surfaces
of conformational densities represented by the surface points shown in Figure 5.15. The isodensity
surface of tipranavir is shown as semi-transparent surface, while the isodensity surface of amprenavir is depicted by dots. The spheres denote the matched surface points. Colors have the same
meaning as in Figure 5.15. In both alignments, shape as well as physico-chemical properties were
matched well.
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Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a new approach to pairwise molecular surface alignment
based on the identification of partial matchings between two molecular surfaces. The
partial surface matchings are based on partial point matchings which take into account
both molecular shape and physico-chemical properties. A weighting of these properties is
given by the ratio of the points per property distributed on the molecular surface.
The presented algorithmic approach consists of two steps. In a first step, initial transformations are computed, each of which are optimized in the second step. The second
step uses an iterative point matching scheme, which has been adjusted to the needs of
surface points. A three-fold speed up was gained by introducing an efficient spatial data
structure, called point distance grid.
The pairwise surface alignment algorithm was evaluated on two sets of molecules,
namely a set of 8 thermolysin inhibitors, and a set of 7 HIV-1 protease inhibitors. For
all of these molecules, experimental conformers were available from crystallized proteinligand complexes. These conformers allowed a quantitative evaluation of the quality of the
results. In a first series of tests, we investigated whether our surface algorithm is able to
align the experimental conformers to each other similar to the “experimental alignments”
given by the protein-ligand complexes. A second series of tests was performed to examine the algorithm’s capability of identifying active conformers in ensembles of conformers
calculated by conformation analysis programs. In addition to our surface alignment algorithm, we applied an atom alignment algorithm to the same sets of molecules. The results
of all our tests are summarized below.
Selection of Properties. In order to examine the dependence of the alignment results
on the choice of properties, we performed several runs of our algorithm using different
properties and a combination thereof. Interestingly, for both sets of molecules the alignment results were considerably better when all properties were used, i.e. shape, hydrogen
bonding, and MEP. This confirms the need to consider shape and physico-chemical properties simultaneously.
Atom-based versus Surface-based Initial Transformations. We proposed two
methods for the generation of initial transformations. To investigate the dependence of
the alignment results on the choice of method for initial transformation computation, we
compared the results obtained with atom-based and surface-based initial transformations.
The differences were small and suggest, that both methods can be used interchangeably.
However, because the surface-based method is more general, since it is applicable to arbitrary surfaces without the need for an underlying “skeleton”, we prefer the surface-based
method. More important than the choice of method for initial transformation generation
is the number of initial transformations, which can be easily modified by a few parameters.
As a rule of thumb, at least a few thousand initial transformations should be used.
Alignment of Experimental Conformers. Using a large enough number of initial
transformations, we obtained successful results for all experimental conformers. In most
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cases the rms distance of the top-ranked alignment was below 1.0 Å. In the small number
of exceptions, an rms distance below 2.0 Å could be observed, which states that at least
the general position was correctly identified. For the set of thermolysin inhibitors, we were
able to compare our results with the results of two other programs, namely SPAt and
SurfComp. The comparison yielded, that our approach performed at least as good as
SPAt and SurfComp. Also, for two inhibitors which show less similarity to the other
6 inhibitors, we achieved considerably better results than the other two programs. In
addition to giving better results, our algorithm is also faster.
Identification of Active Conformers out of an Ensemble. In this test, an experimental conformer of some molecule was used as reference structure to identify an active
conformer from an ensemble of conformers of a second molecule. In all but three cases,
among the 10 top-ranked alignments a conformer close to the experimental one together
with the correct general position could be found. Considering the large number of conformers in each ensemble, this, too, represents a very good result.
Surface Alignment versus Atom Alignment. A comparison of our surface alignment approach with an earlier atom alignment approach demonstrated that surface alignment indeed is superior to atom alignment, in particular if the scaffolds of the molecular
structures are dissimilar. This could be shown for both the comparison of experimental
conformers, but even more for the identification of active conformers from an ensemble
of conformers. The price that has to be paid for this better quality is a 5 to 15 times
increased run time.
Final Conclusion. The given results show a high quality of the presented pairwise
surface alignment approach. The results indicate superiority to atom alignment as well as
previously published approaches. We can therefore conclude, that our approach represents
an important contribution to 3-dimensional molecular alignment.
Besides being a versatile tool in its own right, we use the pairwise surface alignment as
prerequisite for the computation of multiple alignments, from which we hope to gain more
information about a set of active molecules. The computation of multiple from pairwise
alignments will be described in the following chapter.

Chapter 6

Multiple Surface Alignment
In his book “Algorithms on strings, trees, and sequences” [72], Chapter 14, Dan Gusfield
motivates the usefulness of multiple string comparison as follows.
“For a computer scientist, the multiple string comparison problem may at first
seem like a generalization for generalization’s sake – ‘two strings good, four strings
better’. But in the context of molecular biology, multiple string comparison (of
DNA, RNA, protein strings) is much more than a technical exercise. It is the
most critical cutting-edge tool for extracting and representing biologically important, yet faint or widely dispersed, commonalities from a set of strings. These
(faint) commonalities may reveal evolutionary history, critical conserved motifs
or conserved characters in DNA or protein, common two- and three-dimensional
molecular structure, or clues about the common biological function of the strings.
These characterizations are then used in database searches to identify other potential members of a family. Because many important commonalities are faint or
widely dispersed, they might not be apparent when comparing two strings alone
but may become clear, or even obvious, when comparing a set of related strings.”
Clearly, multiple sequence alignment and multiple structure alignment are very different in
many aspects, yet, most of the above citation is also true for multiple structure alignment.
For example, the commonalities among a set of molecular structures will, in general, be
much smaller than between two molecular structures. But, these faint commonalities
might in fact be the essential properties a molecular structure needs to have to perform
a specific function. Of course, whether the true essentials of some biological function will
be found, strongly depends on the diversity of the molecular structures. The essential
structural motifs that are responsible for the biological function of the molecules build
the pharmacophore, which can be used to search databases “to identify other potential
members of a family” [72], here, the family of active compounds.
In order to compute a multiple surface alignment from pairwise surface alignments, it
is not sufficient to take only the best pairwise alignments of all molecules and overlay the
molecules according to these best pairwise alignments. The reason for this lies in the fact,
that a best pairwise alignment might be the best alignment only due to some “coincidental”
similarity of two molecules. This coincidental similarity might not have anything to do
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with the essential features responsible for some biological function. Instead, there might be
other pairwise alignments with slightly worse scores, which, however, might be preferred
in the context of a multiple alignment. Nevertheless, it seems to be reasonable that a
small set of diverse good pairwise alignments, e.g. 10 or 20, contains the most important
alignments for pharmacophore identification. This assumption has to be made in order
to be able to compute the multiple surface alignments with the method described in this
chapter.
This chapter begins in Section 6.1 with a short overview. This is followed by the main
part of this chapter, Section 6.2, in which we explain how to derive multiple alignments
from pairwise alignments. Section 6.3 explains, how multiple matchings are scored and
sorted using the concept of Pareto dominance. In Section 6.4, we give experimental results,
which are followed by a short summary and conclusion in Section 6.5.

6.1

Overview

The computation of multiple alignments from pairwise alignments essentially involves four
steps:
1. Computation of pairwise alignments.
2. Reduction of the number of pairwise alignments.
3. Computation of multiple alignments from pairwise alignments.
4. Scoring and sorting of multiple alignments.
Computation of pairwise alignments. The computation of pairwise alignments is a
two-step process, which has been thoroughly described in the previous chapter. In the first
step of this process, initial transformations are generated (cf. Section 5.2), which are locally
optimized in the second step, using an iterative point matching scheme (cf. Section 5.3).
The pairwise matchings that were thus computed define pairwise alignments, which can
be generated by rms-fitting the matched points.
Reduction of the number of pairwise alignments. Among the pairwise alignments
generated by the pairwise surface alignment algorithm, we generally find many alignments
that are very similar to other pairwise alignments. In particular, around local maxima
of the matching score, the number of similar pairwise alignments is large. These similar
pairwise alignments again will lead to many similar multiple alignments being generated
in the second step. But not only the large number of similar multiple alignments is
a problem, but also the increase in the computational cost is enormous. Due to this
observation, the reduction of pairwise alignments is a crucial step. To realize it, we first
compute a partitioning of the pairwise alignments w.r.t. the rigid transformations. Then,
to allow execution of the second step, we reduce the number of pairwise alignments to a
predefined size, say 10 or 20. The details of reducing the pairwise alignments have been
given in Section 5.4.
Computation of multiple alignments from pairwise alignments. Once the number
of pairwise alignments has been reduced to a practical size, we can perform the actual
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generation of multiple alignments. Here, we work on the pairwise matchings underlying
the pairwise alignments. From the pairwise matchings, we compute multiple matchings by
sequentially intersecting the pairwise matchings of different query molecules. That is to
say, we start by intersecting the pairwise matchings of two query molecules. The resulting
multiple matchings from this first intersection, including the original pairwise matchings,
are then intersected with the pairwise matchings of the third query molecule, and so forth,
until the pairwise matchings of all query molecules have been handled. This step will be
described in detail in Section 6.2.
Scoring and sorting of multiple alignments. The computation of multiple alignments
is only finished, if the multiple alignments have been scored and sorted, such that the user
has a means of traversing the multiple alignments in a feasible order. This last step, which
uses the concept of Pareto dominance, will be explained in Section 6.3.

6.2
6.2.1

From Pairwise to Multiple Alignments
Multiple Matchings

Multiple matchings are the basis for the computation of multiple alignments. They constitute a straightforward extension to pairwise matchings (cf. Definition 5.1.5) introduced
in Chapter 5.
Definition 6.2.1 (Multiple Matching). A multiple matching f defined on k + 1 finite sets
P , Q1 , . . ., Qk is a mapping
e1 × Q
e2 × . . . × Q
e k , Pe ⊆ P , Q
e j ⊆ Qj , j = 1, . . . , k ,
f : Pe → Q
e j is a pairwise matching. The components of f
where each of its components f j : Pe → Q
will also be referred to as the pairwise matchings induced by f . We further define
f P := {p ∈ P | ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k} ∃q ∈ Qj : f j (p) = q} , and
j

f Q := {q ∈ Qj | ∃p ∈ P : f j (p) = q} ,
1
2
k
where f P = Pe is the domain of f and f Q × f Q × . . . × f Q its range.
We refer to dim(f ) := k as the dimension of the multiple matching f . The multiple
matching f can also be written as a set f ∗ of (k+1)-tuples from P × Q1 × Q2 × . . . × Qk
with (p, q1 , . . . , qk ) ∈ f ∗ ⇔ f j (p) = qj , qj ∈ Qj , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The number |f ∗ | of
(k+1)-tuples will be referred to as the size of f .
1
2
The set of all multiple matchings f with domain f P ⊆ P and range f Q × f Q × . . . ×
k
f Q ⊆ Q1 × Q2 × . . . × Qk is denoted by F(P, Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qk ).

Remark 6.2.2 (Reference and Query Sets). While for a pairwise matching f ∈ F(P, Q)
the sets P and Q can be exchanged, in a multiple matching f˜ ∈ F(P, Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qk ) the
set P has an extraordinary status. We call P the reference set and the sets Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qk
the query sets. Likewise, the underlying molecules will be called reference molecule and
query molecules, respectively.
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Remark 6.2.3 (Mapping of Query Sets). In the first place, a multiple matching defines
a mapping of the reference set to the Cartesian product of the query sets. However,
implicitly it also defines mappings between the query sets, where two points qk ∈ Qk and
ql ∈ Ql are mapped to each other, if they belong to the same multiple matching tuple.
Hence, we can think of a multiple matching as a mapping that relates the elements of all
sets participating in the matching to each other.
The definition of a combined pairwise matching (cf. Definition 5.3.1) w.r.t. decompositions of the involved point sets can also be extended to multiple matchings in a straightforward way. This leads us to the definition of combined multiple matchings.
Definition 6.2.4 (Combined Multiple Matching). Let P , Q1 , . . ., Qk be finite sets with
1 N
k N
decompositions {Pi }N
i=1 , {Qi }i=1 , . . ., {Qi }i=1 , respectively (cf. Definition 5.3.1). Fur1
2
k
thermore, let fi ∈ F(Pi , Qi , Qi , . . . , Qi ), i = 1, . . . , N , be multiple matchings on Pi , Q1i ,
. . ., Qki . Then we define the combined multiple matching f ∈ F(P, Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qk ) w.r.t.
1 N
k N
the decompositions {Pi }N
i=1 , {Qi }i=1 , . . ., {Qi }i=1 by
f (p) := fi (p), if p ∈ Pi .
It directly follows that
∗

f =

N
[

fi∗ .

i=1

Even though the notion of a pairwise matching is easily extended to a multiple matching, the score of a multiple matching is not as easily generalized. If we again take a look
at multiple sequence alignment, the sum-of-pairs score, given by the sum of scores of the
pairwise sequence alignments induced by the multiple sequence alignment, has been used
by many people [72]. In analogy to multiple sequence alignments, we can define the sumof-pairs score of a multiple matching f as the sum of scores of the pairwise matchings
induced by f (cf. Definition 6.2.1).
e k be a multiple
e1 × Q
e2 × . . . × Q
Definition 6.2.5 (Sum-of-Pairs Score). Let f : Pe → Q
j
j
e , j = 1, . . . , k, be the pairwise matchings induced by f .
matching and let f : Pe → Q
Then the sum-of-pairs score of the multiple matching f is defined as
score∗sp (P, Q1 , . . . , Qk ; f )

:=

k
X

score∗ (P, Qj ; f j ) .

j=1

This score is only comparable for multiple matchings with the same dimension k, i.e. for
multiple matchings in which the same number of molecules are involved. In order to be
able to compare multiple matchings of different dimensions, we need to normalize the
sum-of-pairs score, yielding the normalized sum-of-pairs score.
e1 × Q
e2 × . . . × Q
e k be
Definition 6.2.6 (Normalized Sum-of-Pairs Score). Let f : Pe → Q
a multiple matching. Then the normalized sum-of-pairs score of f is defined as
score∗nsp (P, Q1 , . . . , Qk ; f ) :=

score∗sp (P, Q1 , . . . , Qk ; f )
.
k

(6.1)
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Computing Multiple Matchings

In this section we explain how we generate multiple matchings from sets of pairwise matchings. Essentially, this is done by representing each pairwise matching as a bit-string and
successively intersecting these bit-strings to generate multiple matchings. After each intersection, we need to check whether the intersected bit-string already exists. To do this
efficiently, we use PATRICIA trees. For ease of reading, we only describe PATRICIA
trees in Section 6.2.3. Since it is a technical detail not necessary for understanding the
computation of multiple matchings, it may be skipped at first reading. For the following
subsection it should suffice, that PATRICIA trees enable us to quickly identify equal bitstrings. Each bit-string is represented by a single leaf, which stores the multiple matchings
corresponding to the respective bit-string.
Intersection of Matching Bit-Strings
The first step in computing multiple matchings from pairwise matchings is to represent
the domain of each pairwise matching as a bit-string of length equal to the number of
elements in the reference set (cf. Remark 6.2.2), where each bit is set, if and only if the
corresponding element of the reference set is in the domain of the pairwise matching.
Definition 6.2.7 (Pairwise Matching Bit-String). Let f ∈ F(P, Q) be a pairwise matching
with domain f P ⊆ P . Then bf : P → {0, 1}, defined by
(
1 , if p ∈ f P
,
bf (p) :=
0 , otherwise
denotes the mapping of f to its associated matching bit-string bf . For a bit-string b we
denote by |b| the number of bits equal to 1, i.e. |bf | = |f P |. The definition of a pairwise
matching bit-string can be directly transferred to multiple matchings. Thus, for a multiple
matching we will use the same notations as for pairwise matchings.
Since we consider pairwise matchings with the same reference set P only, the bit-strings
of these pairwise matchings have equal lengths. For two such strings, the intersection can
be defined as follows.
Definition 6.2.8 (Intersection of Matching Bit-Strings). Let f 0 and f 00 be two matchings, pairwise or multiple, with matching bit-strings bf 0 and bf 00 , respectively. Then the
intersection of bf 0 and bf 00 is denoted by bf 0 ∧ bf 00 and defined by
(
1 , if bf 0 (p) = 1 ∧ bf 00 (p) = 1
(bf 0 ∧ bf 00 )(p) :=
.
0 , otherwise
It is not feasible to compute all intersections, in particular those that have a small
number of bits set to 1, since the number of intersection bit-strings grows exponentially
with the dimension of the multiple matchings. We therefore need to restrict this number
to a manageable size. We do this by introducing a minimum size constraint, which is a
user-specified minimum of the number of bits set to 1 in a multiple matching bit-string.
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Definition 6.2.9 (Minimum Size of Multiple Matchings). Let P be the reference point
set, and let Q1 , . . . , QM be the query point sets. Let Fi ⊂ F(P, Qi ), i = 1, . . . , M , denote
the sets of computed pairwise matchings of point sets P and Qi . For Fi , i = 1, . . . , M ,
we denote by minSize(Fi ) the minimum size a multiple matching containing query set Qi
needs to have.
In our experiments, we specified the minSize(Fi ) with the help of a relative minimum
size, minSizerel ∈ (0.0, 1.0], such that
minSize(Fi ) = minSizerel · max |fi | .
fi ∈Fi

(6.2)

Since the maximum size of the pairwise matchings, i.e. the maximum number of bits
set to 1 in any pairwise matching bit-string, may vary considerably among the pairwise
matching sets Fi , this minimum varies from query point set to query point set. Recall,
that we are not only interested in multiple matchings from F(P, Q1 , Q2 , . . . , QM ), but
in multiple matchings from all possible sets F(P, Ql1 , Ql2 , . . . , Qlk ), k = 1, . . . , M , and
lj ∈ {1, . . . , M } pairwise distinct. Included here are pairwise matchings, which, in fact,
are multiple matchings of dimension 1 and as such they will be handled.
In order to be able to give the complete algorithm, we need one further definition,
namely the definition of a maximal multiple matching.
Definition 6.2.10 (Maximal Multiple Matching). Let P be the reference point set, and
let Q1 , . . . , QM be the query point sets. Furthermore, let Fe be a set of multiple matchings
from all possible sets F(P, Ql1 , Ql2 , . . . , Qlk ), k = 1, . . . , M , and lj ∈ {1, . . . , M } pairwise
distinct. More precisely,
[
Fe ⊂
F(P, Ql1 , Ql2 , . . . , Qlk ) .
k=1,...,M
lj ∈{1,...,M }
li 6=lj ,∀i6=j

Then a multiple matching f ∈ Fe is a maximal multiple matching w.r.t. Fe if and only if
there does not exist a multiple matching f˜ ∈ Fe satisfying the following two properties
(maximality constraints):
1. f P = f˜P , and
2. dim(f ) < dim(f˜).
The Algorithm
The aim of the algorithm is to compute all maximal multiple matchings (cf. Definition 6.2.10) satisfying the minimum size constraint (cf. Definition 6.2.9) given by the
values minSize(Fi ), i = 1, . . . , M . The complete algorithm for this problem is given in
Algorithm 6.1.
We store the maximal multiple matchings, as they are computed, in the PATRICIA
tree. For each leaf v representing a multiple matching we maintain a list of matchings, denoted by v.matchings. This list contains all pairwise matchings that make up the multiple
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Algorithm 6.1 Computation of multiple matchings
Input: Reference set P and query sets Q1 , . . . , QM
i
Input: Family F = {Fi }M
i=1 of sets of pairwise matchings of P and Q , respectively
Output: PATRICIA tree T , implicitly containing all maximal multiple matchings
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

Fe ← arg minF ∈F minSize(F )
for all f ∈ Fe do
. Initialize PATRICIA tree T .
v ← insert bf into T
. Algorithm 6.2
v.matchings ← v.matchings ∪ f
v.minSize ← minSize(Fe)
end for
F ← F \ Fe
while F =
6 ∅ do
e
F ← arg minF ∈F minSize(F )
clear PATRICIA tree Te
for all f ∈ Fe do
v ← insert bf into Te
. Algorithm 6.2
v.matchings ← v.matchings ∪ f
end for
LT ← all leaves v of T
. Copy leaves to LT .
for all leaves ṽ of Te do
for all v ∈ LT do
b ← ṽ.string ∧ v.string
. Intersection.
if |b| ≥ v.minSize then
. Valid multiple matching.
w ← insert b into T
if w.matchings = ∅ then
. Is w a new leaf?
w.minSize ← v.minSize
end if
for all f ∈ v.matchings ∪ ṽ.matchings do
if f 6∈ w.matchings then
. Ensure that matching is unique.
w.matchings ← w.matchings ∪ {f }
end if
end for
end if
end for
for all f ∈ ṽ.matchings do
. Insert pairwise matchings.
w ← insert ṽ.string into T
if w.matchings = ∅ then
. Is w a new leaf?
w.minSize ← minSize(Fe)
end if
if f 6∈ w.matchings then
. Ensure that matching is unique.
w.matchings ← w.matchings ∪ {f }
end if
end for
end for
F ← F \ Fe
end while
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matching. By v.minSize we denote the minimum size a multiple matching containing the
matchings stored at v must have.
After Algorithm 6.1 has been run, each leaf of the PATRICIA tree T might in fact
contain more than one multiple matching, since more than one pairwise matching of the
same set Fi may be contained in the list of matchings. If this happens, we simply generate
all possible combinations of pairwise matchings. In practice, however, this is rarely the
case, in particular for large point sets.
The minimum size constraint of all multiple matchings is guaranteed by lines 1, 5, 9,
19, 22, and 34. Lines 1 and 9 ensure that we combine the sets of pairwise matchings in a
sorted order, starting with the pairwise matching set F , having the smallest minSize(F ),
i.e., which introduces the most restrictive constraint. In lines 5, 22, and 34 we set the
minSize-value for new leaves. Since we start with the pairwise matching set having the
smallest minSize-value, these lines together with line 19 guarantee that each multiple
matching obeys the minimum size constraint. Here, line 19 decides whether a new multiple
matching, created by intersecting a previously generated multiple matching with a new
pairwise matching, is a valid multiple matching. Recall, that |b| denotes the number of
bits in b set to 1.
The maximality constraints (cf. Definition 6.2.10) are satisfied by merging all multiple
matchings as well as all pairwise matchings into the same PATRICIA tree T (cf. lines 3,
20, and 32). That is to say, this constraint is guaranteed by construction of the algorithm.
The reason for line 15 lies in the fact that we do not want new multiple matchings
to be created due to “self-intersection”, i.e. due to intersection of a multiple matching
already containing a matching from set F with a pairwise matching of the same set F .
Pairwise matchings of the same set are only inserted into the same leaf by merging all newly
generated multiple matchings into the same PATRICIA tree T (cf. previous paragraph).
Therefore, we need to copy all leaves of tree T before we start intersecting the leaves with
the pairwise matchings of a new set.
Beside the “exhaustive” computation of multiple matchings as described here, we also
implemented a greedy method, which was only used in this thesis to compute multiple
alignments for the set of odor molecules presented in the introduction, Section 1.2. In
this greedy method, we start with the largest pairwise matching as multiple matching
and subsequently intersect the current multiple matching with a new pairwise matching,
such that in each step the multiple matching is maximized. However, since in each step
we compute the maximal multiple matching only w.r.t. the previous maximal multiple
matching, it is not guaranteed that we find the true optimum, as is often the case with
greedy methods.

6.2.3

PATRICIA Trees

During the generation of multiple matchings, which was described in Section 6.2.2, a large
number of matchings is generated which need to be stored efficiently such that matchings
with equal domain (cf. Definition 6.2.1) can be identified quickly. This can be achieved by
representing the domain of each multiple matching as a bit-string of length equal to the
number of elements in the reference set (cf. Remark 6.2.2), where each bit is set, if and only
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between binary tree (left) and PATRICIA tree (right), from top to
bottom with 1, 2, and 3 stored bit-strings. The numbers along the edges denote a single bit
character. The bit-string below each leaf denotes the bit-string stored in that leaf. These bitstrings are equal to the bit-strings built when concatenating the bit characters along the path to
the leaf. In the case of the binary tree, these bit characters are simply the bits along the edges. In
the case of the PATRICIA tree, the bit-string is made up from the bit characters along the edges
plus the substrings next to the nodes, which can have empty substrings.

if the corresponding element of the reference set is in the domain of the multiple matching.
With this transformation we can represent the domain of each multiple matching as a bitstring. All bit-strings of multiple matchings with the same reference set have equal lengths.
Thus, the domains of two multiple matchings are equal if their bit-strings are equal. So
the problem of identifying identical domains reduces to the problem of identifying equal
bit-strings.
Kirchner [97] uses a binary tree to store bit-strings. If l is the length of the bit-string,
then this binary tree has depth l. Each path from the root of the tree to a leaf represents a
different bit-string, where the i’th level represents the i’th bit. Starting from the root, the
path is traversed along the right child of the current node, if the corresponding bit is set.
Otherwise the path is traversed along the left child. In a binary tree, each path from the
root to a leaf has exactly length l (cf. Figure 6.1, left). If the bit-strings are short, binary
trees are efficient. However, the number of internal nodes grows exponentially. Thus, for
larger bit-string lengths, binary trees need too much storage.
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A more efficient data structure, both in terms of run time to identify equal bit-strings
and in terms of required storage, was already introduced in 1968 by Donald R. Morrison [128]. This data structure is called PATRICIA tree (PATRICIA – Practical Algorithm
To Retrieve Information Code in Alphanumeric). Even though the data structure was originally developed to store alphanumerical strings, it can directly be applied to bit-strings.
In a PATRICIA tree, internal nodes are only added if they are necessary for separating
distinct bit-strings. As a consequence, the number of internal nodes in a PATRICIA tree
is always one less than the number of leaves. So in the simplest case, if only one string
is stored in the tree, this string is directly stored in the root node, which in this case is
considered to be a leaf (cf. Figure 6.1, right, top). In the binary tree, a bit character is
associated with each edge. In the PATRICIA tree, additionally a substring, which may be
the empty string, is associated with each node. If we follow a path from the root to a leaf,
the bit characters associated with the edges plus the substrings associated with the nodes
along the path make up the bit-string represented by that leaf (cf. Figure 6.1, right).
For our purpose we only need a single operation to be performed on the PATRICIA
tree, which is insertion. When inserting a bit-string into a tree T , we start at the root
node. Let T.r denote the root node and for each node v let v.left denote its left child and
v.right denote its right child. Furthermore, let v.string denote the substring associated
with v, and for a string s let s.length denote the length of s, and let s[i] denote the i’th
bit of s. Moreover, by s.substring(i, j) we denote the substring of s from i to j. If j < i,
s.substring(i, j) is the empty string. Then the insertion operation on a PATRICIA tree is
accomplished by Algorithm 6.2.

6.3

Rating of Multiple Matchings

The algorithm presented in Section 6.2 usually generates a large number of multiple matchings. In order to allow the user to step through these multiple matchings and their resulting
alignments, we need to bring the alignments into a feasible order. This is not an easy task,
not because the number of alignments might be too large, but because the alignments are
not easily comparable. The reason for this lies in the fact that the multiple matchings
vary not only in size, but also in dimension, and, e.g., the normalized sum-of-pairs score
(cf. Definition 6.2.6). Some of these scoring functions are competing, i.e. improving one of
them will most certainly worsen another one. For example, if a multiple matching has a
larger dimension, it will, in general, have a smaller normalized sum-of-pairs score. Thus, in
order to consider all scoring functions equally well, we need a means that is not dependent
on a certain choice of weights for the scoring functions. We use the concept of Pareto
dominance, which we introduce in the following subsection.

6.3.1

Pareto Sets

What is generally done in the case of multiple scoring functions is to compose an overall
scoring function from all scoring functions, where a certain weight is assigned to each
single scoring function. The quality of such an overall scoring function, however, depends
largely on the choice of the weights.
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Algorithm 6.2 Insertion operation for a PATRICIA tree
Input: PATRICIA tree T , bit-string s to be inserted
Output: leaf v whose path from the root is equal to s
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

if T.isEmpty () then
T.r.string ← s
else
v ← T.r
i←1
while i ≤ s.length do
t ← v.string
for j ← 1, t.length do
if s[i] 6= t[j] then
v 0 ← new Node
v 00 ← new Node
v.string ← t.substring (1, j − 1)
v 0 .string ← s.substring (i + 1, s.length)
v 00 .string ← t.substring (j + 1, t.length)
if s[i] = 1 then
v.right ← v 0
v.left ← v 00
else
v.left ← v 0
v.right ← v 00
end if
return v 0
end if
i←i+1
end for
if i > s.length then
return v
. Bit-string s has been inserted previously
else if s[i] = 1 then
v ← v.right
else
v ← v.left
end if
end while
end if
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For sorting alignments according to multiple scoring functions, Handschuh [74] used
the concept of Pareto optimization developed by Vilfredo Pareto [61] to solve multidimensional optimization problems. According to the optimization due to Pareto, an
optimal state is reached if no parameter can be improved without worsening another parameter [74]. Instead of combining all scoring functions, i.e. parameters, into a single
overall scoring function, we consider the values of all scoring functions of each multiple
matching as a vector and define a partial relation on these vectors. Using this relation we
generate so-called Pareto sets [166], where each set contains multiple matchings that are
considered to be equally good. There exists a total order on these sets, but not on the
elements within the sets.
Definition 6.3.1 (Vector Dominance). Let u, v ∈ Rk . Then vector u = (u1 , . . . , uk ) is
said to dominate vector v = (v1 , . . . , vk ), denoted by u  v, if and only if u is partially
larger than v, i.e.,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : ui ≥ vi ∧
∃j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : uj > vj .
By u 6 v we denote the fact that u does not dominate v. Note, that u 6 v does not
necessarily mean v  u.
With the relation of vector dominance we can now define the notions Pareto set and
Pareto set dominance.
Definition 6.3.2 (Pareto Set). Let P ⊂ Rk be a set of vectors of dimension k. Then P
is called Pareto set if and only if P satisfies
∀u, v ∈ P : u 6 v .
Definition 6.3.3 (Pareto Set Dominance). Let P and Q be two Pareto sets. Then P is
said to dominate Q, denoted by P  Q, if and only if
∀q ∈ Q ∃p ∈ P : p  q ∧
∀p̃ ∈ P ∀q̃ ∈ Q : q̃ 6 p̃ .
Given a set of multiple matchings, instead of computing a total order on the elements
in this set, we are interested in decomposing the set of all multiple matchings into Pareto
sets. This leads us to the definition of Pareto set decomposition.
Definition 6.3.4 (Pareto Set Decomposition). Let P ⊂ Rk be a set of vectors of dimension k and let {Pi }ni=1 be a decomposition of P. Then {Pi }ni=1 is called a Pareto set
decomposition of P, if Pi , i = 1, . . . , n, are Pareto sets which satisfy
(Pi  Pj ) ∨ (Pj  Pi ) , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 6= j .
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It follows directly from Definition 6.3.4 that there exists a total order on the Pareto
sets given by the Pareto set decomposition. The Pareto set dominating all other Pareto
sets of this decomposition is called Pareto optimal set. More formally it can be defined as
follows.
Definition 6.3.5 (Pareto Optimal Set). Let P ⊂ Rk and let {Pi }ni=1 be a decomposition
of P. Then we call Pk , k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the Pareto optimal set of P, if
Pk  Pi , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 6= k .

6.3.2

Sorting

To use the concept of Pareto dominance for sorting the multiple matchings, for each
multiple matching we transform the values of all, say n, scoring functions into a vector of
dimension n, where each dimension represents the same scoring function for all multiple
matchings. We then compute the Pareto set decomposition (cf. Definition 6.3.4) of the
set of vectors representing all multiple matchings. There exists a total order on this
decomposition which we use to group the multiple matchings. As mentioned previously,
the elements of each Pareto set are considered equally good. In general, in each Pareto
set there exist multiple matchings of different (potentially all possible) dimensions. Also,
e.g. multiple matchings with smaller size but larger score will exist in each Pareto set.
Since the computation of multiple matchings, as proposed in Section 6.2, is based on
intersecting pairwise matchings, an additional score might be of interest. This score, the
average matching score, averages the pairwise matchings from which a multiple matching
was computed.
Definition 6.3.6 (Average Matching Score). Let f ∈ F(P, Ql1 , . . . , Qlk ) be a
matching generated by intersecting k pairwise matchings fi ∈ F(P, Qli ). In
to the normalized sum-of-pairs score which averages the score of the induced
matchings, the average matching score is defined on the scores of the original
matchings.
k
1 X
score∗avg (P, Ql1 , . . . , Qlk ; f ) :=
score∗ (P, Qlj ; fj ) .
k

multiple
contrast
pairwise
pairwise
(6.3)

j=1

This score looks very similar to the one defined in Definition 6.2.6. The crucial difference lies in the pairwise matchings whose score is averaged. In Definition 6.2.6 these were
the pairwise matchings induced by the multiple matching. The size of all induced pairwise
matchings is the same. In this score, we average over the pairwise matchings from which
the multiple matching was computed. The size of these pairwise matchings may differ
largely.

6.4

Experimental Results

From the pairwise alignments of the thermolysin and HIV-1 protease inhibitors presented
in Section 5.6, we computed multiple alignments with the algorithmic approach described
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in the preceding sections. This was done both for the experimental conformers and the
conformer ensembles. We also computed multiple alignments from pairwise atom alignments and compared them with the multiple alignments computed from pairwise surface
alignments. All results are described in the subsequent subsections.
Let us recall, that the pairwise alignments presented in Section 5.6 represent diverse
pairwise matchings, and that we only considered the 10 top-ranked pairwise alignments
for each query molecule. The same 10 pairwise alignments of each query molecule were
now used to compute multiple alignments.
While for the pairwise alignment several parameters had to be specified, for the computation of multiple alignments, we only need one parameter, namely the relative minimum
size (cf. Equation 6.2). In all experiments we used a relative minimum size between 0.3
and 0.4, depending on the number of multiple matchings that were generated. We generally started with a value of 0.4. If the number of multiple matchings generated with this
value was too small, we decreased the value in steps of 0.05.
Ranking of the multiple matchings was done using the normalized sum of pairs score
(cf. Definition 6.2.6), the average pairwise matching score (cf. Definition 6.3.6), and the
size and dimension of the multiple matchings (cf. Definition 6.2.1).
After sorting the multiple matchings, which were computed w.r.t. the user-specified
relative minimum size, a single multiple matching was selected from the Pareto optimal
set (cf. Definition 6.3.5). As criterion for the selection of this multiple matching, we used
the minimal rms distance criterion. That is to say, we selected the multiple matching with
the minimal rms distance to the experimental conformers over all molecules.

6.4.1

Thermolysin Inhibitors

Experimental Conformers
The computation of multiple alignments, as presented in this paragraph, was done on the
basis of the pairwise alignments of experiments 2a and 3 (cf. Section 5.6.2), respectively.
The results are summarized in Tables B.1 and B.2.
In all but five cases, the selected multiple surface alignments (cf. Table B.1) positioned
the experimental conformers to the experimental position with an rms distance below
1.0 Å. In only one of these cases, the rms distance was above 1.5 Å, yet below 2.0 Å. In this
case, the inhibitor 3TMN was involved, which misses the negatively charged group present
in the other inhibitors. Multiple alignments without 3TMN gave even better results. A
comparison of two multiple alignments, one of which includes 3TMN, is given in Figures 6.2
and 6.3. In these multiple alignments, the inhibitor 5TLN, which is least similar to the
rest of the inhibitors, was used as reference structure. A close-up of the negatively charged
groups together with their corresponding matched surface points is shown in Figure 6.4.
The results of multiple atom alignment (cf. Table B.2) are much worse than those of
multiple surface alignment. In 25 of 56 cases, the rms distance was above 1.0 Å, and in
three of these cases even above 2.0 Å. Partly, these results can be explained by the already
worse pairwise atom alignments. But in contrast to multiple surface alignment, with
multiple atom alignment the rms distances increased compared to the rms distances from
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Figure 6.2: Multiple surface alignment of the thermolysin inhibitors with the experimental conformer of 5TLN (yellow, ball-and-stick) as reference structure (cf. Table B.1). The inhibitor 3TMN
(light blue) is aligned worst with an rms distance of 1.76 Å. All other inhibitors are aligned with
an rms distance below 1.0 Å. In the left image, the surface of 5TLN is shown together with the
matched surface points of all molecules. Note, that in the region of the negatively charged group
(red circle), there are hardly any matched points. This is due to the fact that inhibitor 3TMN not
only misses a negatively charged group in this region, but has no atoms there at all.

Figure 6.3: Multiple surface alignment of the thermolysin inhibitors except for 3TMN with the
experimental conformer of 5TLN (yellow, ball-and-stick) as reference structure. In the left image
the surface of 5TLN is shown together with the matched surface points of all molecules. Note the
large number of matched surface points in the region of the negatively charged group (red circle).
This large number of points is due to a superposition of several properties, namely shape, acceptor
and negative MEP, denoted by different colors. In Figure 6.4, this region is shown as close-up view.
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Figure 6.4: Close-up of negatively charged group binding to the zinc ion (cf. Figure 6.3). The
small spheres denote the matched surface points of all inhibitors except 3TMN, which misses this
group. Different colors represent different properties, i.e., the dark blue spheres represent shape, the
light green spheres represent acceptor points, and the yellow spheres represent a negative charge.
Note, that even though the atomic structure of the overlaid groups varies, the physico-chemical
properties on the surface are very similar. Left: The semi-transparent surface depicts the solvent
excluded surface of 5TLN. Right: Negatively charged groups of the inhibitors in the active site of
thermolysin, interacting with the positively charged region (red) around the zinc ion. The SES of
thermolysin has been colored according to the electrostatic potential.

pairwise alignment. The most probable reason for this phenomenon lies in the scaffold
based alignment. As a result of multiple alignment, the scaffolds become even smaller and
thereby the molecules might get aligned worse. For molecules whose scaffolds fit perfectly
well, this has no negative effect, but if the scaffolds fit not as good, this effect becomes
more dominant.
Ensemble of Conformers
The multiple alignment results presented in this paragraph are based on the pairwise alignments of experiments 4 and 5 (cf. Section 5.6.2), respectively. The results are summarized
in Tables B.3 and B.4.
Neither with atom alignment nor with surface alignment did we obtain a satisfying
alignment for the inhibitor 3TMN, which is the smallest of the inhibitors and, as previously mentioned, misses the negatively charged group binding to the zinc ion of thermolysin. Consequently, 3TMN is not selective enough to identify active conformers and
their “correct” positions via a multiple alignment.
All inhibitors except for 3TMN performed well as reference structures for surface alignment. A look at Table B.3, however, reveals that all inhibitors had some minor problems
with 5TLN. In four multiple alignments, the imino-hydroxyl moiety of 5TLN is disoriented
(cf. Figure 6.6). This problem can already be observed in the pairwise alignments (cf.
Table A.12) and is due to the fact that the surface patch of this wrongly oriented iminohydroxyl moiety matches very well with the surface of several reference structures (cf.
Figure 6.5). Note that in the experimental positions, the imino-hydroxyl moiety of 5TLN
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Figure 6.5: Multiple surface alignment of the thermolysin inhibitors except for 3TMN with the
experimental conformer of 5TLN (yellow, ball-and-stick) as reference structure and the ensemble
conformers of the other inhibitors as query structures (cf. Table B.3). In the left image, the surface
of 5TLN is shown together with the matched surface points of all aligned molecules. A comparison
with Figure 6.3 reveals a high similarity to the experimental positions w.r.t. the regions inside
the solvent excluded surface of 5TLN. Differences are visible outside its surface. Note, that the
distribution of matched surface points also shows a high similarity. The red circle denotes the
imino-hydroxyl moiety, which is wrongly oriented in the alignment shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Multiple surface alignment of the thermolysin inhibitors except for 3TMN with
the experimental conformer of 1TLP (light brown, ball-and-stick) as reference structure and the
ensemble conformers of the other inhibitors as query structures (cf. Table B.3). In the left image,
the surface of 5TLN is shown together with the matched surface points of all aligned molecules.
Again, the distribution of matched surface points is very similar to that of the multiple alignments
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.5. Note, that the imino-hydroxyl moiety (red circle) of 5TLN (yellow),
which used to point upwards (cf. Figure 6.5), is wrongly oriented in order to match the surface of
1TLP (left image).
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is not overlaid with any other inhibitor. Thus, in this respect the experimental alignment
is not favorable over this wrong orientation. In all cases, however, the charged hydroxamic
acid group is oriented correctly. Example alignments with 5TLN and 1TLP as reference
structures are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.
The results of atom alignment are similar to those of surface alignment with the exception that with 5TLN as reference structure no satisfactory multiple alignment could be
found with atom alignment, but only with surface alignment. Hence, surface alignment
seems to be superior to atom alignment also for the task of identifying active conformers
and their “correct” positions.

6.4.2

HIV-1 Protease Inhibitors

Experimental Conformers
The multiple alignments of the HIVPI experimental conformers are based on the pairwise alignments of experiments 7a and 8 (cf. Section 5.6.2), respectively. The results are
summarized in Tables B.5 and B.6.
The multiple alignment results of the experimental conformers of the HIVPIs are very
similar to those of the thermolysin inhibitors. Using surface alignment, for all inhibitors
acting as reference structure almost perfect multiple alignments could be found. There are
only a few instances with an rms distance slightly larger than 1.0 Å (cf. Table B.5). One
example alignment with TPV as reference structure is shown in Figure 6.7. A close-up
of TPV in the active site of the HIV-1 protease together with the matched surface points
from the multiple alignment is depicted in Figure 6.8.
The results of atom alignment are a lot worse than those of surface alignment. All
table entries show an rms distance above 1.0 Å (cf. Table B.6). This is in analogy to the
thermolysin inhibitors, where the rms distance also deteriorated from pairwise alignment
to multiple alignment. Multiple atom alignment determines small but well fitting scaffolds
which take too little of the molecular structures into account to compute good multiple
alignments.
Ensemble of Conformers
The computation of multiple alignments of the HIVPI ensemble conformers was done on
the basis of the pairwise alignments of experiments 9 and 10 (cf. Section 5.6.2), respectively.
The results are summarized in Tables B.7 and B.8.
The results of the surface alignment (cf. Table B.7) are again very satisfying with
only two rms distances above 4.0 Å and only one complete miss alignment. Even if
tipranavir (TPV) is used as reference structure, which is least similar to the other inhibitors, very good results were obtained. Although the rms distances are above 2.0 Å,
except for lopinavir (LPV), a closer look at the aligned structures reveals that the large
rms values are mainly due to disoriented terminating groups, which, in this alignment,
point towards the flaps of the HIV-1 protease. These groups are also not matched in the
alignment of the experimental conformers, since tipranavir does not have atoms in this
region. The alignment can be seen in Figure 6.9. A second multiple alignment, here with
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Figure 6.7: Multiple surface alignment of the HIVPI’s experimental conformers with the experimental conformer of TPV (yellow, ball-and-stick) as reference structure (cf. Table B.5). Left
column: Surface of TPV together with the matched surface points of all molecules. One dominant
point cluster consisting of shape, donor and acceptor points is clearly visible (red circle). In this
region, a hydroxyl group is present in all molecules, allowing to build a hydrogen bond, whereby
the oxygen may function as acceptor and the hydrogen as donor. Hence, in this region, both donor
and acceptor points are present. Top row: Side view. Bottom row: Top view.

Figure 6.8: Experimental conformer of TPV in active site of HIV-1 protease. In this view, the
flaps of the HIV-1 protease, which are not shown, are above the active site (cf. Figure 5.6). The
small spheres depict the matched points from the multiple surface alignment shown in Figure 6.7.
These points describe the shape of the active site very well. The donor/acceptor region (cf. Figure 6.7) can be seen in the bottom center of the image, depicted by the cluster of green and blue
spheres.
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Figure 6.9: Multiple surface alignment of the HIVPIs with the experimental conformer of TPV
(yellow, ball-and-stick) as reference structure and ensemble conformers of the other HIVPIs as
query structures (cf. Table B.7). Left column: Surface of TPV together with the matched surface
points of all molecules. The dominant point cluster representing the donor and acceptor region is
still visible though less clear (bottom left image, bottom center). The rms distances of all molecules
except for that of LPV are above 2 Å. These large rms distances are mainly due to the ring moieties
sticking out of the aligned structures (bottom row, top center). Top row: Side view. Bottom row:
Top view.

RTV as reference structure, is shown in Figure 6.10. This alignment correctly overlays the
above mentioned terminating groups. The differences regarding these groups are already
due to the differences in the computation of pairwise alignments.

6.5

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter described in detail, how multiple alignments are computed from pairwise
alignments. To be more precise, multiple matchings, which define multiple alignments,
are computed from pairwise matchings defining pairwise alignments.
We computed multiple surface alignments as well as multiple atom alignments from
the pairwise alignments presented in the previous chapter (cf. Section 5.6.2). This was
done by intersecting pairwise matchings successively. Since the number of possible intersections grows exponentially with the number of molecules, the size of the multiple
matchings had to be restricted. In order to efficiently store the multiple matchings, such
that identical matching bit-strings can be quickly found, PATRICIA trees were applied.
Using the above mentioned size restriction and PATRICIA trees as data structure, multi-
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Figure 6.10: Multiple surface alignment of the HIVPIs with the experimental conformer of RTV
(light brown, ball-and-stick) as reference structure and ensemble conformers of the other HIVPIs as
query structures (cf. Table B.7). Left column: Surface of RTV together with the matched surface
points of all molecules. Again, the point cluster representing the donor and acceptor region is
visible (bottom left image, bottom center). The rms distances of all molecules are below 1.5 Å.
Top row: Side view. Bottom row: Top view.

ple alignments could be computed in interactive times. The multiple matchings were then
partially sorted according to multiple scoring functions using the concept of Pareto set decomposition. In order to investigate whether the multiple alignment algorithm generated
feasible alignments, the Pareto optimal set was examined whether it contains a multiple
alignment close to the experimentally given positions. Note, that all multiple alignments
contained in the Pareto optimal set are considered to be equally good. A comparison
of the computed multiple surface and atom alignments with the experimental positions
yielded the following results.
Alignment of Experimental Conformers. For the thermolysin inhibitors, the multiple alignments obtained from atom alignment and surface alignment gave similar results
with a slight advantage of surface alignment over atom alignment, in particular for inhibitor 5TLN as reference structure, which is most dissimilar to the other inhibitors.
While multiple surface alignment generally improved the rms distances w.r.t. the pairwise
alignments, with multiple atom alignment the opposite is the case. This could also, and
even more clearly, be observed for the HIV-1 protease inhibitors. Here, for two inhibitors
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as reference structure, the multiple atom alignment algorithm could not successfully align
tipranavir, which has a distinct scaffold to the other molecules.
The increase of rms distance observed for multiple atom alignments can be explained
as follows. The atom alignments are based on atom matchings, i.e. one-to-one correspondences of atoms. Hence, in regions where the atoms cannot get overlaid perfectly, i.e.
regions where the molecules’ scaffolds differ, the atom alignment algorithm chooses the
atom which is closer. However, even though a second atom might only be slightly further
away, this atom will be completely ignored. In surface alignment using points distributed
on the molecular surface, the surface contribution of each atom is represented by several
points. Hence, surface points belonging to one atom of the first molecule can correspond
to surface points belonging to distinct atoms of the second molecule. Consequently, although a surface matching represents a one-to-one correspondence of surface points, it
also represents a “fuzzy” correspondence between atoms or atomic surface patches. This
affects pairwise alignments too, but is amplified in the case of multiple alignments, where
the number of corresponding points or atoms is reduced due to the intersection of the
matchings. What remains in the case of atom alignment is generally a rather small common scaffold. Where such a common scaffold does not exist among all molecules, problems
arise.
Identification of Active Conformers. In all but one case, the correct position of
inhibitor 3TMN could not be identified using multiple surface alignment. This is due to
the small size of 3TMN, which results in a rather small surface overlap with the other
molecular surfaces. Here, atom alignment, indeed, produced better results. Except for
two cases, with atom alignment an ensemble conformer of 3TMN could be positioned close
to the experimental position. Due to its small size and the large flexibility of the other
molecules, however, with 3TMN used as reference structure, the identification of satisfying
multiple alignments failed for both surface alignment and atom alignment.
For tipranavir, atom alignment already failed to compute satisfying pairwise alignments
in the ensemble test, i.e. the identification of an active conformer. Hence, we did not
consider tipranavir for multiple atom alignment, but only for multiple surface alignment.
But even if we ignore tipranavir, multiple surface alignment produced better results. First
tests showed, that the results for multiple surface alignment could be improved if more
than the 10 top-ranked pairwise alignments were used. This should also be the case
for multiple atom alignment. However, we have not yet performed exhaustive tests to
investigate this further.
Final Conclusion. For the considered experimental conformers of thermolysin inhibitors
and HIV-1 protease inhibitors, the proposed multiple surface alignment algorithm produced excellent results, which are superior to those of multiple atom alignment.
With the exception of the thermolysin inhibitor 3TMN, multiple surface alignment of
ensemble conformers also produced better results than multiple atom alignment. Partially,
this is due to the fact, that pairwise surface alignment already produced better results than
pairwise atom alignment. However, it is also due to the mentioned inherent problems of
atom alignment with molecules showing dissimilar scaffolds.

Chapter 7

Summary and Concluding
Remarks
Virtual drug design aims at designing new drugs in silico. One important step in virtual
drug design is the identification of new lead structures that constitute starting points for
the development of pharmaceutically active compounds. Large data bases exist that contain millions of known drugs and natural compounds. In order to screen these data bases
efficiently, a so called pharmacophore is often used. A pharmacophore represents a reduced
model carrying the most essential structural as well as physico-chemical features an active
compound needs to have. There are different methods to generate a pharmacophore, depending on whether or not the target protein, e.g. an enzyme, is known. In the absence of
the target protein, a pharmacophore can be identified by determining the common features
of known active compounds, if such features exist. The identification of common features
between several compounds requires a multiple alignment of the 3-dimensional structures
of these molecules. In contrast to pairwise alignments, multiple alignments are generally
based on a much smaller set of common features. Once multiple alignments have been
found, conventional methods for pharmacophore elucidation and quantitative structure
activity relationship (QSAR) analyses can be applied.
In the context of virtual drug design, where the functional similarity of drug-sized
molecules is defined by their ability to bind to the active site of the target protein, the
“outer shape” of the molecule is of particular importance. Consequently, in order to
identify functional similarities, the alignment algorithm should be based on the molecule’s
“outer shape”, which can be approximated by a specific kind of molecular surface, known
as solvent excluded surface.

Contributions
In this thesis, we introduced a new framework for multiple surface alignment of drug-sized
molecules. At the core of our approach lies a new flexible representation of molecular
surface and physico-chemical properties by sets of points. We investigated the applicability
of such a point-based representation to molecular surface alignment and made several
153
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contributions, which can be partitioned into three major fields:
• Distribution of points on triangular meshes.
• Pairwise surface alignment.
• Multiple alignment.
Distribution of Points on Triangular Meshes. The central step of our approach
is the generation of several point sets on the molecular surface, where each of these sets
represents a single molecular property, such as shape, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic
potential. The idea is to distribute points on the solvent excluded surface as regular as
possible with respect to a scalar field representing each molecular property. Here, the
scalar defines a local point density within each surface region.
To obtain such point distributions, we developed a new approach consisting of two
steps. In the first step, an initial point distribution is generated by applying a multilevel
k-way graph-partitioning algorithm [92], due to which very satisfying initial point distributions are generated. During the second step, the points are iteratively relaxed using
centroidal Voronoi tesselation [51], which we extended to triangular surface meshes [16].
Using this two-step approach, we obtained high-quality point distributions for constant as
well as smoothly varying scalar fields.
The proposed point distribution algorithm is not restricted to molecular surfaces.
Hence, it might also be of interest for other applications that require points to be distributed regularly on a triangular surface.
Pairwise Surface Alignment. For the pairwise surface alignment, we use the pointbased representation described above. To align two molecular surfaces, we generate a large
number of initial alignments, each of which is locally optimized using an efficient point
matching scheme [97]. We extended this point matching scheme to meet the demands
imposed by surface points [16] and developed a data structure speeding up the computation
of point matchings by a factor of three.
Cosgrove et al. [35] and Hofbauer [81] also used surface points to compute molecular
surface alignments. However, our approach differs in at least three respects. First, we
use considerably more points, which allows to represent the molecular shape much better.
Second, we represent each molecular property by a separate point set, while in their
approaches, a single point combines several properties. This simplifies the computation
of point matchings and allows an easier visual inspection of the results. Finally, while
Cosgrove et al. and Hofbauer use clique detection to align the point sets, we only use
clique detection to generate initial alignments. A comparison of the results obtained for a
set of eight thermolysin inhibitors revealed, that our approach gives better results while
being faster.
We also showed, that our algorithm can be used to align conformational densities representing metastable conformations. This is accomplished by aligning isodensity surfaces
generated from the conformational densities.
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Multiple Alignment. The discrete representation of molecular shape and properties
using points allows a straight forward computation of multiple alignments from pairwise
alignments by successive intersection of the pairwise matchings underlying the pairwise
alignments. However, this straight forward approach is challenged by two problems. First,
due to the large number of surface points, the number of multiple alignments might become
very large. And second, due to the local optimization scheme used for pairwise alignment,
several very similar pairwise alignments are generated, which entail a large number of very
similar multiple matchings.
The former challenge is met by introducing size restrictions on the one hand, and by
using an efficient data structure, called PATRICIA tree [128], on the other hand.
The latter problem is solved by removing similar pairwise alignments. This is accomplished by analyzing the root mean square (rms) distance of the transformed point sets in
3-dimensional space. We proved that it suffices to look at the translational part of the
rigid body transformation to obtain a lower bound to the rms distance, which renders the
determination of the true rms distance between most pairwise alignments unnecessary.
Concluding Remarks
We evaluated the quality of our proposed methods for pairwise and multiple surface alignment using two sets of molecules. The first set consisted of eight thermolysin inhibitors.
The second set consisted of seven HIV-1 protease inhibitors. For both sets, the experimental complex structures were available, which allowed a quantitative evaluation of the
obtained alignments.
Besides aligning the experimental conformers of the two sets of molecules, we also
computed ensembles of conformers using conformation analysis tools. These ensembles
were used to investigate, whether our surface alignment algorithm is able to identify active conformers. We compared these results with a previously published approach based
on point matching using the molecules’ atoms as points [15], i.e. atom alignment. This
comparison revealed that the surface alignment algorithm performed much better than
the atom alignment algorithm, in particular when comparing molecules with dissimilar
scaffolds.
Multiple alignments are generally based on a rather small set of features common to all
molecules participating in the multiple alignment. However, this small set of features often
carries more information than common features obtained from pairwise alignment. We
demonstrated, that by visual inspection of the multiple matchings, the user can already
gain much insight into the system of active compounds. If more quantitative insight is
needed, the generated multiple alignments may be used as input to a quantitative structure
activity relationship (QSAR) analysis.
Finally, from the high quality of the results we can conclude that the proposed surface
alignment algorithm represents a versatile tool for virtual drug design.

Appendix A

Results of Pairwise Surface
Alignment
This appendix contains the numerical results from Chapter 5.
In this appendix, two types of tables are given. The tables of the first type present the
numbers of initial transformations used for the computation of pairwise alignments. In
the tables of the second type, the rms (root mean square) distances w.r.t. to the computed
pairwise alignments are presented.
The tables which contain the rms distances have to be read as follows. The reference
molecule is given in the first column, and each row contains the results of the pairwise
alignments with the reference molecule’s experimental conformer. Every table entry contains two values, each of which measures the rms distance of the aligned query molecule
to its experimental conformer. While the first value is the rms distance of the pairwise
alignment with the highest score, the second value gives the smallest rms distance of any
of the 10 top-ranked alignments.
In order to allow to quickly grasp the main information given by each table, the following
colors were used for highlighting:
• green: rms distances between 1.0 and 2.0 Å.
• blue: rms distances between 2.0 and 4.0 Å.
• red: rms distances above 4.0 Å.
For a detailed discussion of the tables we refer the reader to Section 5.6.
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A.1

Thermolysin Inhibitors

A.1.1

Experimental Conformers

Table A.1: Experiment T1 and T3: Number of initial transformations.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
10728
7922
3111
3128
7202
4665
4817

1TLP
10728
–
10149
3290
3420
8926
5600
5921

1TMN
7922
10149
–
2666
2747
7186
4554
4672

3TMN
3111
3290
2666
–
1252
2336
1608
1772

5TLN
3128
3420
2747
1252
–
2566
1761
1728

4TMN
7202
8926
7186
2336
2566
–
4436
4494

5TMN
4665
5600
4554
1608
1761
4436
–
3453

6TMN
4817
5921
4672
1772
1728
4494
3453
–

Table A.2: Experiment T2: Number of initial transformations.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
10827
10916
3024
3890
7954
7338
6343

1TLP
10827
–
11191
3369
4043
7062
7574
6942

1TMN
10916
11191
–
3205
4114
7952
7936
7287

3TMN
3024
3369
3205
–
1367
2476
2371
2076

5TLN
3890
4043
4114
1367
–
3642
2782
2736

4TMN
7954
7062
7952
2476
3642
–
6372
6055

5TMN
7338
7574
7936
2371
2782
6372
–
6465

6TMN
6343
6942
7287
2076
2736
6055
6465
–
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Table A.3: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T1a).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.55/0.55
0.24/0.24
0.37/0.37
0.62/0.62
0.38/0.38
0.67/0.51
0.53/0.53

1TLP
0.40/0.40
–
0.91/0.56
1.25/0.77
0.77/0.77
0.86/0.86
0.85/0.85
0.88/0.88

1TMN
0.17/0.17
0.95/0.69
–
0.48/0.48
0.53/0.53
0.56/0.56
0.88/0.48
0.57/0.57

3TMN
0.25/0.25
0.89/0.89
0.43/0.43
–
1.27/1.11
0.37/0.37
0.57/0.57
0.74/0.70

5TLN
0.86/0.57
0.56/0.56
0.54/0.54
1.29/0.98
–
0.71/0.71
0.64/0.64
0.54/0.54

4TMN
0.43/0.43
0.85/0.85
0.78/0.48
0.75/0.75
0.72/0.72
–
0.32/0.32
0.53/0.53

5TMN
0.66/0.66
1.00/1.00
1.09/0.67
0.63/0.63
1.03/1.03
0.31/0.31
–
0.18/0.18

6TMN
0.95/0.95
1.14/1.14
0.67/0.67
0.85/0.78
0.62/0.62
0.51/0.51
0.18/0.18
–

Table A.4: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T1b).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.67/0.67
–
0.76/0.38
7.37/1.54
0.35/0.35
0.88/0.88
1.01/0.66

1TLP
0.77/0.65
–
0.39/0.39
0.56/0.56
8.11/5.85
1.09/0.97
0.96/0.92
0.77/0.77

1TMN
0.28/0.28
1.34/0.77
1.33/0.75
1.19/0.96
7.53/5.72
0.64/0.59
1.72/0.47
1.35/0.21

3TMN
0.38/0.38
0.45/0.45
0.89/0.71
–
3.56/1.91
6.44/5.71
0.59/0.59
2.87/0.64

5TLN
4.84/4.75
4.85/4.85
5.33/4.84
4.17/1.70
–
6.41/0.80
5.98/0.59
5.51/1.03

4TMN
0.75/0.53
1.18/1.01
0.91/0.31
7.68/7.25
8.11/0.74
–
1.85/0.31
1.89/0.19

5TMN
1.65/0.65
1.17/1.10
2.05/0.46
1.13/1.13
8.29/0.85
1.75/0.31
–
0.45/0.45

6TMN
1.84/0.65
0.98/0.98
1.61/0.20
10.26/1.03
8.63/0.60
1.82/0.19
0.46/0.46
–

Table A.5: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T1c).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.71/0.71
0.37/0.37
0.36/0.36
0.61/0.61
0.32/0.32
0.82/0.82
0.72/0.72

1TLP
0.69/0.69
–
0.67/0.38
1.22/1.22
7.94/0.67
0.94/0.94
0.83/0.83
0.68/0.68

1TMN
0.37/0.37
0.68/0.68
–
0.43/0.43
0.41/0.41
0.39/0.39
0.33/0.33
0.54/0.54

3TMN
0.34/0.34
0.92/0.92
0.35/0.35
–
0.75/0.75
0.63/0.63
0.60/0.60
0.97/0.97

5TLN
0.40/0.40
6.62/0.71
0.38/0.38
0.86/0.86
–
0.95/0.95
0.89/0.89
0.72/0.72

4TMN
0.32/0.32
1.08/1.08
0.55/0.55
1.00/1.00
1.54/1.54
–
0.53/0.53
0.45/0.45

5TMN
0.85/0.85
1.00/1.00
0.44/0.44
0.70/0.70
1.45/1.45
0.52/0.52
–
0.23/0.23

6TMN
0.69/0.69
0.85/0.85
0.57/0.57
1.30/1.30
0.97/0.97
0.42/0.42
0.23/0.23
–

Table A.6: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T1d).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.42/0.42
0.42/0.42
0.33/0.33
1.13/0.98
0.37/0.37
0.34/0.34
1.02/0.42

1TLP
0.55/0.55
–
0.54/0.54
1.47/0.86
1.01/0.94
0.88/0.88
0.82/0.82
0.96/0.94

1TMN
0.36/0.36
0.52/0.52
–
2.75/0.96
0.75/0.75
0.56/0.56
0.56/0.56
0.58/0.58

3TMN
0.59/0.58
0.89/0.50
1.81/0.68
–
4.19/4.19
11.38/2.38
2.51/2.51
2.89/1.21

5TLN
0.72/0.72
0.82/0.82
0.58/0.58
5.12/4.33
–
0.71/0.71
0.73/0.73
0.49/0.49

4TMN
0.24/0.24
0.80/0.80
0.66/0.66
10.13/3.97
0.97/0.75
–
0.73/0.52
0.62/0.62

5TMN
1.17/0.99
0.92/0.92
0.61/0.61
3.57/3.57
1.03/1.03
0.71/0.53
–
0.26/0.26

6TMN
1.51/0.68
0.99/0.99
0.64/0.64
3.93/3.67
0.60/0.60
0.57/0.57
0.26/0.26
–
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Table A.7: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment T2a).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.40/0.40
0.17/0.17
0.33/0.33
0.87/0.87
0.31/0.31
0.60/0.60
0.78/0.78

1TLP
0.38/0.38
–
0.92/0.57
1.27/1.27
0.85/0.85
0.84/0.84
0.89/0.89
0.82/0.82

1TMN
0.32/0.32
0.96/0.56
–
0.47/0.47
0.53/0.53
0.45/0.45
0.46/0.46
0.55/0.55

3TMN
0.42/0.42
0.87/0.87
0.43/0.43
–
1.84/1.34
0.52/0.52
0.56/0.56
0.74/0.74

5TLN
1.05/1.01
0.79/0.79
0.54/0.54
1.74/1.36
–
0.72/0.72
0.89/0.89
0.54/0.54

4TMN
0.49/0.49
0.82/0.82
0.57/0.57
0.81/0.81
0.75/0.75
–
0.31/0.31
0.54/0.54

5TMN
1.63/0.47
1.07/1.07
0.56/0.56
0.64/0.64
1.53/0.66
0.31/0.31
–
0.20/0.20

6TMN
0.49/0.49
1.08/1.08
0.64/0.64
0.86/0.82
0.67/0.67
0.52/0.52
0.20/0.20
–

Table A.8: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment T2b).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.41/0.41
0.67/0.39
0.15/0.15
7.46/1.62
0.87/0.64
1.71/1.03
1.32/0.40

1TLP
0.37/0.37
–
1.33/0.82
0.88/0.59
8.11/5.87
1.09/0.60
0.96/0.93
0.77/0.77

1TMN
0.68/0.39
1.34/0.84
–
1.17/0.68
8.07/5.77
0.61/0.59
1.72/0.52
1.23/0.47

3TMN
0.20/0.20
0.60/0.44
0.85/0.70
–
3.47/2.90
6.40/6.08
0.38/0.38
2.16/0.96

5TLN
4.82/1.54
4.85/4.85
4.90/4.81
4.09/3.37
–
6.41/0.80
5.97/0.71
5.49/0.85

4TMN
0.65/0.65
1.19/0.87
0.88/0.37
8.17/7.53
8.15/0.73
–
1.90/0.21
1.87/0.58

5TMN
2.69/0.67
1.17/1.02
2.05/0.53
0.86/0.86
8.31/0.96
1.80/0.23
–
0.40/0.40

6TMN
1.79/0.39
0.98/0.98
1.48/0.53
9.68/1.71
8.65/1.52
1.79/0.71
0.41/0.41
–

Table A.9: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment T2c).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.71/0.71
0.37/0.37
0.38/0.38
0.67/0.67
0.34/0.34
0.70/0.70
0.81/0.81

1TLP
0.73/0.73
–
0.65/0.65
6.39/1.17
8.13/0.85
1.06/0.54
0.85/0.85
0.72/0.72

1TMN
0.37/0.37
0.66/0.66
–
0.44/0.44
0.38/0.38
0.38/0.38
0.36/0.36
0.52/0.52

3TMN
0.36/0.36
5.57/0.82
0.41/0.41
–
2.34/1.20
0.39/0.39
0.80/0.80
0.92/0.92

5TLN
0.55/0.55
7.07/0.76
0.37/0.37
2.08/1.23
–
0.48/0.48
0.77/0.77
0.54/0.54

4TMN
0.37/0.37
1.13/1.13
0.52/0.52
0.82/0.82
0.42/0.42
–
0.50/0.50
0.56/0.56

5TMN
0.77/0.77
1.00/1.00
0.47/0.47
1.23/1.23
1.25/1.25
0.49/0.49
–
0.20/0.20

6TMN
0.64/0.64
0.87/0.87
0.57/0.57
1.33/0.77
0.65/0.65
0.54/0.54
0.20/0.20
–

Table A.10: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment T2d).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.35/0.35
0.32/0.32
0.70/0.59
0.78/0.78
0.54/0.54
1.53/0.49
0.35/0.35

1TLP
0.73/0.73
–
0.54/0.54
1.21/1.00
0.98/0.98
0.98/0.92
0.83/0.83
0.79/0.79

1TMN
0.37/0.37
0.54/0.54
–
2.46/1.65
0.74/0.74
0.66/0.47
0.52/0.52
0.77/0.73

3TMN
0.36/0.36
0.84/0.54
1.51/1.01
–
4.54/3.42
11.23/5.99
2.45/1.60
6.00/1.05

5TLN
0.55/0.55
0.77/0.77
0.57/0.57
5.61/4.29
–
0.90/0.74
0.65/0.65
0.41/0.41

4TMN
0.37/0.37
0.88/0.88
0.86/0.39
10.03/7.15
0.91/0.91
–
0.88/0.48
0.62/0.62

5TMN
0.77/0.77
0.93/0.93
0.56/0.56
3.65/1.76
0.92/0.63
0.85/0.51
–
0.25/0.25

6TMN
0.64/0.64
0.76/0.76
0.85/0.85
9.19/1.97
0.50/0.50
0.57/0.57
0.25/0.25
–
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Table A.11: Rms distances (in Å) of atom alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T3).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

A.1.2

1THL
–
0.34/0.34
0.27/0.27
0.35/0.35
8.08/0.85
0.28/0.28
0.50/0.50
0.49/0.49

1TLP
0.54/0.54
–
0.62/0.62
1.15/1.15
0.88/0.88
0.76/0.76
0.84/0.84
0.82/0.82

1TMN
0.28/0.28
0.62/0.62
–
0.48/0.48
1.96/0.98
0.41/0.41
0.43/0.43
0.42/0.42

3TMN
0.31/0.31
0.85/0.85
0.35/0.35
–
5.88/1.31
0.70/0.70
0.62/0.62
0.66/0.58

5TLN
6.79/0.91
0.74/0.74
1.08/1.08
6.60/1.15
–
0.62/0.62
0.80/0.80
0.75/0.75

4TMN
0.37/0.37
0.80/0.80
0.62/0.62
1.36/1.36
1.08/1.08
–
0.50/0.50
0.58/0.58

5TMN
0.57/0.57
0.93/0.93
0.50/0.50
0.94/0.47
1.57/1.57
0.47/0.47
–
0.17/0.17

6TMN
0.58/0.58
0.91/0.91
0.44/0.44
0.87/0.50
1.56/1.56
0.52/0.52
0.17/0.17
–

Ensemble of Conformers

Table A.12: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment T4).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN
∗
a
b
c
d
f
g

1THL
–
0.84 /0.84
0.52 /0.52
0.93 /0.93
2.73f/1.29
2.41f/0.53
2.03f/0.82
2.19f/0.59

1TLP
0.90 /0.84
–
0.70 /0.70
4.56b/1.21
7.81 /1.00
0.84 /0.84
0.79 /0.79
0.80 /0.80

1TMN
0.38 /0.38
0.56 /0.56
–
3.55c/0.77
0.57 /0.57
0.44 /0.44
1.47 /0.59
0.50 /0.50

3TMN
0.25/0.25
0.70/0.70
0.34/0.34
–
6.14/5.87∗
5.55/0.97
5.47/0.41
5.70/0.62

5TLN
2.56a/1.75
2.38a/2.38
1.73 /1.35
7.16 /2.06
–
6.56g/0.88
1.01 /1.01
2.75 /1.09

4TMN
1.29 /0.53
9.57 /1.54
1.32 /0.54
4.81d/4.81
8.03 /1.26
–
4.69d/0.60
1.35 /0.62

5TMN
0.96 /0.84
1.26 /1.26
0.38 /0.38
2.72d/2.72
6.16d/0.97
0.50 /0.50
–
0.43 /0.43

6TMN
1.28 /0.68
1.11 /1.11
1.41 /0.57
8.91 /7.27∗
6.86 /3.25d
2.54d/0.66
0.47 /0.47
–

Miss-alignment.
Large rms is due to wrong orientation of the terminating imino-hydroxyl moiety.
Large rms is due to wrong orientation of the terminating hydroxyl-ring moiety.
Large rms is due to wrong orientation of the terminating aromatic ring moiety.
Large rms is due to wrong orientation of benzyloxycarbonyl moiety.
Large rms is due to wrong orientation of indole moiety.
Wrong, but interesting “alternative” alignment.

Table A.13: Rms distances (in Å) of atom alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment T5).
1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN
∗

1THL
–
1.09/1.09
0.59/0.59
4.85/0.94
6.77/3.55∗
2.98/0.56
2.24/1.19
1.69/1.11

Miss-alignment.

1TLP
4.19/0.77
–
0.70/0.70
1.28/0.81
6.59/1.11
0.86/0.86
1.20/0.77
0.83/0.83

1TMN
0.36/0.36
2.85/0.68
–
4.32/2.41
3.14/2.27
0.46/0.46
2.74/0.52
0.51/0.51

3TMN
0.32/0.32
1.72/0.93
0.37/0.37
–
5.80/2.15
8.00/1.92
1.79/0.62
0.67/0.67

5TLN
5.22/4.68
5.17/1.45
1.55/1.55
4.46/4.41∗
–
6.76/6.36∗
1.38/1.17
1.36/1.32

4TMN
1.22/0.57
1.48/0.88
1.29/0.58
7.34/7.31∗
9.91/4.22∗
–
4.52/0.79
4.69/0.85

5TMN
0.92/0.92
0.94/0.94
0.55/0.55
7.06/0.68
3.81/1.57
0.50/0.50
–
0.34/0.34

6TMN
0.92/0.92
4.07/0.97
0.73/0.73
3.34/0.92
5.17/3.74∗
0.58/0.58
0.44/0.44
–
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Table A.14: Experiment H1 and H3: Number of initial transformations.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
6888
2866
6222
7727
7801
5610

IDV
6888
–
1995
4441
5078
5358
3708

APV
2866
1995
–
2008
2317
2345
1659

NFV
6222
4441
2008
–
4212
4630
3554

RTV
7727
5078
2317
4212
–
6003
4386

LPV
7801
5358
2345
4630
6003
–
4558

TPV
5610
3708
1659
3554
4386
4558
–

Table A.15: Experiment H2a-d: Number of initial transformations.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
2801
2451
2496
5455
4904
2923

IDV
2801
–
1137
1355
2600
2009
1015

APV
2451
1137
–
1219
2166
2005
1093

NFV
2496
1355
1219
–
2308
2117
1413

RTV
5455
2600
2166
2308
–
4099
2940

LPV
4904
2009
2005
2117
4099
–
2587

TPV
2923
1015
1093
1413
2940
2587
–

Table A.16: Experiment H2e: Number of initial transformations.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
5249
4716
4766
10124
8721
5434

IDV
5249
–
2268
2517
4848
3884
2055

APV
4716
2268
–
2198
4147
3864
2098

NFV
4766
2517
2198
–
4430
3930
2518

RTV
10124
4848
4147
4430
–
7882
5430

LPV
8721
3884
3864
3930
7882
–
4737

TPV
5434
2055
2098
2518
5430
4737
–
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Table A.17: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H1a).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
0. 80/ 0. 80
0. 57/ 0. 57
0. 55/ 0. 55
1. 18/ 0. 59
1. 02/ 0. 68
0. 60/ 0. 52

IDV
0. 75/ 0. 72
–
0. 85/ 0. 70
0. 51/ 0. 39
0. 56/ 0. 56
0. 71/ 0. 56
0. 74/ 0. 74

APV
0. 72/ 0. 31
0. 63/ 0. 63
–
0. 89/ 0. 48
0. 75/ 0. 52
0. 35/ 0. 35
1. 13/ 0. 94

NFV
0. 50/ 0. 49
0. 52/ 0. 45
0. 85/ 0. 52
–
1. 21/ 0. 63
0. 55/ 0. 42
0. 47/ 0. 47

RTV
1. 42/ 0. 45
0. 68/ 0. 68
0. 68/ 0. 58
1. 09/ 0. 62
–
0. 93/ 0. 93
0. 71/ 0. 71

LPV
0. 86/ 0. 45
0. 69/ 0. 53
0. 35/ 0. 35
0. 57/ 0. 57
0. 85/ 0. 85
–
1. 24/ 0. 37

TPV
0. 91/ 0. 28
0. 91/ 0. 74
1. 51/ 0. 97
0. 46/ 0. 46
0. 74/ 0. 74
1. 17/ 0. 45
–

Table A.18: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H1b).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
0. 85/ 0. 85
1. 39/ 0. 77
1. 02/ 0. 75
1. 32/ 0. 87
1. 17/ 0. 36
6. 11/ 2. 38

IDV
1. 09/ 0. 84
–
0. 90/ 0. 52
0. 80/ 0. 32
1. 23/ 0. 68
0. 64/ 0. 60
6. 60/ 0. 66

APV
0. 55/ 0. 54
0. 70/ 0. 47
–
0. 94/ 0. 61
0. 83/ 0. 40
0. 65/ 0. 31
5. 45/ 1. 00

NFV
0. 39/ 0. 36
0. 87/ 0. 32
0. 95/ 0. 61
–
1. 66/ 0. 58
0. 66/ 0. 41
0. 93/ 0. 49

RTV
1. 36/ 0. 46
1. 32/ 0. 71
0. 92/ 0. 43
1. 56/ 0. 68
–
1. 34/ 0. 57
6. 72/ 0. 72

LPV
1. 11/ 0. 16
0. 60/ 0. 58
0. 71/ 0. 33
0. 71/ 0. 62
1. 22/ 0. 62
–
0. 91/ 0. 91

TPV
2. 53/ 2. 53
5. 22/ 0. 77
5. 16/ 1. 15
1. 00/ 1. 00
5. 22/ 0. 76
0. 86/ 0. 86
–

Table A.19: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H1c).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1. 70/ 0. 83
1. 25/ 0. 63
0. 72/ 0. 72
0. 63/ 0. 49
2. 25/ 0. 70
1. 15/ 1. 15

IDV
1. 65/ 0. 78
–
1. 78/ 1. 25
1. 36/ 0. 65
0. 53/ 0. 53
1. 23/ 0. 65
3. 25/ 1. 45

APV
0. 72/ 0. 72
1. 47/ 1. 08
–
1. 18/ 0. 40
1. 16/ 1. 03
1. 86/ 0. 56
3. 01/ 1. 56

NFV
0. 62/ 0. 62
1. 19/ 0. 65
1. 13/ 0. 25
–
1. 43/ 1. 37
1. 93/ 0. 85
1. 59/ 1. 05

RTV
0. 60/ 0. 60
0. 61/ 0. 61
1. 15/ 1. 02
1. 46/ 1. 40
–
1. 05/ 1. 05
1. 85/ 1. 08

LPV
2. 14/ 0. 83
1. 26/ 0. 59
2. 11/ 0. 98
2. 20/ 1. 24
1. 03/ 1. 03
–
2. 40/ 2. 00

TPV
1. 23/ 0. 98
3. 13/ 1. 63
3. 02/ 1. 65
1. 76/ 1. 10
1. 56/ 1. 12
2. 42/ 2. 07
–

Table A.20: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H1d).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1. 70/ 0. 83
1. 25/ 0. 63
0. 72/ 0. 72
0. 63/ 0. 49
2. 25/ 0. 70
1. 15/ 1. 15

IDV
1. 65/ 0. 78
–
1. 78/ 1. 25
1. 36/ 0. 65
0. 53/ 0. 53
1. 23/ 0. 65
3. 25/ 1. 45

APV
0. 72/ 0. 72
1. 47/ 1. 08
–
1. 18/ 0. 40
1. 16/ 1. 03
1. 86/ 0. 56
3. 01/ 1. 56

NFV
0. 62/ 0. 62
1. 19/ 0. 65
1. 13/ 0. 25
–
1. 43/ 1. 37
1. 93/ 0. 85
1. 59/ 1. 05

RTV
0. 60/ 0. 60
0. 61/ 0. 61
1. 15/ 1. 02
1. 46/ 1. 40
–
1. 05/ 1. 05
1. 85/ 1. 08

LPV
2. 14/ 0. 83
1. 26/ 0. 59
2. 11/ 0. 98
2. 20/ 1. 24
1. 03/ 1. 03
–
2. 40/ 2. 00

TPV
1. 23/ 0. 98
3. 13/ 1. 63
3. 02/ 1. 65
1. 76/ 1. 10
1. 56/ 1. 12
2. 42/ 2. 07
–
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Table A.21: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H2a).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1. 47/ 0. 52
0. 87/ 0. 87
1. 02/ 0. 63
1. 54/ 0. 82
0. 85/ 0. 57
8. 40/ 0. 73

IDV
0. 90/ 0. 90
–
1. 85/ 0. 49
0. 50/ 0. 50
1. 09/ 0. 78
0. 76/ 0. 76
1. 20/ 1. 09

APV
1. 33/ 0. 56
0. 74/ 0. 74
–
1. 71/ 0. 46
1. 59/ 1. 11
0. 76/ 0. 62
11. 05/ 1. 17

NFV
0. 97/ 0. 72
0. 59/ 0. 59
1. 55/ 1. 08
–
1. 17/ 1. 17
1. 17/ 0. 56
0. 78/ 0. 78

RTV
1. 94/ 1. 01
1. 00/ 0. 89
0. 73/ 0. 66
1. 27/ 1. 12
–
1. 12/ 1. 12
0. 88/ 0. 88

LPV
1. 31/ 0. 88
0. 84/ 0. 83
0. 35/ 0. 35
1. 28/ 0. 62
1. 09/ 1. 09
–
0. 68/ 0. 68

TPV
6. 38/ 0. 67
1. 28/ 1. 28
10. 92/ 1. 18
0. 89/ 0. 89
0. 93/ 0. 93
0. 93/ 0. 88
–

Table A.22: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H2b).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1. 31/ 0. 76
1. 12/ 0. 80
0. 64/ 0. 62
1. 31/ 0. 56
0. 56/ 0. 46
6. 01/ 2. 84

IDV
1. 28/ 0. 76
–
0. 90/ 0. 58
0. 82/ 0. 41
0. 94/ 0. 60
0. 64/ 0. 64
6. 56/ 0. 69

APV
1. 18/ 0. 64
0. 70/ 0. 55
–
1. 24/ 0. 66
1. 09/ 0. 43
0. 65/ 0. 74
5. 33/ 0. 97

NFV
0. 52/ 0. 52
0. 89/ 0. 44
1. 25/ 0. 62
–
1. 69/ 0. 71
0. 49/ 0. 64
0. 94/ 0. 94

RTV
1. 61/ 1. 09
0. 96/ 0. 58
1. 26/ 0. 49
1. 59/ 0. 82
–
1. 35/ 0. 55
6. 70/ 0. 84

LPV
0. 55/ 0. 50
0. 60/ 0. 60
0. 62/ 0. 73
0. 69/ 0. 51
1. 27/ 0. 58
–
0. 95/ 0. 95

TPV
5. 26/ 2. 39
5. 11/ 0. 70
5. 18/ 0. 90
1. 00/ 0. 96
5. 24/ 0. 93
0. 87/ 0. 87
–

Table A.23: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H2c).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
2. 48/ 1. 01
0. 65/ 0. 65
0. 63/ 0. 63
1. 76/ 0. 64
1. 92/ 0. 92
1. 40/ 0. 59

IDV
1. 47/ 0. 68
–
1. 72/ 1. 72
1. 23/ 1. 10
0. 63/ 0. 63
1. 15/ 0. 78
5. 07/ 0. 98

APV
0. 74/ 0. 74
1. 14/ 1. 43
–
1. 30/ 0. 66
1. 02/ 1. 02
1. 79/ 0. 44
4. 96/ 1. 08

NFV
0. 62/ 0. 62
1. 07/ 1. 07
1. 25/ 0. 64
–
2. 43/ 0. 50
2. 01/ 0. 91
1. 58/ 1. 58

RTV
1. 95/ 0. 51
0. 70/ 0. 70
1. 02/ 1. 02
3. 06/ 0. 59
–
1. 05/ 1. 05
1. 95/ 1. 01

LPV
2. 21/ 0. 79
1. 31/ 0. 78
2. 00/ 0. 50
2. 29/ 0. 82
1. 01/ 1. 01
–
2. 12/ 1. 06

TPV
1. 65/ 0. 94
5. 90/ 2. 10
5. 87/ 1. 45
1. 86/ 1. 08
1. 59/ 1. 46
2. 13/ 1. 18
–

Table A.24: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H2d).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
0. 75/ 0. 75
1. 00/ 0. 72
0. 75/ 0. 75
1. 48/ 0. 63
0. 85/ 0. 84
3. 87/ 1. 22

IDV
0. 66/ 0. 66
–
0. 86/ 0. 86
0. 50/ 0. 50
1. 07/ 0. 78
0. 78/ 0. 78
1. 07/ 0. 98

APV
0. 83/ 0. 82
0. 82/ 0. 82
–
1. 56/ 0. 60
1. 29/ 1. 29
0. 76/ 0. 28
5. 57/ 1. 09

NFV
0. 76/ 0. 76
0. 59/ 0. 59
1. 68/ 0. 65
–
1. 18/ 0. 92
1. 17/ 0. 85
2. 15/ 0. 78

RTV
1. 46/ 0. 60
0. 99/ 0. 89
1. 17/ 1. 17
0. 98/ 0. 26
–
1. 12/ 1. 12
1. 97/ 1. 97

LPV
0. 73/ 0. 73
0. 82/ 0. 82
0. 73/ 0. 28
1. 28/ 0. 86
1. 09/ 1. 09
–
0. 42/ 0. 42

TPV
3. 67/ 1. 26
1. 18/ 1. 04
5. 26/ 1. 26
2. 09/ 0. 89
2. 04/ 1. 80
0. 44/ 0. 44
–

Table A.25: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H2e).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1. 02/ 1. 02
0. 74/ 0. 74
0. 73/ 0. 73
1. 22/ 0. 42
0. 71/ 0. 71
0. 44/ 0. 44

IDV
0. 84/ 0. 84
–
0. 78/ 0. 64
0. 63/ 0. 63
0. 55/ 0. 55
0. 74/ 0. 60
0. 80/ 0. 80

APV
0. 69/ 0. 56
0. 67/ 0. 63
–
0. 92/ 0. 76
0. 89/ 0. 46
1. 35/ 0. 30
0. 98/ 0. 98

NFV
0. 66/ 0. 66
0. 66/ 0. 66
0. 91/ 0. 56
–
1. 17/ 0. 37
0. 76/ 0. 60
0. 71/ 0. 71

RTV
1. 16/ 0. 63
0. 65/ 0. 65
0. 84/ 0. 49
1. 26/ 0. 36
–
1. 01/ 0. 35
1. 89/ 0. 79

LPV
0. 73/ 0. 73
0. 68/ 0. 61
1. 57/ 0. 30
0. 79/ 0. 62
0. 99/ 0. 40
–
1. 93/ 0. 74

TPV
0. 68/ 0. 60
1. 02/ 0. 77
1. 40/ 1. 18
0. 80/ 0. 80
1. 53/ 0. 86
1. 86/ 0. 97
–
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Table A.26: Rms distances (in Å) of atom alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H3).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

A.2.2

SQV
–
0. 91/ 0. 79
0. 95/ 0. 26
0. 76/ 0. 51
1. 28/ 0. 74
0. 81/ 0. 68
6. 78/ 0. 73

IDV
0. 88/ 0. 80
–
0. 81/ 0. 63
0. 64/ 0. 64
1. 16/ 0. 84
0. 75/ 0. 67
8. 75/ 1. 10

APV
0. 79/ 0. 25
0. 81/ 0. 65
–
0. 32/ 0. 32
1. 02/ 1. 02
0. 57/ 0. 50
10. 30/ 3. 54

NFV
0. 57/ 0. 57
0. 58/ 0. 58
0. 33/ 0. 33
–
1. 39/ 0. 80
0. 68/ 0. 68
7. 69/ 0. 65

RTV
1. 35/ 0. 58
1. 14/ 0. 80
0. 97/ 0. 97
1. 25/ 0. 90
–
1. 00/ 0. 94
5. 78/ 1. 02

LPV
0. 85/ 0. 58
0. 79/ 0. 64
0. 55/ 0. 44
0. 72/ 0. 72
0. 98/ 0. 98
–
5. 62/ 2. 96

TPV
6. 59/ 0. 86
6. 51/ 0. 93
9. 41/ 3. 34
6. 50/ 0. 73
5. 29/ 0. 99
4. 94/ 2. 77
–

Ensemble of Conformers

Table A.27: Rms distances (in Å) of surface alignment with surface-based initial transformations
(experiment H4).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV
∗

SQV
–
1.07/1.07
0.81/0.81
1.19/0.94
1.45/1.03
1.68/1.00
2.59/2.59∗∗

IDV
0.78/0.78
–
1.97/0.55
0.42/0.42
0.61/0.61
2.78/0.55
2.58/2.26∗∗

APV
1.29/1.06
1.30/1.21
–
1.25/1.22
1.61/0.98
1.27/1.12
6.56/1.65

NFV
0.84/0.83
0.68/0.68
0.93/0.75
–
0.80/0.58
1.27/0.83
5.85/2.86∗∗

RTV
2.86/0.70
5.93/1.52
5.16/0.92
1.09/1.01
–
1.14/1.14
8.18/2.80

LPV
1.18/0.62
0.84/0.84
0.53/0.53
0.79/0.56
1.22/1.22
–
2.46/0.63

TPV
3.44/0.70
4.79/0.87
5.38/4.62∗
4.60/1.84a
5.98/1.06
5.90/1.45
–

Miss-alignment.
Correct general position.
Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the terminating aromatic ring.

∗∗
a

Table A.28: Rms distances (in Å) of atom alignment with atom-based initial transformations
(experiment H5).
SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV
∗

SQV
–
1.01/1.01
0.82/0.82
0.94/0.94
1.41/0.86
1.06/1.06
6.22/4.56∗

IDV
0.70/0.70
–
6.93/0.98
0.64/0.64
1.18/0.77
0.65/0.65
6.45/5.19∗

Miss-alignment.
Correct general position.

∗∗

APV
2.27/0.97
4.02/1.67
–
1.68/1.25
1.37/1.37
1.35/0.95
6.56/2.65∗∗

NFV
0.66/0.66
0.66/0.66
1.12/0.77
–
1.38/1.21
0.92/0.83
5.55/3.02∗

RTV
1.05/1.05
7.64/0.85
1.24/1.24
1.36/1.36
–
1.28/1.28
6.10/5.30∗

LPV
0.85/0.85
0.75/0.75
0.68/0.56
0.94/0.87
1.06/1.06
–
6.83/2.53∗∗

TPV
4.66/2.92∗
5.17/4.86∗
5.78/3.91∗
4.80/4.11∗
4.92/3.57∗
6.26/3.80∗
–

Appendix B

Results of Multiple Surface
Alignment
This appendix contains the numerical results from Chapter 6.
The tables in this appendix have to be read as follows. The reference molecule is given in
the first column, and each row contains a single multiple alignment of the query molecules
with the experimental conformer of the reference molecule. Each table entry gives the rms
(root mean square) distance of the aligned query molecule to its experimental conformer.
In order to allow to quickly grasp the main information given by each table, the following
colors were used for highlighting:
• green: rms distances between 1.0 and 2.0 Å.
• blue: rms distances between 2.0 and 4.0 Å.
• red: rms distances above 4.0 Å.
Furthermore, the entry “xx” denotes that the respective structure could not be aligned at
all.
The relative minimum size minSizerel has been defined in Definition 6.2.9.
For a detailed discussion of the tables we refer the reader to Section 6.4.
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Table B.1: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple surface alignment based on pairwise surface
alignments from experiment 2a (Table A.7). minSizerel = 0.4.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.54
0.23
0.30
0.79
0.40
0.52
0.83

1TLP
0.53
–
0.97
1.18
0.85
0.84
0.93
0.80

1TMN
0.26
0.90
–
0.39
0.54
0.44
0.56
0.60

3TMN
0.27
0.87
0.42
–
1.76
0.49
0.55
0.77

5TLN
0.93
0.83
0.58
1.30
–
0.75
0.85
0.54

4TMN
0.42
0.75
0.58
0.73
0.71
–
0.41
0.58

5TMN
0.64
1.01
0.82
0.73
0.55
0.27
–
0.24

6TMN
0.89
1.01
0.83
0.85
0.69
0.52
0.22
–

Table B.2: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple atom alignment based on pairwise atom alignments from experiment 3 (Table A.11). minSizerel = 0.4.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN

1THL
–
0.71
0.37
0.43
2.04
0.55
1.15
1.10

1TLP
1.15
–
1.25
1.25
0.83
0.94
0.95
0.91

1TMN
0.46
1.00
–
0.34
1.96
0.36
0.94
0.92

3TMN
0.52
0.80
0.28
–
1.25
0.68
0.70
0.76

5TLN
0.87
0.85
1.15
1.13
–
0.76
1.07
1.03

4TMN
1.28
1.26
0.90
1.46
1.57
–
0.60
0.58

5TMN
1.45
1.34
1.15
1.02
2.06
0.71
–
0.14

6TMN
1.42
1.28
1.11
0.95
2.05
0.71
0.14
–
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Ensemble of Conformers

Table B.3: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple surface alignment based on pairwise surface
alignments from experiment 4 (Table A.12). minSizerel = 0.4.

1THL
1TLP
1TMN
3TMN
5TLN
4TMN
5TMN
6TMN
a
b
c

1THL
–
0.85
0.51
xx
1.29
0.56
1.98c
0.62

1TLP
0.97
–
0.72
xx
0.95
0.86
1.19
0.76

1TMN
0.36
0.63
–
xx
0.64
0.49
1.42
0.52

3TMN
0.26
xx
xx
–
xx
xx
xx
xx

5TLN
1.80
2.41a
2.45a
xx
–
2.60a
0.97
2.72a

4TMN
1.07
1.53
1.32
xx
1.25
–
0.96
1.34

5TMN
1.01
1.20
0.36
xx
0.99
0.54
–
0.41

6TMN
1.16
1.01
0.51
xx
3.34b
0.61
0.48
–

Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the terminating imino-hydroxyl moiety.
Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the bencyloxycarbonyl (CBZ) moiety.
Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the indole moiety.

Table B.4: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple atom alignment based on pairwise atom alignments from experiment 5 (Table A.13). minSizerel = 0.4.

1THL
1TLP
1TMNb
3TMN
5TLN
4TMNc
5TMN
6TMN
∗

1THL
–
1.11
0.57
xx
xx
0.68
1.02
1.19

1TLP
1.00
–
0.77
xx
1.11
0.92
0.84
0.86

1TMN
0.56
0.91
–
xx
3.32
0.44
0.94
0.97

3TMN
0.44
0.87
0.31
–
xx
1.92
xx
0.83

5TLN
5.90∗
1.46
1.51
xx
–
xx
1.39
1.31

4TMN
1.34
1.70
4.93a
xx
xx
–
0.79
0.80

5TMN
1.17
1.20
1.24
xx
1.46
0.60
–
0.56

6TMN
1.80
1.29
1.78
xx
3.74
0.87
0.41
–

Miss-alignment.
Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the bencyloxycarbonyl (CBZ) moiety.
b
Represents a good alignment, however, no alignment could be found, that positions the negatively
charged binding to the zinc ion, closely to each other.
c
Very good alignment, except for 5TLN, which could not be successfully aligned.
d
Large rms is due to the wrong orientation of the terminating imino-hydroxyl moiety.
a
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Table B.5: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple surface alignment based on pairwise surface
alignments from experiment 7a (Table A.21). minSizerel = 0.35.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1.05
0.63
0.51
1.27
0.73
1.06

IDV
0.86
–
0.73
0.62
0.95
0.78
0.85

APV
0.85
0.66
–
0.87
0.83
0.68
0.63

NFV
0.49
0.58
0.84
–
0.86
0.51
0.47

RTV
1.07
0.98
0.74
0.82
–
0.94
0.77

LPV
0.51
0.61
0.45
0.46
0.85
–
0.90

TPV
0.76
1.40
0.95
0.59
0.90
0.89
–

Table B.6: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple atom alignment based on pairwise surface
alignments from experiment 8 (Table A.26). minSizerel = 0.35.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
2.30
2.09
2.08
1.55
1.61
2.35

IDV
2.06
–
1.99
1.89
1.67
1.72
1.70

APV
1.18
1.47
–
1.49
1.20
1.12
3.64

NFV
2.06
1.49
1.54
–
1.42
1.40
1.03

RTV
2.60
2.39
2.63
1.95
–
1.84
3.02

LPV
1.74
1.63
1.76
1.22
1.22
–
5.60

TPV
1.06
1.81
xx
2.14
1.35
xx
–
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Table B.7: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple surface alignment based on pairwise surface
alignments from experiment 9 (Table A.27). minSizerel = 0.3.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV

SQV
–
1.07
1.52
1.27
1.13
1.09
2.62

IDV
0.73
–
0.52
0.49
0.64
0.55
2.21

APV
1.55
1.32
–
1.23
1.28
1.19
2.23

NFV
0.84
0.80
1.38
–
0.82
0.94
2.77

RTV
1.32
5.91a
0.91
1.18
–
1.19
2.76

LPV
1.07
0.84
0.83
0.71
1.26
–
0.64

TPV
0.81
1.11
xx
4.30b
1.38
1.51
–

a

One half fits very well. In the other half, there is a twist in one of the central bonds such that two
moieties are interchanged.
b
The large difference in the rmsd is mainly due to the terminating fluoric moiety, which in this
alignment sticks out of the active site.

Table B.8: Rms distances (in Å) of best multiple atom alignment based on pairwise atom alignments from experiment 10 (Table A.28). minSizerel = 0.3.

SQV
IDV
APV
NFV
RTV
LPV
TPV
∗∗

SQV
–
1.20
0.91
0.87
1.57
1.02
xx

IDV
1.09
–
1.21
0.72
1.46
0.65
xx

Correct general orientation.

APV
1.42
1.73
–
1.64
1.97
1.60
xx

NFV
0.76
0.64
1.11
–
1.47
0.95
xx

RTV
1.18
1.17
1.26
1.20
–
1.46
xx

LPV
0.94
0.63
2.43∗∗
0.94
1.22
–
xx

TPV
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
–
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